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DEDICATION.

TO THE FIFTIETH REGIMENT.

WHATEveR credit it may have been my good for

tune to gain in the field, I chiefly owe to the soldiers

of the fiftieth regiment. When I wear the decoration

of a Companion of the Bath, I do not forget the men

by whose intrepidity this decoration was won; and

that I am but the channel through which the King

expressed his approbation of their courage. I have

never claimed this mark of honour as bestowed ex

clusively upon myself. I bear it as the ensigns bear

the colours: in honour of the King and of the

regiment.

The old soldiers of the fiftieth, that yet live, are

dispersed: but they still remember Egypt: they still

remember Spain: and the glories of Abercrombie,

of Moore, of Wellington, are yet before them, as the

dreams of past wars float upon their memory! But

* >
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iv DEDICATION.

these men die away: day by day they perish, think

ing of those fields where erst they were assembled in

arms. Scattered by time, they are now lost to each

other: those who fell, and those who survive, are

nearly alike. ‘QUo FATA vocaNT, young soldiers,

is your motto; ‘FUIMUs is ours!

To the young fiftieth I am unknown: but to old

soldiers, their former regiments seem ever as their

home. I have three nephews in the army; their

father has been my comrade from our childhood; and

as I feel towards my brother and his sons, even so do

I feel towards the old and young fiftieth. I there.

fore dedicate this book to that regiment, as the

highest mark of respect that I can offer to the me

mory of those soldiers who once defended, and to the

men who now guard its standards: standards that

have passed victoriously through so many battles!

CHARLEs JAMEs NAPIER,

Major-General.

The motto “Quo fata vocant,” is borne on the colours of the fiftieth

regiment.
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P R. E. F. A. C. E.

My respect for the judgment of the public has

made me labour strenuously to render this little

volume worthy of patronage; at the same time I

am conscious that my best claim to the indulgence

of the community is honesty of purpose.

I am not aware that there is any book on military

law which advocates the separation of military from

social law, though some able works have been pub

lished on a contrary principle by Adye, Tytler,

Kennedy, and Simmons. If I viewed the matter

in the same light with these authors, I should not

have written upon a subject which they have so

cleverly treated; but they have all considered mili

tary law as an emanation from the social law, de

pendant upon it, responsible to it, and seeking its

assistance under all difficulties. This erroneous

principle (erroneous if my view of military law be

just) has been laid down by the legislature; and

the authors who have written upon military law en

deavour to explain it upon this principle: they had

no choice. Their works were written to expound
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the law as it is, for the instruction of young officers;

mine is written to controvert the propriety of union

between the social and military law. Such is my

apology for publishing the present essay. I am in

clined to believe that Major Kennedy and Captain

Simmons will coincide in my opinion; perhaps they

will more fully develope the subject. To do so would

not be inconsistent on their part; for an exposition

of what the law is, and an essay upon what it ought

to be, demand different lines of argument. I have

opened the latter field for discussion, but I have done

little beyond broaching the general principle. If

either of these gentlemen would correct, enlarge, and

form a system of details based on the principles that

I have advocated, he would present to the public a

useful picture of the machinery for working military

law. Such a detailed plan might be adopted by the

legislature, and military law be administered by a

corps of judges advocates, formed of military men,

and directed by a military judge advocate general.

The punishment of flogging has been treated of

in this volume. I confess that I entered on the

subject with great hesitation; but I thought it to be

one from the consideration of which I ought not to

shrink. The public have raised this the question,

which is now like a “troubled spirit,” and can be

laid by discussion alone. The endeavours to throw

cold water upon such a matter is ridiculous, it is an

acknowledgement that the Government feels afraid

of a public enquiry; that it does not feel strong on
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the question, which will, of course, be pressed with

increased vigour by the public. I can see no good

cause for such timid conduct: let open investigation

take place and the danger be at once encountered

by argument, which is the only means by which

public opinion can be influenced. That the reason

ing I have used is sound, I have not the pre

sumption to assert, especially as it is opposed to the

opinions of many better soldiers than myself; but

seeing that the Government shrink from, while the

public cherishes discussion, and that every news

paper puts forth its attacks upon commanders of

regiments, filled with unjust and false assertions,

I have endeavoured, perhaps erroneously and un

successfully, to clear the question from the rubbish

with which it has been loaded, and exhibit it to the

view in its general bearings. In the performance

of this task I am not conscious of any influence but

that of the desire to speak truth. Were I a political

partisan writer, the reader must see what a wide

field of popular declamation would be opened to me

by advocating the total abolition of flogging. Did

I covet favour from those in power, I should devote

my pages to the defence of flogging in time of peace.

To declaim in behalf of either system would have

been an easier work than that which I have under

taken; but I am so convinced of the justice of what

I advance, that, in despite of that want of ability

which may pervade the execution of my task, I be

lieve that my arguments will produce a strong effect
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upon many who are now of an adverse opinion, but

who have not studied the question.

Finally: I am aware that the principles of military

law which I have advocated, will be disputed, for this

is an age of discussion; but out of that discussion

the truth slowly and impressively arises; and I shall

readily acknowledge my obligation to those who point

out whatever is faulty in the work which I now sub

mit to the public.

NoTE. In avowing my readiness to acknowledge sound criticism,

I am not bound to do the same by that which is thoughtless and in

jurious, therefore I shall here notice some observations made by

Captain Irwin on a work of mine called “Colonization,” treating

of the New South Australian Colony, and published for the guidance

of those who seek to emigrate to that distant part of the world.

Captain Irwin has published a pamphlet called “Western Au

stralia," and attacks two passages in my book; in which passages

I casually refer to the settlement on Swan River. He accuses me

of “heedlessness,” “inconsistency,” and “extravagance,” as far as

these passages relative to Western Australia are concerned, though

he appears to coincide in the correctness of my views as they regard

the new colony in Southern Australia.

Having at present no more convenient channel through which

to reply to Captain Irwin's criticism, I shall do it here, in the form

of a letter to that gentleman.

To CAPTAIN IRWIN.

SIR, Bath, March 23d.

Having been abroad, I did not, till this day, see your book en

titled “Western Australia,” containing criticisms upon a work of

mine called “Colonization in Southern Australia.” These criti

cisms I shall quote, and remark upon them.

You say, “Though not at all of the spirit, yet certainly of

the heedlessness with which Colonel Napier has commented upon

one especially of these acts, the writer feels he has occasion to com

plain. The following passage occurs in page 129 of the Colonel's
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last work, when alluding to the execution of Midgegoroo, ‘Now,

if this man had committed any crime, which may perhaps have

been the case, though it does not so appear by Mr. Moore's account,

&c.” Will the reader believe that the Colonel had himself just

recorded, in the next preceding page of his work, the following ex

tract from Mr. Moore? ‘May 22nd. MIDGEGoRoo, AFTER

HAVING BEEN FULLY IDENTIFIED AS A PRINCIPAL ACTOR IN

THREE MURDERs AT LEAST, has been shot at the jail door by a

party of the military. Incredible as it may appear, such is ac

tually the inconsistency into which mere heedlessness has betrayed

Colonel Napier.”

Now, Sir, I have to complain in my turn, “though not at all of

the spirit, yet certainly of the heedlessness” with which you have

criticised my book. Had you read it with attention, you must

have seen, that not from “heedlessness," but upon mature con

sideration, did I write the sentence which you say appears in

credible; for, (without meaning to offend, as the matter relates

only to the interpretation of an admitted fact) Mr. Moore's as

sertion is one thing, and Mr. Moore's account is another thing!

Mr. Moore's assertion accuses Midgegoroo of three murders, Mr.

Moore's account proves that Midgegoroo justly and meritoriously

slew three invaders! These were the glorious deeds of a man de

fending his country against an unjustifiable invasion, an invasion

made for the undisguised and unprincipled purpose of conquest;

an invasion and seizure of territory committed in the most bare

faced manner, under the especial sanction (as you assert) of Sir

George Murray, to whom you dedicate your book. I say that this

invasion was, on the part of this country, a gross violation of prin

ciple, and (what is less excusable) a needless, a wanton violation

of principle, because the merest trifle would have purchased from

these ill used natives, a treaty favourable to all parties, and thus

have saved our dignity as a nation! You seem to be a fair and a

humane man, Captain Irwin, and I put this case home to your

own conscience, taking it for granted that you are a religious man

and a Christian, believing that Christ is God, and that his words,

“Do as you would be done by,” are divine. Now, Sir, picture to

yourself Sir George Murray, all reeking from the Spanish war, and

by his deeds and words having done vengeance against France for

an unjustifiable invasion of Spain; picture to yourself your “war
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rior, senator, and cabinet councillor," becoming colonial secretary,

and, in that capacity, giving the lie to all he said or did against

France, by sending out a force to invade the country of a helpless

nation, which had offered no provocation whatever. Now, Sir,

having thus stripped the subject naked, let me ask you, where is the

difference between Napoleon's invasion and Sir George Murray's *

why this, the French emperor invaded a powerful and an armed

people; the colonial secretary invaded an unarmed and inoffensive

people. The emperor's invasion was part of a great war begun by

England's insolent interference with France, and with the origin

of which war the emperor had no concern, being then a boy. How

ever, the conduct of this war had eventually fallen into his hands,

and the invasion of Spain was one of those atrocities which war

produces; it was expedient, as he thought, to secure victory; as

in like manner Lord Castlereagh thought it expedient to attack

Copenhagen. The invasion by Murray had no such excuse: we

were at peace: no pretence, no shadow of excuse existed; and the

man who, as you say, was distinguished in the cause of justice

for Spain, seems to have failed in gaining similar distinction in

Australia, though backed up by the British House of Commons,

which, with its justly celebrated wisdom, honesty, and truth, de

clared that Australia is “unoccupied!!" and, therefore, claiming the

sovereignty over it all, gave a large portion to the new colonists.

It is universally acknowledged that might is not right: if the

Emperor Napoleon was wrong, Sir George Murray was wrong; if

Sir George Murray was right, the Emperor Napoleon was right:

there is not a shade of difference between the two invasions in point

of principle: though there was great temptation to the invasion of

Spain: none to the invasion of Australia. Now, if I am correct in

thinking the invasion of Australia unprincipled, how can you, or

Mr. Moore, or any man, deny my assertion, that Midgegoroo was

not a murderer for resisting invasion. If he was, every Spaniard

who killed a French soldier in battle was a murderer! Before you

decided that I was “heedless,” you should have disproved my

assertions; you should have proved that you and Mr. Moore had a

right, before God and man, to take Midgegoroo's territory from

him, and hang him for endeavouring to defend his property. When

you do this I shall avow myself to have been “heedless,” “extrava

gant,” and “inconsistent," but not before. But, Sir, I was so far
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from being “heedless,” that even under this glaring, this outrageous,

this irreligious violation of national rights, I had the caution (unne

cessary as that caution was, but still I had the caution) to say it was

possible that Midgegoroo might have committed some crime, and

I argued on the supposition, that if Midgegoroo were a criminal,

even in that case his execution appears, by Mr. Moore's account,

to have been an abandonment of the principles of justice in regard

to the unfortunate native warrior; and you take no pains to dis

prove my statement, though upon that must depend the decision,

whether or not the conduct of the Swan River authorities was

correct. I have thus endeavoured to show you that what I said

was not “mere heedlessness,” but the result of a thorough con

sideration of the subject.

Now, Sir, for your second charge. In page 96 of your pamph

let, you say,

“How premature and rash have been the opinions to which

some writers stand committed ! Where are the proofs of that

“failure of which the author of the work entitled ‘England and

America speaks? and what can be said of the still more extrava

gant statements introduced into a very recent work from the pen

of Colonel Napier, that the colony had existed for TEN years! and

that the governor had made a requisition for six hundred soldiers!

It is much to be regretted that the colonel should have been so

easily misled, and have taken apparently so little trouble to be

correctly informed on the points to which he referred. The mili

tary force of the colony has lately been completed to an hundred

and fifty men; and the writer does not believe that any further in

crease has been contemplated or applied for by the social govern

ment, though that amount is certainly as small as is compatible

with the wants of the colony.”

Such is your second charge against me; to sustain which you,

in a note, give the following quotation from my book, “I have

heard, but cannot vouch for the truth of this assertion, that the

governor of Swan River settlement wants more soldiers, and has

applied for his force to be increased to six hundred men! From

a work entitled ‘Colonization, particularly in Southern Australia,

&c., by Col. Charles James Napier, C.B., page xxvi. In a note in

the succeeding page the colonel quotes, on the authority of the

Hobart Town papers, the following passage. ‘The Swan River
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settlement continues to be affected with a scarcity of provisions,

after being planted about ten years. Pray mark that, reader.”

Well, Sir; I repeat my words. I did hear that the Governor of

Swan River had applied for an increase of force, to the amount

of six hundred soldiers, and that I did not vouch for the truth of

the assertion! It remains for you, Captain Irwin, to show how

I was either misled myself, or misled any body else by this! I

also gave an extract from the latest newspaper that had arrived from

that distant colony, and left the reader to place what reliance he

pleased upon the information so communicated. You say that

the Swan River settlement has a garrison of one hundred and fifty

soldiers, and that you “do not believe any farther increase has been

applied for.” Why, should my hearsay be more “extravagant”

than your belief? and, after all, you prove what I wanted, that

about two hundred soldiers were required to garrison the new

colony; for you, a military man, possessing local experience of

these colonies tell us, that at the Swan River one hundred and fifty

soldiers is as small a number “as is compatible with the wants of

the colony;” so my guess was not amiss, particularly as the South

Australian colony will be exposed to more danger than that of

Swan River, being about twelve hundred miles nearer to the penal

colonies and the felons that escape therefrom.

One more error and the list of my extravagancies seems finished.

I said that the Swan River settlement had been formed about ten

years; it seems that I ought to have said seven years. Really,

such an inconsequential piece of hypercriticism is not often met

with among writers so respectable as yourself, for I am ready to

admit that your pamphlet is both useful and interesting. In my

work there may be some errors, but, assuredly, Captain Irwin, you

have not had the good fortune to alight upon any one of them, and

therefore I shall now conclude this answer, which I should not have

written but that your “heedlessness” of criticism might, if left

without a reply, injure the sale of my book.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

CHARLES JAMES NAPIER,

Major-General.



MILITARY L.A.W.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

LAws are established to protect the weak against the

strong. They are classed under various heads; such as

National Law, Ecclesiastical Law, Civil Law, Military

Law, &c. .

I shall employ the expression Social Law, to designate all

laws that are not military. By Social Law I mean those rules

which are made to maintain order in social life; and by

Military Law, I mean those rules which are made to main

tain order in military life. It does not appear to me that

these two laws have any common principle, and all attempts

to amalgamate them seem bad. It is true that the military

may occasionally be called upon by the civil power, as in

cases of riot, when the social laws have been put down by

the rioters. It is also true that, in these cases, the unfortu

nate soldier is made liable to the action of the social law, by

the misconduct of those identical citizens whose violence has

quelled its action upon themselves! This is not just; and,

therefore, even in such cases, the two codes should be kept

distinct; so that when the civil magistrate can no longer

act, the rioters, who have voluntarily overthrown the social

B
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law, might not receive protection therefrom, but be turned

over to the military; who should, in that case, be responsible

only to military law. When the one law ends, it is rational

to let the other begin

It has been said, that when “Martial Law is proclaimed”

there is a mixture of the two codes, for then the military not

only interferes with, but actually administers, the social law.

But this kind of martial law is, in truth, no law at all. It

is merely a term applied to that act of the legislature which

suspends social law, and places the people at the will of the

military, or other chief. As this “Martial Law” while it

takes the social code away, does not bestow the military

code, the expression “Martial Law” seems to be inaccurate:

the just term for such a lawless state is despotism; as no law,

but that of might, then exists. Such a state may be one of

more, or less injustice, according to the will of those who

hold this absolute power; but it is clear that the will of such

persons is the law, and that there is no other law. There

fore, the expression “Martial Law” does not, properly,

appertain to this state of government, nor is it a mixture of

the two codes, because the social law no longer exists; and

the military law applies only to the troops. For these

reasons also, when speaking of martial law, I mean an

existing written code for the government of the troops, and

not the proclamation of despotism.

Having, for the sake of convenience, designated all laws

by the terms social and military, the first to govern the

citizen, the second to govern the soldier, I shall endeavour

to point out why these laws differ in principles; and why

one law will not answer for both soldiers and citizens. This

will be best accomplished by explaining the difference which

exists between the duties required of a citizen, and those

required of a soldier.
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The duties of a citizen may be divided into three heads.

First. His duty to God, or religious opinions. These

are between him and his Creator; and any attempt to control

or to interfere with them, is an insufferable tyranny; a

tyranny upheld by all Hierarchies, with some honourable

individual exceptions in each. Such exceptions are formed

by men who adhere to the divine and common foundation

of their respective sects, discarding the unrighteous super

structures raised by the worshippers of Mammon. But if

none interfere with the worship of the citizen, so must that

worship interfere with none: unmolested and unmolesting,

it should pass direct to heaven; ascending, as the flame from

the altar of Abel, pure and bright; not red and murky, like

the rejected offering of the accursed Cain, flaring along the

earth, to scorch and pollute the troubled neighbourhood.

Secondly. The duty of a citizen is to obey the laws of the

land, having taken care, by a stern and unflinching opposi

tion to tyranny, that those laws are just. A man may have

no religion, and yet be a good citizen; as many profess the

greatest faith, of whose works neither God nor man can

much approve. But no man can break the laws of society

and be a good citizen.

Thirdly. The duties of a good citizen take a much wider,

and a much less defined range; and from his religious opi

nions, and his obedience to the laws of the country, the

circle extends to his morals. Many people draw a broad

line between faith and good works; I therefore make them

separate duties. Whether the line of separation be very

distinct in a religious point of view, I shall not presume to

say; but in a political point of view the distinction is clear;

for a man's good or evil bearing, or that which we call his

moral conduct, affects society, and comes in immediate con

tact with his neighbours, who have, as in the case of his dis

B 2
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obedience to the laws, or of his holding an intolerant and

meddling creed, a right to interfere. A man may be a

monster of immorality, yet keep within the laws, and conse

quently he remains unpunished by them. But public opi

nion, speaking loudly through a free press, gradually bears

upon the conduct of such miscreants, till time exposes the

evils they do, and points to the remedy, which finally be

comes law, and protects social order against this description

of criminals. Still there must always be a great deal left to

moral feeling. In a civilized state, law does much, but it

cannot do all that is required; and I am inclined to believe,

that the more we are protected by law, the less we protect

each other: moral feelings grow indolent; and instead of

helping our neighbour, we tell him to go to law ! There

fore this advance in civilization, very possibly, does not

make men better; but, as it were, prunes crime. When

the large branches of a tree are cut off by the woodman, and

that it is made what is called “a pollard,” we see innumerable

small shoots spring forth from, and clothe its stem: so does

this progress of civilization cut off the great crimes which

were before committed in open defiance of the law, and mul

tiplies the more safe evasions of the law, and the smaller

attacks upon social order. The daring ravisher who formerly

forced one damsel from her home, now seduces many. A

few desperate highwaymen then infested the public roads,

now every street is haunted by the most accomplished pick

pockets. Massacres and tortures are now confined to manu

factories and the colonies; and inflicted upon infants, un

tutored savages, and animals. However, law, as I have said,

cannot do every thing; and, moreover, the criminality of

most actions depends upon circumstances; and, therefore,

it cannot be always defined by law: certain things are poi

son in one way, medicine in another. It is true, that divine
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and human laws in a great measure fix the bounds of moral

conduct; but as there are many who acknowledge no reli

gion, and as the law cannot, in all points, hold crimes in

check, the citizen who is without faith must be bound by

conscience; and though he denies the divine origin of the

Christian belief, he will still admit the doctrine of “do to

others as you would be done by.” And whoever breaks this

moral law is, so far, a bad citizen.

But the soldier has nothing to do with these three duties;

that is to say, he has nothing to do with them in his charac

ter of a soldier. It is true that, as a man, he is a being

responsible to his Creator, both for his religion and morals.

But as a soldier, obEDIENCE is “the Law and the Prophets.”

His religion, law, and morals, are in the “orderly book.”

If that says “spare,” he spares. If that says “destroy,” he

destroys! I do not speak of a Russian slave in military

habit. I speak of British soldiers. The conscience of a

good soldier is in the keeping of his general; who has the

whole responsibility, before God and man, for what the

soldiers do in obedience to his orders.

Assuming, for the present, that to obey the will of a com

mander is the imperious duty of soldiers, I ask if it be

possible that much, or indeed any, resemblance can exist

between two codes of laws, enacted for the guidance of

beings who live for such different objects? The one law

having for its object, to make the will of a single man the

paramount rule. The other law having for its object, to

prevent the will of a single man being the rule ! Till peace

and war are proved to be the same, the social and military

codes must be as different as black and white.

Let me now endeavour to show, that as the duties of

citizen and soldier, are so different, so must the means be,

by which these duties are to be enforced.
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OBJECT OF SOCIAL LAW AND HOW IT WORKS TO OBTAIN

THAT OBJECT.

THE object of Social. Law is to punish crime; and crime

in the eye of social law, is crime in its literal and moral

meaning. All that is contrary to the principles of Religion,

is crime; every immoral action is crime in the eye of the

law; and though the imperfection of human institutions

prevents much that is immoral from coming under the lash

of the law, we may safely assert, that immorality is diame

trically opposed to social law, in the fair and liberal inter

pretation of the latter. That the law is frequently on the

side of the guilty, and opposed to the innocent, is not its

use, but its abuse and misfortune. Crime, then, in the eye

of the law, is crime in: sense. I shall elsewhere

endeavour to show, that military crime, is not crime in its

moral sense; which last, in military life, may sometimes

become a virtue.

By social law, therefore, we seek to put down crimes in

the common acceptation of the word. These crimes are

known, and established as such in the society for whose pro

tection such laws are framed. The object of that society is,

that the guilty, alone, should be punished by those laws.

But if they fall upon an innocent person, the social system

is broken, the law becomes a tyrant, innocence is no longer

in safety, and confidence is at an end. From this arose the

just aphorism, that “It is better eleven guilty men should escape
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than one innocent man suffer.” Dr. Paley has disputed the

justness of this dogma. But then innocence, according to

his rule, would lose its security; accusation and condemna

tion would lose their distinctions, and justice become a fear

ful lottery. Law is made to protect property; and as life is

our chief property, the chief object of social law is to protect

life. If innocence cannot protect life against law in all

instances; if ever innocence dies by law, justice in that case

ceases to exist. Whereas the escape of guilt in consequence

of the imperfection of proof, adds to the general confidence

in law; strengthens its moral influence; promotes its im

provement for the future; and corrects its administration.

The certain punishment of guilt, demands the certain proofs

of guilt. It is, then, by the constant and ever watchful

labour of the law, to save life and all other property, that it

in the course of time, acquires the confidence and the vene

ration of the community. And this veneration for law,

gradually forms the character of the people. The criminal

may possibly escape the punishment he merits; but he is,

morally, condemned by the public. Though he be not dis

covered, he nevertheless daily hears himself execrated, and

the desire to detect him, expressed by all his neighbours;

he is even obliged to join in his own condemnation; and if

he be known, and has only escaped punishment by some

defect of evidence, public odium is still poured out upon

him; and it is held dishonourable to associate with the

delinquent. Thus the object of law is gradually approached,

for crime is still discouraged, and public opinion punishes

the criminal who escapes the judge.

The social law is thus made, not to produce instant effect,

but to work the gradual amelioration of habits in generation

after generation; and there can be no stronger proof that

the law is neither intended, nor able, to meet any very great
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and sudden emergency, than the fact, that special and in

creased powers are on these occasions given to the executive:

such as the “suspension of the Habeas Corpus,” “the Irish

Coercion Bill,” “declaration of martial law;” and other dread

ful deeds which have been done;—justly, or unjustly, will be

decided by each reader according to the bent of his politics:

a matter foreign to my subject. The fact, however, that

increased powers are demanded by the executive, and

granted by the legislative government, to meet unusual

events, proves what I say—that the regular, and ordinary

operation of social law, is gradual (the exceptions proving

the rule); that legislators so intend it to be, and that their

intention is rational.



CHAPTER III.

OBJECT OF MILITARY LAW AND HOW IT WORKS TO OBTAIN

THAT OBJECT.

LET us now consider the object of Military Law. Is it

to punish moral crime, and make men good? No! The

object of military law is to produce prompt and entire.

oBEDIENCE; and this object is imposed by common sense.

It forms the danger of a standing army to the public liberty;

and it also forms the best security against that danger. It

is true that the principle of obedience to law, is common to

both the citizen and soldier. But in the citizen, obedience

is inculcated by religion and by good morals; and to esta

blish both is, as before stated, the object of social law.

Besides, the obedience demanded of the citizen is seldom

of that description which calls for present exertion; it is

rather of a negative nature; a command not to do that

which all men know to be wrong. He is allowed by the

law to pursue his avocations, which are for his own interest;

and generally of his own selection. Such obedience is,

therefore, one of comparative ease. But the obedience de

manded of the soldier is very different; it is an irksome one,

of active and constant exertion; occupying all his time;

fraught with much to fear and little to hope: nor is he

always borne forward, in this rough path, by a feeling of the

rectitude or wisdom of the operations in which he assists.

A soldier may think a war wrong, and his general incapable;

or either, or both; for soldiers will think, and no class of
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men has more leisure to reflect, or more deep reflection, on

general subjects. This military obedience must, therefore,

be enforced by a more powerful stimulant than that of

social law; a stimulant so strong as to overcome the natural

inclinations of men, and produce instant obedience under

all circumstances, however trying they may be. Therefore,

Social Laws have for their object, gently to form the habits

of society to a rational, religious, moral state, by a steady and

long continued action upon human nature. And

Military Laws have for their object, to force an unhesi

tating and instant compliance with whatever orders the

military chief chooses to issue: and to sustain a constant,

unnatural state of irksome existence, in obedience to rules

which interfere, every instant, with our wishes and time; all

this inconvenience being endured for a small pay, for which

the soldier gives up a home and domestic comforts.

If, then, the results sought for by social and military laws

are so different, there can be, as before observed, but little

coincidence in their principles and frame-work, and those

who judge the one, by rules applicable to the other, are in

error.

But it may be asked, “is such extreme and prompt obe

dience really necessary?” This I will endeavour to answer;

having shown, as clearly as I am able to do, why social and

military laws must differ in their objects; and, therefore,

must differ in their principles.
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• CHAPTER IV.

OF MILITARY OBEDIENCE.

\

SUCCESs in war depends mainly upon two great principles;

namely, to be in the right place, and at the right time. It

requires a military genius in a general to know when, and

where, to place his army in position; but if he be not obeyed,

his genius is of no use. All men are agreed upon this point;

but are all aware of what obedience is, and how it is pro

duced?—I think not. From martinets, from the amateurs

of “grand reviews,” from God knows who; from what the

soldiers call “all sorts,” I have heard of the superiority of

Austrian, Prussian, and Russian discipline, and perfect obe

dience, compared to that of our soldiers. I dare swear that

the reader, if he has attended the humbugging (I crave

pardon for using so vulgar an expression) at “Kalish” will

tell me of “Russian obedience,” I will answer by telling him.

a story; and it may, perhaps, draw the attention of some of

those gentlemen who talk of a British army as a mass of

“brute force,” and speak of, what they term our “blind

obedience,” in a somewhat crude and contemptuous manner,

I may perhaps say displaying ignorance; for military obe

dience is the result of reflection,—not of blindness; and is

invariably found to be most perfect among the most civilized

nations. To proceed with my story;" when the late Duke

* This story was told to me by the late George Callender of Craig

forth ; he was present. Callender was one of those extraordinary men
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of York was on the continent in the early part of the war, he

had some of these obedient Russians with him. A redoubt

was to be carried by storm, and he ordered three Russian

regiments to make the attack. They marched up steadily

under a heavy fire, found a deep ditch with palisades in it;

the Russians halted, looked at the obstacles for a few seconds

and then retired. A second, and a third time these scythian

automatons were marched up to the attack, and again, and

a third time they retired with great loss, brave, stupid, and

“blindly obedient.” At last that ever glorious soldier Sir

Ralph Abercrombie, provoked at their failure, said to the

Duke of York, “If your Royal Highness will allow me to

send three light infantry companies of Englishmen, I will

answer for the redoubt being taken in ten minutes.” The

duke consented. The Englishmen advanced at a rapid pace,

ran up to the edge of the ditch, halted an instant to contem

plate the unexpected defences below, and then intrepidly

leaped down; away went the palisades with a crash, while

cheered by their own animating shouts, the victors sprang

who had abilities of a high cast. That he died but little known as an

officer, is to be accounted for by that sacrifice of ambition to convenience

and pleasure, which seems so unaccountable in some men. His manners,

his courage, his talents, his acute and ready wit, his power of suiting

himself to his company, fitted him for any and for all; in the camp, or

at the court, in the pot-house, or at a conventicle, George Callender was

equally at his ease; perhaps the least so in the last! He never seemed

to seek any thing, but wherever fortune cast him, for that place he

seemed modelled. His mind appeared capable of commanding a com

pany, or an army, with nearly equal facility. I have rarely met with so

admirable a soldier. In temper he was somewhat fiery, his mind active,

and full of resources, his body agile and slight, but strong withall. He

quitted the army young, though a lieutenant-colonel. A favorite with

Sir John Moore, and with all those who had the gift of the military

loaves and fishes; Callender sold out in 1806, and disappeared from the

military horizon |
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upon the parapet, and the redoubt was taken | Here we

have real obedience. The redoubt was to be taken. The

Russian slaves did not take it. The English freemen did

take it; their obedience was perfect; it was not “blind,” it

was glorious !

But no kind of obedience can be taught in an instant;

still less if that instant be one of difficulty and danger. Drill

teaches the body to move with exactness as to time and

place; and to arrive at the proper points by the shortest

lines and therefore with the greatest rapidity. Discipline

does for the mind what drill does for the body. Without

both an army must be defeated. Without obedience neither

can exist: it is their essence, and like them it must be pro

duced by habit or it is a mere word, a sound, and of no

utility; much talked of and little practised. But habit is a

wide word. In social life the habit of doing right in matters

of importance is sufficient; and men who are their own

masters are competent to judge. In military life this is not

the case. No man but the commander can judge of what is

important and what is not, because circumstances with which

he alone is acquainted, may cause the merest trifle to be of

the greatest consequence. Soldiers must therefore obey in

all things. They may and do laugh at foolish orders, but

they nevertheless obey, not because they are blindly obedient,

but because they know that to disobey is to break the back

bone of their profession. To regularity of habit the soldier

is trained; he is taught the necessity of it in principle, and

is obliged to practise it; the first lesson he learns is to be

exact in waiting upon time; his hours of going to bed,

of rising, of going to meals, of going to parades, are all

fixed, and he is punished if he neglects to attend to them

with paecision; his person, his arms, his room, must all be

cleaned, and they are examined at least twice a day in every
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well commanded regiment. Now we know that if arms are

cleaned once a month, and carefully put by, they would

remain perfectly serviceable, and that men and rooms if

examined once a day, or once in two or three days, would be

sufficiently watched to secure cleanliness; but then habits

would be lost. The irksomeness of having a musket con

stantly in the hand and of ever watching time, would gradu

ally increase and encroach upon the system of obedience,

and the greater the distance between the hours when obe

dience is demanded, the greater number of instances of

disobedience will occur, till finally disobedience would be

come the rule, obedience the exception; and a man’s body

being equally dependent upon habit with his mind, would

soon feel the musket to be no longer its companion, but its

torment; and a shadow falls upon the glory of an army when

soldiers grow tired of their arms.

Thus by frequent and close attention to the ordinary

proceedings of a camp or garrison, exact obedience becomes

a habit; and men accustomed to obey in trifles, rarely dis

obey in matters of importance. So are soldiers trained for

War.

But if once a habit of disobedience creeps in, under the

common pretext that “it is not worth while to worry men

about trifles,” (but in reality because the commander of a

regiment is either ignorant or idle) the result is that subor

dinates settle what is, and what is not important. It is

true, that nothing is worse than to worry men about trifles;

but this is only an argument against those who command,

not against those who obey. It is wrong to give trifling

orders, but right to obey all orders. The story of taking

the redoubt has shown what obedience is and does : the

mind of the Russian was fixed upon the details of obedience;

he understood “March ! halt!” and, with ready wit, seized
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the meaning of “right about face ! retreat!” The mind of

the British soldier grasped the spirit of obedience, which

was to take the redoubt, and till that was done he had not

obeyed. Let me now crave the reader's patience and show

him the mischief which disobedience produces, even when

that disobedience is upon a seemingly trifling matter. All

men admit the evil results of disobedience in affairs of great

importance; now my object is to show that none but the

commander can know what is to be considered important in

the field, and from this I deduce the proof of the necessity

of that implicit and prompt obedience which, in the last chap

ter, I insisted upon as being the great object to be obtained

by the military code, and its distinguishing character as

opposed to social law. I shall give my example from what

I have seen happen in war, with some modification as I have

supposed an extreme case, but one of frequent occurrence

in ill disciplined armies. Suppose a column of 20,000 men

in march to join 20,000 men in position at a place that the

moveable column can reach by four o'clock in the evening.

At mid-day the column in march arrives at a stream of

water deep enough to reach above the knee. Across this

stream there is stretched an oak plank serving as a bridge.

The day is cold, the troops, as troops usually are at the

commencement of a war, inexperienced. They receive the

general's order to “carry arms” and to march through the

stream in divisions of twenty men abreast: unused to im

plicit obedience each company breaks or separates; some

seek the shallow parts, some get upon the plank, others seek

for stepping stones; every old soldier will bear testimony to

the almost insuperable difficulty of making young troops

march boldly through a stream of this kind, or even through

one only a few inches in depth. While this is going on the

column closes up in a more dense mass; it ought not, but
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it does so; some commanders of battalions endeavour to

keep their men in the ranks; others, mischievously good

natured, wink at the filing over the plank, “come lads!”

say they, “run over the plank quick and keep yourselves

dry; come, run " while the staff officers left by the general

to make the men go through in divisions, vainly try to

establish order and thereby add to the delay. Now suppose

there be thirty battalions, and that each battalion delay its

march ten minutes by this filing and straggling over the

stream, the loss of time is five hours / At four o'clock the

general in position looks in vain for the expected column.

Attacked in position he falls back upon the marching co

lumn, which, hearing the firing, has pushed on and joins in

dribblets, exhausted and quite unfit to fight, but fight it

must, and the battle is lost because the young soldiers would

not wet their feet! they chose to decide what was to be

done, “where is the use of getting wet for nothing?” There

is no mutiny; no man says, “I will not wet my feet,” no

man refuses to obey, but no man does obey, unless the ge

neral takes him by the collar, and he cannot take twenty

thousand men by the collars! Habit alone can produce the

sort of obedience demanded; and if it be not produced in

an army that army will probably be defeated: reason and

severe punishments must be employed to enforce such

habits.

But it is not only the loss of a combat that may result

from men picking their steps through puddles, and not

fording streams in order of battle; an enemy may escape,

soldiers are lost, they get benighted, they lose the time

allowed for sleep, and are again obliged to march before

they get rest, fever ensues, and hundreds fall exhausted,

lost to their country and to their friends. All these misfor

tunes arise from ignorant and lazy commanding officers of
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regiments neglecting to enforce obedience in all things;

and this neglect arises from the difficulty of enforcing such

obedience; and the difficulty arises from this constantimplicit

obedience being so revolting and wearying to human nature,

and, consequently, stimulants in the form of summary, and

on service, severe punishments are required to enforce it;

punishments more violent than can possibly be demanded

by social law. So far the demands for obedience are not

very hard though certainly very irksome; but there are

others more serious. It may be necessary to bombard a

town, or devastate a country. Here the heart of the soldier

is bitterly tried; his duty to God and man seem to forbid

this cruelty. But if the result of a campaign depend upon

it? If the fate of the country depend upon the result of the

campaign? If the safety of millions depend upon some deed

of terrible cruelty to a town, to a body of men, or to an indi

vidual, what is the soldier to do? He must obey ! how can

he judge of the hard necessity which drives the general to

do such deeds? if the soldier refuses, the general no longer

commands the army; if he complies, the action itself is as

suredly not (abstractedly) a moral one; it is not “doing as

he would be done by.” To throw a shell, for example, into

the house of a family of people who have done no evil and

blow them and their house to pieces! Imagine the shell

exploding, and when the smoke clears behold the father in

the midst of his dead and dying family! Let statesmen

study the sanguinary picture of war in its details, and then

make war lightly if they have the courage ! It is they that

are answerable for these scenes, not the soldiers who are

obliged to realize them. Look at both our attacks upon

Denmark; were there not plenty of soldiers who thought

these things wrong? who grieved at the necessity for them?

but would it have been possible to allow the army and navy,

C.
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even in the American republic," to decide upon the pro

priety of such attacks? if so, the minister would be obliged

to consult each soldier's opinion upon the morality of every

warlike operation. We see, therefore, that morality and re

ligion are not the immediate objects which military law

seeks to obtain; on the contrary it seeks to obtain obedience,

as the means of victory in battle. -

Having thus endeavoured to explain that the object of

social law is to produce a gradual result; and the object of

military law, to produce an immediate result; and that the

first has morality for its object; the second obedience; in

short, having shown how widely they disagree, it is necessary,

also, to show the single point in which they join and bear

upon each other.

* Is this a correct appellation as applied to a country where slavery

exists by law, and is practised in all its horrors? There is no tyranny

more horrible nor more hopeless than that committed by a republic,

because in such a form of government injustice is joined to force. The

many may defend themselves against the few who torment them, if the

latter carry their injustice to a certain point; but when the few suffer

from the many there is nothing left but despair and vengeance, and this

great lesson will be taught to the miscalled republic of America by the

first nation with which she goes to war.
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CHAPTER V.

CONNECTION BETWEEN SOCIAL AND MILITARY L.A.W.

THE King of England is the point of union, or link, by

which the military and social laws ought to be connected;

through him they ought to act upon each other and form

one system.

As head of the state, the King unites in his own person

a third of the legislative and the chief executive power; but

the Commons, while they give him an army, are jealous of

the sovereign and his troops. The Constitution, therefore,

decrees, that the army shall not be paid except in con

sequence of an annual vote of the House of Commons, and

as the saying “Point d'argent point de Suisse” is applicable

to every standing army, the Commons possess the power to

dissolve that of England annually. This is much: but the

Commons insist, also, upon a more concentrated hold over

the government of the troops, and therefore annually give

to the King the right to enact military laws for the army,

thereby to ensure its obedience to himself; for without that

the King could not be responsible for its conduct, nor would

the army know whom to obey; it would have three masters,

the King, the Lords, and the Commons, each possessing

equal powers over it; and every delinquent would appeal to

the decision of all three: also every military chief would

demand the sanction of his three masters, and every military

transaction require the united and direct sanction of the

three great powers. Such a system would be complicated

C 2
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and imbecile. Thus, by its obedience to the King, the

army becomes obedient to a third of the legislative power

of the state; which third is, itself, held in due subjection by

the other two. But still, with all this caution, a large

standing army is abhorrent to the British Constitution, and

considered to be a serious evil, both in point of expense and

the danger that may be apprehended from its opinions

and physical force. But its existence, or non-existence, is

a question foreign to my subject; though I may remark,

that it is not easy to avoid maintaining a standing army

when our vast and ill governed colonial possessions are con

sidered; for as bad masonry needs much mortar, so bad

government needs many troops.

But what concerns us in this book is, the consideration of

the army and its government as they at present exist. That

army is annually paid and governed by virtue of a vote

passed in the House of Commons; the members of which

represent a portion of the people of England, according to

some; and the whole, according to others. But, in either

case, the House of Commons holds the strings of the public

purse, and is consequently supreme.

Now this House of Commons has placed the army under

the full control of the King; has very justly so placed it;

and whatever may be the variety of opinions, as to the pro

performation of a House of Commons, it must be admitted

by every man, that the most democratically formed legisla

ture would, if it allowed an army to exist at all, place it, in

like manner, under the control of the chief magistrate. At

all events so it is now; and consequently that army (both

collectively and individually) breaks the social, as well as

the military law, in disobeying the King, or “Captain

general,” set over it by the Constitution: if once an army

deliberates whether it shall obey orders, or not, it ceases to
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be an army; and soon becomes an armed mob, without the

unity of purpose which generally animates a mob; for dif

ference of opinion will arise of necessity in most deliberative

bodies; and difference of opinion among armed men soon

becomes a combat. The right of an army to exist is, there

fore, settled by the Constitution; and existing constitution

ally, its essence consists in implicit obedience to the King as its

constitutional commander. Nor does this principle admit of

any compromise or infringement. It is true that individual

opinions are and must be free; we know that men cannot

control their opinions; for

“He that complies against his will

Is of his own opinion still.”

But if opinions are uncontrollable, and that free men have

a right to speak their opinions, it is not so with deeds:

deeds are not always free, and least of all in the army.

I strenuously deny to the soldier the right to hesitate before

he obeys orders. And for the same reason I deny the jus

tice of punishing him for any deed that he may commit in

obedience to orders, because to do so is inconsistent; it is to

make the law punish soldiers for obedience to its own enact

ments. It is true that a soldier is a citizen; but he is an

armed and a paid citizen; and therefore, necessarily, in such

bonds and trammels that his field of action as a denizen of

the community is limited to a small space indeed. The fact

is, that the British soldier's heart and feelings are those of

a citizen; but his actions are only so far those of a citizen

as they consist in obedience to military authority. That

authority is set over him by the citizens themselves, through

the means of their representatives; and by the slightest

breach of obedience he offends and fails in his duties to

those citizens who (supposing their representatives to be on
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a just footing) tax themselves to pay and arm him for their

defence. Perfect obedience is then a yoke which every

soldier of the British army voluntarily places upon his own

neck when he enlists. It may be said, that in case of civil

war my reasoning will not hold good. The only answer I

make to this objection is by asking, what reasoning ever did,

or ever will hold good, when “might is right?” Charles

was a felon in 1649, and a martyr in 1660 ! Cromwell was

enthroned 1653, and gibetted 1660 ! and all amidst public

acclamation

Soldiers ought to feel as citizens, and they do so; but

collectively, as an armed body, they can only act in obe

dience to the power which creates the army; namely, “The

King’s most excellent Majesty, by and with the consent of the

Lords spiritual and temporal and Commons in this present

Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same.”

The just definition therefore of a British army is this: a

body of armed men appointed and paid by the people of

England to obey the King implicitly. But is it possible for

the King and his ministers to be responsible for the conduct

of an army in which implicit obedience is not the law?

Certainly not: therefore all will admit, that what many are

pleased to term “the blind obedience of soldiers,” and for which

obedience the soldiers are often taunted and sometimes ill

treated, is any thing but “blind.” It is produced by just

calculation and patriotic feeling on the part of the soldier;

a feeling in which the citizen ought to see his safety and the

real fulfilment of social law, as far as that law bears upon

the military portion of the community.

I shall here close this part of my subject by noticing a

speech said to have been made by an Irish judge; with

what truth it is asserted I know not, but I saw it in a news

paper, and as the Bristol riot took place about the same
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time, the words attributed to the judge caused some sensa

tion among the troops. The speech was in substance this,

that a soldier is answerable with his life to the law if he kill a

man in firing by order of his officer. If this be true, such a

principle dissolves the army at once; it reduces the soldier

to a choice between the hanging awarded him by the social

law for obeying his officer, and the shooting awarded him

by the military law for disobeying his officer !! It would be

inexcusable to dispute upon a point of law with a judge,

and therefore I conclude that this is really the law; in which

case I may be allowed to say, that in such law there is nei

ther sense nor justice; and (being one of those unlucky red

coated gentlemen thus agreeably placed between shooting

and hanging) beg to enter my protest against this choice of

deaths. If such is law, the army must become a deliberative

body, and ought to be composed of attorneys, and the lord

chancellor should be made commander in chief. But surely

this ought not to be law? The soldiers must obey the King;

and the King acts by the advice of his ministers; if, in his

name, they order the soldiers to do wrong, let the minister's

head pay the forfeit; with that the soldiers have nothing to

do, beyond taking care when guarding the scaffold that no

man impedes the executioner in the functions of his calling.

But if once the law makes the private soldier responsible

with his life for obeying his commander it surely begins at

the wrong end; the troops will be justly enraged and even

rendered reckless by such injustice: thus a bad feeling will

be produced between the people and the army, for which

there is neither necessity nor excuse.

When the Riot Act has been read in vain and the troops

are ordered to act, there ought to be no responsibility at

tached to the private soldier, unless he commits some action

unauthorised by the magistrates, who are clearly the persons
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responsible to the secretary of state and to the public: and

all must admit that it seems difficult to find an excuse for

magistrates who recklessly call out the troops to put down

by force of arms, riots caused by the imprudence of the civil

authorities.

, I have thus endeavoured to show that obedience is the

one thing necessary in an army: necessary to its own safety,

and necessary to the safety of the state which maintains it.

I shall now proceed to the second part of my subject, and

speak of the law to which obedience is thus demanded.

First stating why I have dwelt so much upon the difference

between the social and military codes.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE LEGISLATURE AND WRITERS ON MILITARY L.A.W MiX.

THE MILITARY AND CIVIL CODES TOGETHER.

IN what I have said to show the distinction between social

law and martial law, I may be thought to have dwelt some

what too largely upon a matter so simple that it amounts to

a truism; at least so it might be imagined: but so far is this

from being the case, that all writers on military law have

considered it to be nearly one and the same thing with

social law; differing only in name and in a few details, rather

than in substance. The legislature seems to have taken the

same view of the subject, by sanctioning appeals from the

sentence of military courts to the courts of social law, not

only for the revision of such sentences, but for the punish

ment of the military courts which pronounce them. As to

military writers, I can, in a few words, show that the opinion

generally entertained by them upon this subject is, that the

social and military codes are intimately united.

Adye, in his Treatise on Courts Martial, says, “For this

purpose I shall endeavour to collect every rule and regulation

of the courts of law which may be applicable to courts martial;

for although courts martial proceed by virtue of a particular

statute, which, like all others, was made to supply the defects

of the common law, which had no authority to take cognizance

of many of the crimes therein mentioned; yet as the method

of proceeding against criminals had been long established,

the act for punishing officers and soldiers by martial law has
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only laid down such rules for the proceedings ofcourts martial,

as were intended to differ from the usual methods in the ordi

nary courts of law. It is therefore natural to suppose, that

where the act is silent, it should be understood that the

manner of proceeding at courts martial ought to be regulated

by that of the other established courts of judicature of the king

dom.” Again, “By this means it often happens that very

young officers, who are also very young men, are ordered on

this duty; and who, though possessed of very good natural

abilities, improved by a liberal education, have not a sufficient

knowledge of the laws of their country, nor experience in mili

tary affairs to direct them in their proceedings; and both,

I look upon to be essential to a member of a court martial,

whether general or regimental.” And again, “Officers

ought not to be entirely ignorant of the municipal laws of the

land, by many of which they must be guided, even in the ad

ministration of martial law. Sir William Blackstone strongly

recommends, and fully demonstrates the utility of some ac

quaintance with the laws of their country, to almost every

sect and profession, but more particularly to those who in

tend to profess the civil and ecclesiastical law, in the spiritual

and maritime courts, and who would wish to act with safety

and prudence as judges; and I should think we may, with

great propriety, add those who are to proceed according to

martial law in military courts, where they are both judges

and jurors, and are to be kept within due bounds, by the esta

blished laws of the realm.” Yet I would fain ask the reader,

whether a soldier, acting as a judge in military matters,

have need of any but military knowledge? That is to say,

to try prisoners by the rules of the military code, by his

conscience, and by the customs of war (see the oath taken by

the members of a court martial). If I have made out the

distinction between the two laws correctly and clearly, I
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think the reader will admit, that a knowledge of the articles

of war and mutiny act, which, with the king's regulations and

orders, form our military code, is all that an officer need to

know; and that to go to the study of social law is to realize

the lines of Pope:—

“A little learning is a dangerous thing;

Drink deep,” &c. &c.

But soldiers cannot “drink deep.” Ordinary men cannot

go deep in the study of two professions without realizing also

a proverb that has great affinity to the poet's verses, and

becoming “jacks of all trades and masters of none.” I must

therefore take leave to say, that as Sir William Blackstone's

expression “almost,” shows he did not think all professions

ought to study law, the military profession is among those

which he would have excepted; because the forms of trial

are so alike, and the details so similar in many respects,

that ordinary minds would confound the objects and prin

ciples of the two laws, and erroneously seek to apply the

rules of the one to the other.

I will next quote Tytler's Essay on Military Law. Tytler

was a lawyer, and therefore may be supposed to take a

different view from a soldier, on military points. He begins

by telling us, in his preface, that military law “rests on the

same foundation of justice, good policy, and humanity,” with

the laws of the land. Why so it does, and so does Buchan's

Domestic Medicine ! All three are intended for the good

of mankind. But I again refer to what I have said. How

can the social and military laws have similar springs of action?

the one sacrificing all things to justice, the other sacrificing

all things to expediency; even justice itself! For what

wars, except those made to resist invasion, are just? and if

the war be unjust, all that conduces to its success must be
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infected with the same taint. Tytler says, “As by the

common law no indictor or juror who has found a true bill

against a person accused, can afterwards be put upon the

petty jury for the trial of that person; so, on the same equit

able principles, it must be a sufficient challenge against the

member of a court martial that he had formerly been of a

court of inquiry for examining into the conduct of the party

to be tried. It is no good answer to say, that the members

of a court of inquiry do not in reality decide upon the guilt

or innocence of any party, but report only, that there is

matter for a judicial inquiry, and thus they cannot be said

to prejudge the cause. It is a sufficient objection to their

admissibility as jurors, that they do not come to try the issue

with a free and unprejudiced mind; but, on the contrary,

must involuntarily feel themselves under the bias of sup

porting a preconceived opinion.” Here, he assimilates the

two laws, as based on the same “equitable principle;” but

the comparison does not stand good, because expediency,

not equity, is the object of military law. “To do evil that

good may come of it,” however inadmissible in religion, must,

nevertheless, be our motto in war. Equity, if you will, as

far as it is equity to gain the battle; but, if “equity” would

lose the battle we change it for “expedience.” Equity

would not shoot a man for cowardice, because he cannot

help being a coward; but expedience would. However, I

cannot go into an argument on each sentence. What I

want to show is, that military writers make one law a rule

and guide for the other law: and I have endeavoured to

point out that this ought not to be the case. I do not mean

to say that these writers are wrong in showing how both

codes are mixed up; but I think the two referred to, rather

seek to prove not only that it is, but ought to be so; whereas,

in my opinion, they should explain that it ought not to be
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so; and that the endeavour to amalgamate the social and

military laws, is an attempt to conjugate incongruities.

I now come to a more able military writer, Major Vans

Kennedy. The major opens, as do all writers on our code,

with Sir William Blackstone and English law, as foundation

stones for his work. “Nor have I restricted myself to

military authorities alone, but where those were silent I have

founded my remarks on the practice of courts of law.”

Again he says, “For, according to the law of England, by

which alone courts martial must be guided, it is laid down,” &c.

I will now quote from another clever writer on military

law, in proof that clear as their divergence seems, the two

laws are looked upon as similar, and the principles of one,

held to be the foundation and guide for the other on all occa

sions. Captain Simmonds of the artillery, in his “Practice

of Courts Martial,” says, “In prosecution of the object of

the present undertaking, it was found absolutely necessary

to advert to the general rules of evidence in the common law

courts of the country, and to the more prominent features of

the criminal law of England, which, by the operation of the

hundred and second article of war, courts martial have fre

quently to dispense in places beyond the seas, where there

may be no form of British civil judicature in force.” Again,

“But should this regimental court, even without a soldier's

availing himself of such a plea, proceed in the trial, and

adjudge a punishment for a crime not within the jurisdiction

of the court,” (the reader must bear in mind that the court

martial is ordered to try the prisoner, and it must be difficult

to say when they dare disobey) “the members would,

collectively or individually, be liable to prosecution in a court

ofjustice, for the illegality of their proceedings.” And again,

“as the members of a court martial are not only responsible

to military authorities, but are amenable to courts of civil
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judicature for any undue exercise of jurisdiction, or illegal

assumption of power.” Again, “members of a court martial

would do well to recollect that they are collectively and indi

vidually responsible to the supreme courts of civil judicature,

not only for any abuse of power, but for any illegal proceedings.”

I shall here close my proofs, that military writers consider

social law as the guide of military law, by showing that they

are justified in so doing (I should rather say forced), not

by correctness of principle, for that I deny, but by the law

itself!

The two laws, as I have endeavoured to show, part from

one point in diverging directions, and have no good reasons

for being brought together again; yet, in despite of such

evident disagreement of principles and objects, the legisla

ture mixes them up strangely. In the other armies of

Europe (I believe in all) the soldier is ruled by, and amen

able only to, military law; but in England he is amenable

to both the social and military laws, according to his crime;

and he may be punished by both for the same crime. This

appears to be unjust. It may be right that he should be

punished by the social law; but then, it is hard to punish

him also by military law; yet we know that there are crimes

for which an officer would receive full measure of punishment

from the social law, and must be dismissed the service by

military law besides, to the ruin of himselfand his family. But

this is not the point I have to speak of, that which I want to

show is, the inconsistence of the social law, which first makes

the soldiers responsible for their obedience to the king; and

then in some cases, renders them liable to punishment for

that obedience; that is to say, it orders soldiers to obey their

commanders, and it forbids them to deliberate, and then it

hangs them if they do obey, and if they do not deliberate /

Parliament has enacted that courts martial shall be assembled
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for the trial of military criminals, and that the members shall

be sworn “to give sentence according to the above-men

tioned acts,” (the articles of war and mutiny act) and, in

case such acts should not be sufficiently specific, “according

to their consciences, the best of their understanding, and the

custom of war in like cases,” here all is smooth and com

prehensible. The propriety of some points of detail may be

disputed, but so far there does not seem to be any glaring

inconsistency of principle.

Now we come to the anomalous part.

An officer is tried by a court martial, which finds the

accused guilty, and pronounces sentence upon him. He

appeals to the supreme courts of law; courts composed of

men who are not competent judges of military offences, for

two reasons,

First, because (as may be easily demonstrated) the same

military crime may have far different degrees of criminality,

even within a few hours; of these circumstances a court,

composed of non-military men, is not competent to judge.

Secondly, because such a court is in the habit of assuming

that offences against morals are crimes; and, therefore,

cannot duly estimate the gravity of military crimes that are

not moral crimes. Neither is such a court likely to be well

versed in the “customs of war,” and, therefore, is not a com

petent tribunal to judge in military matters. Other things

could also be pointed out, which, in a great measure, dis

qualify a social court to judge of the sentence of a military

court. Yet by the law, this incompetent social court, not only

can break the sentence of the military court, but it can try

and punish the members of such military court individually

and collectively for their sentence; which sentence the act

of parliament obliges them to pronounce, according to their

consciences and to the best of their understandings! I must
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say that this appears to be inconsistent, and consequently

mischievous; it cannot be called a dignified assertion of the

supremacy justly claimed by social law. I by no means ad

mit the propriety of giving to a military man the right of

appeal from the sentence of a military court to a court of

social law; but, if it is thought right to admit of such an

inconsistency, I protest against the social court having

power to do more than annul the sentence; I protest against

the power vested in the social court to punish the military

court. I am hostile to any appeal except to the king him

self, and to the parliament which places him at the head

of the army, and which makes the military law. Many in

stances are said to have occurred, in which the members of

a court martial have been punished by social law; but, as the

principle is the matter in hand, I need not lengthen my

book by citing them.

Most just and useful it is, to keep the fear of responsi

bility over all judges, and over all rulers, civil and military;

but let them know what is wrong, and what they have to

fear. How is it possible for the members of a court martial

to know what the supreme courts of social law pronounce to

be legal, and what they would decide in any particular case?

Try the prisoner, the military court must; and the members

proceed to such a trial in fear of the social courts; the said

members not knowing what they ought to do, or what it is

that they are to fear ! But this is not all. A majority de

cides; here is still greater injustice. Let us, for example,

take an extreme case: suppose agentleman of the legal pro

fession resolves to turn soldier, and receives a commission

in the army; suppose him placed as a member on a court

martial, which court he perceives to break the law of the

land every moment. In vain he endeavours to put them

right: in vain he explains the law: he is not able to con
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vince the majority of the court that the proceedings and sen.

tence are illegal. The prisoner appeals against the whole tria.

to the social courts, which decide in his favour. The court

martial is punished, and among the rest, the learned ensign.

Is this just or consistent? I think not; let soldiers alone,

leave them to the King, and to the military code. But it

may be asked, if a military man is oppressed, what is he to

do? I answer, let him complain, first to the commander-in

chief, and if that officer refuses justice, let the sufferer ap

peal to Parliament as a court above all courts, and one in

which the king's ministers may defend the conduct of the

military authorities; the assembly which made the military

law may be supposed to be a fair judge whether or not it has

been adhered to in its spirit, particularly as that assembly is

composed of men engaged in various pursuits, and, there

fore, more free from professional prejudices than courts

which were purely legal, or purely military.

Now let me ask, whether I was not warranted in dis

cussing the principles which animate the two laws, when

Parliament is so contradictory in its enactments as to form

courts martial upon the pretext, that the social courts are

not fit to decide upon military cases; and then, with singular

inconsistency, gives its sanction to an appeal from that which

it has declared to be a competent court, to that which it has

declared to be an incompetent court? Finally, I think that

those who write on social and military law, should explain

the difference that exists between them. Indeed I think

Captain Simmonds seems aware of the impossibility of

uniting the character of a soldier and lawyer, and has so

well expressed his just and soldier-like feelings, that I will

take leave to transcribe his words. “If a good lawyer could

be grafted on a soldier of common observation, and pos

sessing a certain experience in the army, a perfect treatise

D
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on military law might be produced; but as to the separate

efforts of the lawyer and the soldier, it is to be apprehended

that the legal faults which must exist in the essay of the one

would be more than equalled by the unmilitary feeling which

would inevitably insinuate itself into and pervade the work of

the other. Nor is it probable that these defects would be over

come by combining in a joint treatise, the knowledge and

experience of both: the precision and deep research of the

lawyer would ill accord with the unavoidable laxity and de

sultory habits of the soldier; and the parts would be so

incapable of amalgamation, that the work itself, however

valuable intrinsically, would yet be too discursive for the

purpose of general information; not readily made use of as

a book of reference, and consequently, as a practical work

of little utility.” And this just view ought, I think, to dis

courage young soldiers from trying to become lawyers.

Having endeavoured to show that military writers have,

unavoidably, mixed up the two laws, and that they have

done so because the law itself has done so, I am strongly

persuaded that the reader will go with me when I say,

First. The social law is right in demanding that military

offenders against it should be delivered up; (though we are

singular in this among European nations) and that, as the

commission of any offence against the social law by a soldier

is a voluntary interference with that law, the soldier has no

great cause to complain if he “catches a tartar.”

Secondly. It is not fair, that while all interference with

social law is forbidden to us soldiers, our law should, never

theless, be exposed to the action of the social courts. That

they should break in upon our military courts in military

matters, crush our sentences, and punish our judges. Let

the rule be one thing or the other: either let the social law

try all cases, and abolish military law; or, let military courts
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try military cases. But it is inconsistent in principle to allow

of appeals to the social courts from the sentences of military

courts in military cases. -

Thirdly. That it is still more unjust to see social law and

military law, both enacted by the same Parliament, diame

trically opposed to each other in certain cases, as of riot for

instance, where the private soldier is so placed that he must

break the one law or the other, at the peril of his life! I

recollect a case in point. A corporal of the fiftieth regiment

was, in 1806, escorting a deserter of desperate character.

The prisoner, choosing his opportunity, slipped his hands

out of the handcuffs and ran off. The corporal, unable to

gain upon the fugitive, called out that he would fire. The

deserter, confident in his swiftness of foot, defied his pur

suer, who fired, and shot the run-away dead. The corporal

was thrown into jail, where he remained a long time. He

was finally tried for murder, and if my memory be correct,

found guilty of manslaughter. At all events he suffered

imprisonment, and great anxiety of mind for doing that,

which if he had not done, he would have been tried by mi

litary law, degraded, and possibly flogged! Had this soldier

shot any non-military person, his being arrested and tried

for murder by the social law, would have been just; because

he commanded the guard and was responsible to the laws

of the country for his conduct, under the protection of which

laws the slain man considered himself to be placed. But

when the corporal shot a soldier, a man of our own society,

by the laws of which both the corporal and the slain man

were bound to act, and which laws are given to us by the

same authority that enacts the social laws, it was surely in

consistent and unjust, that his life should depend upon the

opinion of twelve jurors; men ignorant of our military laws

and customs: and although his conduct had, in the opinion

D 2
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of the jury, been so correct as to save his life, he neverthe

less received severe punishment. And for what? for de

cided and meritorious conduct! In short I cannot see any

advantage in allowing the two codes to interfere with each

other. A military court should be a court of honour; it is

a bad system which turns the members that compose it into

attorneys at law: for young men after reading books on

military law, attempt to be, and fancy themselves lawyers;

whereas they only fill their heads with quibbles, erroneous

ideas, and scraps of law latin; and in proportion to their

proficiency in the art of hair-splitting, they lose the frank

and soldier-like view of their duties as members of a military

court, with one grand conscientious duty to perform, that

of acquitting the prisoner against all legal rules of evidence

if they believe in their hearts he is innocent; and condemn

ing him if they conscientiously believe him to be guilty.

In short the business of courts martial is not to discuss

points of law, but to get at the TRUTH by all the means in

their power. How often have I heard a member of a court

martial who had what he called “improved his mind” (that

means, crammed himself with Blackstone's Commentaries,

instead of Caesar's) lay down the law at a court martial, and

at every turn give the prisoner the sage caution “not to

commit himself,” then out comes a bit of law garnished with

a scrap of latin, then a look of great self-complaisance

follows, and astonished ensigns admire the erudite warrior |

and here I would fain ask, why a prisoner should not commit

himself? we soldiers want to get at the fact (no matter how),

for the sake of discipline; and I know of no better evidence

against a man than himself! These psuedo lawyers, are

like the author of a bad French tragedy, tied up in the

worship of Aristotle's “unities” to the exclusion of common

sense. Yet they have some excuse when, by the mixture
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of the military and social laws, the legislature claps the

lawyer's wig and gown over the helmet and red coat! and

really the moral masquerade is not a whit less ridiculous

than the physical one would be! but the travesty becomes

fearful, when the masqueraders enter the social courts of

justice, vested with the authority bestowed by that act of

despotism called “the proclamation of martial law.”

I must always maintain the principle that the social and

military laws should be kept distinct; and if the interference

of the first with the last is mischievous, so is the contrary,

and in a greater degree, by as much as the country is greater

than the army. Besides the summary and rough method of

proceeding necessary to rule an army in the field is, generally,

when applied to social life, an inexcusable atrocity. The

soldier who is tried by social laws and a social judge, may,

in particular instances, suffer some injustice, but, generally

speaking, he is submitted to a milder code, and tried by men

professionally accustomed to administer that code; which is

one that his fellow citizens have agreed to as necessary to

social order. But when the non-military man finds the law

of the land abolished, and himself brought to trial before a

court composed of men whose profession is war, and finds

that he is amenable not to written law but to the will and

summary habits of those armed judges, his situation is ap

palling. The two codes ought to be kept distinct, for we

may say with the apostle, “there is one glory of the sun,

and another glory of the moon, and another glory of the

stars, for one star differeth from another star in glory.”
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CHAPTER VII.

OF RIOTS.

THE more I see of my profession, the more I am con

vinced that our code ought to be wholly unconnected with the

ordinary courts of justice; and that it cannot, under any

circumstances, act advantageously in union with the latter.

The more we become lawyers, the less we are soldiers:

therefore, my object in this chapter is to show,

That, in riots, the civil and military powers should not

act together.

That the civil magistrate should act with his constables

under his own code, till he can act no longer.

That then the military magistrate should act with his force

and under his code. - -

That the whole responsibility of calling in the aid of

troops should rest with the civil magistrate; but

That, when he had once assumed this responsibility,

there his power should end, and the command be transferred

to the military magistrate, who should be responsible to the

military code or to Parliament, and not be liable to trial by

the ordinary courts of justice for any thing he may do in

executing the duty imposed upon him by the civil magis

trate; namely, to quell the riot.

The conduct of the regular troops has, hitherto, been

excellent, at least such, I believe, is the general opinion:

ought that to be a reason for leaving them exposed? ought

serious matters to rest wholly upon the good temper and
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forbearance of the soldiers,” when a more defined line of

conduct may be laid down by law? is this just either to the

people or to the troops? may not both fairly say to the go

vernment in the divine words “lead us not into temptation,

but deliver us from evil?” I think they may. However, as

this subject is one of serious import to young officers who

are generally, on such occasions, men of inferior rank and

small experience, it may be of use to consider the question

distinctly, though it needs some courage to give an opinion

upon it.

When a riot takes place, and the troops are called out,

the greatest decision is necessary; otherwise both the ma

gistrate and the military officer try to throw the responsibi

lity upon each other, till crowds collect, evil spirits are

active, and at last, blood is shed. The military officers are

then blamed, and for what? For not being clever, brave,

cool, decided men, while acting under a degree of responsi

bility that ought not in justice to be thrown upon them; in

short, for not having qualities that, collectively, nature be

stows upon a few, and but a few, gifted mortals? This is

their crime ! Will any man dare to say that the unfortunate

officer who commanded at Bristol, did not earnestly wish to

do right? assuredly no man will be so unjust as to say so.

But yet there was fault somewhere, among the authorities

at the Bristol affair; and there is fault on most occasions of

this sad nature. Let us ask then, where does this fault

really originate? Why with the makers of laws, to be sure !

* Upon the forbearance of men who are called “an inferior class '"

Let their conduct, on ALL occasions, be the answer to this falsehood;

their conduct in battle, in riots, in Ireland, aye, in Ireland Compare

their conduct with that of the yeomen of Ireland, of the clergy of Ire

land, of the gentry of Ireland, of the peerage of Ireland! The soldiers

can support the comparison.
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With those who leave the conduct to be pursued by the

civil and military officers undefined in cases where their

conduct ought to be guided by rules laid down by law with

the utmost practicable degree of precision. The magistrate

should not have power to call out the troops except under

circumstances as clearly defined as the nature of such tu

mults admits of; and under the most severe responsibility,

that of a public trial, if blood be shed. To draw out the

troops is a fearful deed to do. If numbers are slain by the

misconduct of a rash magistrate, and if punishment is ever

to be inflicted, surely this wholesale murderer is the man,

above all others, who merits chastisement. Behold the

prisoners at Ham! will any man excuse the destroyers of

thousands of their countrymen? we ought to pity the culprit

who suffers for any crime, because “VENGEANCE Is MINE

sAITH THE LoRD.” But if guilt is ever to be punished,

surely no man, with head or heart in the right place, can

excuse those criminals, who first drove their countrymen

into rebellion, and then turned the arms of the troops against

them. Who will dare to blame the soldiers that fired upon

the citizens in that revolution? who will dare to blame the

citizens that fired upon the soldiers? no honest man. It

was the prisoners at Ham that put them to the bloody

work: and they who sought to deprive a nation of its free

dom, have lost their own. Upon the prisoners at Ham has

retributive justice fallen | *

To call out the troops should, therefore, be made a matter

of far greater responsibility in a magistrate than seems to be

* It is said, that the prison at Ham is unhealthy: if so, it is cruel

not to remove the prisoners elsewhere; it was to be hoped that the

Emperor Napoleon would have been the last instance of such cruelty

being committed by the French or the English governments.
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the case at present; for these doings often lead to revolu

tions; and it is hard to believe that the fault does not,

sometimes, begin with the violence, the imprudence, or the

ignorance and vascillation of magistrates, who forget the

homely proverb that “a stitch in time saves nine,” by a stitch,

I do not mean with a bayonet; that is a rent, not a stitch.

Forecast generally prevents riots; firm conduct will often

arrest their progress; but when it becomes a matter of ne

cessity to call out the troops, it should be recollected that it

is weak, mischievous, unjust, to make them first bugbears

and then savages; which armed men excited by great in

sults soon become, for soldiers have feelings like other men.

A magistrate should think of all this deeply. .

On the other hand, the military officer when once called

upon should have his conduct more defined: he should have

less responsibility and be able to act boldly: the time of

remonstrance, of exhortation, of admonition, of entreaty, of

calm consideration, of constitutional conduct, belonged to

the magistrate. It has passed when the troops are called

out, and the hour of action has then arrived. But let not

that hour also pass in waverings and in folly, till the soldiers,

hurt by missiles and insulted by undeserved abuse, become

furious and create an hour of vengeance, which produces

unnecessary slaughter and other terrible consequences. If

the cool, unprovoked soldier strikes with his sword or fires

his pistol, he does so at one whom he deems culpable; and

he does so reluctantly; therefore, we may presume, that the

person he assaults is really a rioter, and has drawn upon

himself whatever punishment he receives. But the soldier

whose head has been broken by a stone, or who sees his

comrade struck down, becomes enraged; he calls out their

favourite expression, “bad luck to them, what made them list,”

that is to say, “what business has any one here that is not
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an enemy? that has not assisted to injure us for doing our

duty?” And then they slash vindictively with their swords,

and fire their pistols recklessly. How can it be otherwise?

We read of sea-fowl called Booby-birds, that stand while the

sailors knock them down: can rational men expect soldiers

to do the same? Assuredly not. I therefore repeat; make

the calling out of troops to be a far more responsible action

in a magistrate than at present; and let the conduct of the

officer when called out be more defined. Let it be law that

being called out the soldiers are to use their arms at once;

let this be the law of the land and publicly known, and then

the soldiers will know how to act; they will turn out with

their minds prepared. The government has a right to ex

pect the troops to bear some insult from a mob; strength

should not be waspish and put forth to act hastily; but a

definite period for this passive indurance of attacks should

be fixed by law, and would thus be more readily borne. A

foreknowledge of the law will also produce discussion, there

fore whatever force may be required, will be applied with a

calm, pre-formed resolution to do what the law orders, and

no more than the law orders; whereas ignorance produces

indecision at first and violence at last. If the law were thus

defined, the rioters would also know what to expect; and

the silly spectators who stand gaping at such disturbances,

would deserve but little commiseration if they suffered; the

rioters have at least an object, but these spectators have

none, and almost deserve the accidents that they meet with.

Were my proposition adopted, the very appearance of troops

would be a warning to such people, who would instantly

disperse. What I propose, therefore, is to consider a riot

as divided into three acts.

First. The gathering of the people and probability of riot.

The magistrate should now use all his powers to calm the
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public feeling, and should not attempt to bully the multi

tude in a moment of excitement, merely because he feels

confident that soldiers are at hand to support him. Instead

of this, he should endeavour, by every possible means, to

sooth and calm popular violence, and if it be excited by the

presence of an obnoxious individual, let him be removed

till the storm abates. It is undignified first to provoke a

mob and then escape up a chimney: no man is very fit to

rule who provokes a violence that he cannot combat; or a

violence with which to combat does more evil than good.

But would you let the law be broken? I answer yes /

I would rather see a few mischievous men make a slight

breach in the law (men that the law can afterwards punish),

and which breach soon disappears and is forgotten, than

myself break the law to pieces by firing on the people; an

action not only sanguinary in itself, but that rankles in the .

minds of men for years, and by which the innocent and

foolish suffer more than the guilty. It is more fearful to

see the law broken by a magistrate than by a mob.

Up to a certain point, the magistrates and their con

stables, and all their well-disposed fellow citizens, ought to

act with vigour, (but with gentleness, the proper companion

of vigour) calmness, and patience; thereby to remove the

cause of irritation, and to tranquillize the multitude. In

doing this the magistrate may very possibly be obliged to

risk his life. If it comes to that, still there is always the

chimney to run up; and a magistrate would look better in

a flue, when escaping from violence that he had endeavoured

to allay, than in flying from that which he had lightly

provoked and then feared to encounter. This I call the

first act. -

Second. If all this be ineffectual: if no reason be heard:

if law be set at defiance: if the magisterial eloquence has
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no effect upon the reasonable part of the crowd, and the

constable's staff none upon the heads of the unreasonable;

if the public safety becomes endangered as at Bristol; then

the greater force must be used. This may be called the

sEcond act of a riot. The magistrate now orders the church

bells to toll the alarm, and says to the military officer,

“Sir, the law is at an end; the public safety is no longer

protected by it. I order you, in the name of the law, to

quell this riot with your troops.” Here, as before said, the

civil magistrate's power ought to end, and that of the mili

tary magistrate to begin. The officer should now order his

men to “prime and load,” he should say to the rioters,

“The law, as you all well know, directs me to attack you;

I give you a few minutes, make use of this time to disperse.”

The time being elapsed, he should advance, himself and his

men being tranquil and cool, resolved to execute the law

and quell the riot.

The THIRD act of the riot should be, the public trial of

the magistrate by Parliament.

If it be proved that he acted as became an English

magistrate, and that he had not called out the troops till

it was impossible to do otherwise, he ought to receive

public thanks.

If, on the contrary, it appeared that he took this terrible

step lightly, he ought to receive condign punishment.

These are cases in which gross errors in judgment admit

of no excuse; a man should not become a magistrate if he

is unequal to the duties which the office entails, and he must

submit to the consequences.

Besides these three acts in such sad tragedies, there is

(but ought not to be) a fourth, which the present undefined

state of things creates. It is the hour of vacillation: con

fusion: insult to the troops: opportunity to the wicked:
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temptation to the idle: it is the time between that in which

the soldiers are brought upon the stage and the time when

they act. The time during which, tormented like Spanish

bulls for the fight, they are so roused by repeated and un

provoked insults, that their anger can hardly be contained,

and at last being let loose, they do not assert the integrity

of the law so much as they avenge their own wrongs. Had

the line of conduct above mentioned been marked out for

the guide of public officers at Bristol, that dreadful affair

would not have taken place. Sir Charles Wetherell would

have been put out of sight, a strong body of constables

would, probably, have arrested the whole affair at the outset,

and the magnificent town of Bristol would have been saved.

I do not say that what is here proposed is exactly the plan

that ought to be adopted, but give it merely as a sketch, to

show that some such rules should be laid down to guide

officers; for certain it is that soldiers are now placed in a

most unfair position. A magistrate's duty is to govern his

fellow citizens: he voluntarily invests himself with this re

sponsibility: he is personally acquainted with his neighbours:

he knows all their habits, feelings, and intrigues. But the

case of the officer is quite otherwise; he becomes a soldier

to fight foreign enemies, not to fight his countrymen: he is

a stranger to the local feelings of the place: he is probably

young and inexperienced: he knows not whether the violent

conduct of the magistrate has or has not produced the riot.

If he fancies it has, he thinks that he may repair the evil,

and in trying to temporize possibly does the harm he wishes

to avoid. He is told that the “Riot Act” has been read

and that he must quell the riot, “but not yet.” There he

stands by the side of the magistrate, himself and his men

maltreated and pelted with stones, enduring all sorts of

unprovoked abuse, yet afraid to act lest he should do so
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“unconstitutionally,” and get hanged. He is brave enough

if you tell him what he should do; he will “bear and for

bear” to the loss of life if the law so wills it; but he now

knows not what the law wills, nor always what the magistrate

wills. I heard of a magistrate saying to an officer of the

guards at Burdett's riots, “Sir, you must disperse the

rioters.” “Yes, sir,” answered the guardsman. “Soldiers,

prime and load.” “Stop, sir,” said the magistrate, “you

must not fire ! what are you about?” “Shall I charge with

the bayonet then, sir?” asked the officer. “Oh no ! you

must disperse the rioters.” “But how am I to disperse

them if I neither fire nor charge?” “Oh, that is your

business, not mine. Do it as you like, only you must not

fire or use your bayonets.” I think no one will deny that

when such things happen it is time to lay down some definite

rules for the conduct of the military, so as to protect them

and the public, for both are endangered by the present unde

fined system. It may be, and is, very proper to bring officers

to courts martial if they act wrongly; but it is surely just to

lay down rules by which officers may judge how to act rightly.

It would seem that it has been convenient for ministers to

leave things undefined, so that if circumstances demand

it, they may cover themselves by sacrificing the officer. As

the present government pretends to go more than their pre

decessors with the feeling of the people, something fair and

rational should be decided on this subject.

This chapter adds to the proofs, that the limits of the

military and social codes are far from being well defined;

nor have the duties of those who must be guided by them on

the most important occasions been distinctly described. In

riots, the civil and military authorities are brought by law

into conjunction, and there left to get out of the scrape as

they can; instead of the duties of the one being defined up to
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a certain point, when the duties of the other should begin, so

that neither may be placed in a false position. But as things

are, the soldier has all the responsibility, while, at the same

time, no precise power is confided to him, no line of conduct

defined for his guidance. Therefore, when some violent

transaction takes place, he is left to himself and is expected

to be at once lawyer, soldier, magistrate, patriot, execu

tioner: and to be brilliant in all ! The man goes to work

in perfect darkness. He knows not whether he ought to

obey the magistrate, or disobey him: to fire, or not to fire:

to let his soldiers be knocked down, or knock other men

down. His thoughts dwell upon the (to him) most interest

ing question, “shall I be shot for my forbearance by a court

martial, or hanged for over zeal by a jury?” His acting

well must depend upon his possessing a more commanding

character than can fairly be expected in the generality of

men. When a riot has taken place and all is over: when

every thing is known: when fear, danger, confusion, hurry,

all are past: then come forth the wise, the heroic, the pa

triotic, “How undecided the officer was,” exclaims the first;

“He ought to have charged at once,” cries the second;

“That red-coated butcher must be hanged,” says the third.

Now each may be right, according to circumstances, but

their opinions are made up after full inquiry; yet with all

this inquiry they disagree | What, then, is the position of

the officer who in the midst of confusion must at once de

cide? A very painful one; and therefore his duty should

be defined as far as it may be practicable to define it. Let

the officer when called out, act for himself in applying the

law; and let magistrates not dare to call out troops till they

are prepared to see bloodshed and to answer for it at their

peril. I am well aware that the whole question is one of

great difficulty; for which reason I think it ought to be
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more discussed, so that all may not be left in doubt with

troubles gathering in a mass, to be dealt with by a captain

of dragoons; at a moment too, when in any case, and

however defined the law may be, his situation must be suf

ficiently painful and hazardous.

I have thought it good to discuss this matter here, as it

helps to prove my assertion, that it would be better to keep

civil and military affairs distinct. If soldiers offend, indivi

dually, against social law, it is just that social law should

punish them. If soldiers offend against military law, to

military law let them be amenable; but do not make mili

tary courts of justice amenable to social courts; it is con

fusion, not justice. Again: if the civil magistrate say that

a mob of rioters have set the laws at defiance, and calls

upon the troops to protect the inhabitants, let him do so at

his peril, and under such restrictions and responsibility as

Parliament thinks right. But if the magistrate be justified

in calling out soldiers, it is self-evident that the rioters have

voluntarily placed themselves out of the protection of the

law; let them, then, take the consequences. The civil ma

gistrate turns them over to the military, and let the com

manding officer be responsible to the public that he acts

according to the rules laid down by law for his conduct, and

that he has applied those rules without cruelty; but let him

answer for his conduct to the king and parliament and

before a court martial, but not before a jury. The crime,

on these occasions, rests always with either the magistrate

or the rioters; for by either the one or the other the soldier

is brought upon the stage; he never appears there of his

own accord. If he acts with cruelty he ought to be punished;

but that is another question; the original sin of bringing

him upon the stage still rests with either the magistrate or

the rioters. The responsibility of the magistrate is great;
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it is unavoidably so; and he is, therefore, selected as a man

whose personal qualifications and whose position in the

country are supposed to fit him for the trial. But the officer

has not these advantages; he is placed there by hazard; he

ought to be competent to use the force under his command;

how to use this force is his trade; but it is not his trade to

decide when it should be used against his countrymen. He

may play the part of the druggist, but that of the physician

appertains to the magistrate.
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CHAPTER VIII.

MILITARY LAW SHOULD DIFFER IN PEACE AND IN WAR.

I shALL begin my observations on this head by stating,

that as peace and war are distinct states, there ought to be

a military code for peace, and a military code for war.

There is a peace establishment, and a war establishment,

for most of the branches forming the military system, and

why not for military law? "

The social law of a country has one state of society to deal

with, and a single object of progressive accomplishment;

namely, to make men virtuous: and the steadiness of its

course is a constant approach to that object.

But military law has two states of society to deal with;

a state of peace, and a state of war.

In peace we require obedience, but obedience only to

orders issued for the ordinary occurrences of life.

In war we want to produce extraordinary exertions of an

energetic character. For example, the superior talents of

those who obey may perceive the folly of the general; yet

at his command they must march to defeat, to disgrace,

and to death ! An affecting instance of this is said to have

occurred at Buenos Ayres, which was so honourable to the

troops and gives so strong an example of what the military

code may be called upon to effect in time of war, that I will

state it. The British soldiers were ordered to penetrate the

town and use their bayonets, but not to fire. Two or three

regiments were checked in the streets; they were unable to
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force the doors. A deadly fire of musketry from the houses

was kept up by the Spaniards, under which our men fell in

numbers; but, in obedience to the order they had received,

not a man discharged his musket, and the murderous fire was

replied to only by cheers! Every soldier who there stood

exposed to death, was conscious how foolish the order was,

which thus doomed him to destruction. All these men

knew that by returning the fire they could envelop and thus

in some degree conceal themselves with smoke, while at the

same time they would flutter the nerves of the enemy; yet

they obeyed and hundreds fell; the conscious but heroic

victims of stupidity and ignorance: parents, wives, children,

all were in their thoughts, as with brave hearts they died

cheering ! A miserable death, for they felt it was useless to

the glory of England I Miserable, also, because they were

armed and dared not use their arms, neither for defence,

nor for glory, nor for vengeance. These are dreadful de

feats and hard to think of; hard to think that England

should see her soldiers fall by that high discipline which

ought to have ensured victory: fall by despieable enemies,

and see her standards prostrated before a Spanish rabble;

not outnumbered and overpowered by a brave enemy after

an honourable and fierce strife, but bound hand and foot

by ignorance; dishonoured and slain by a contemptible foe.

In this transaction we see a misapplied discipline, but it was

the more admirable in the soldiers on that account. Cases

will occur in war when this heroic devotion is necessary.

In peace, we do not want to work up discipline so highly;

nothing demands such severity; an ordinary criminal may

be examined, and punished at leisure: an extraordinary

criminal is given over to the social law: there is no threat

ening enemy to turn venial errors into ponderous delin

quencies. We no longer want to move great masses of men

E 2
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with perfect order, and with unfailing rapidity and exactness,

lest the delay of ten minutes should cause the sacrifice of

thousands of lives. If I am correct in what I have said, it

is evident that military law has an easy object in time of

peace; that of implicit obedience, under ordinary circum

stances: and a difficult object in time of war, namely, implicit

obedience, for the purpose of producing immediate and

mortal results under extraordinary and often appalling cir

cumstances. If the objects to be gained by military law in

time of peace are, as I have said, different from those de

manded in time of war; and if they are, also, of a gentler

nature, and more approximate to those sought for by social

law; and if the soldier's life is, in peace, very similar to the

life led by a citizen, is it not natural to abate that rigour of

the law, which in war is necessary to attain the more urgent

objects of obedience and sanguinary results? I think reason

tells us that this is both natural and wise.

I will still farther analyze the state of military life; and .

say, that the British soldier is placed in three distinct posi

tions. His first remove from social life is to become a soldier

at home in peace; his next, a soldier in the colonies in peace;

his third, a soldier every where in war.
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CHAPTER IX.

OF THE SOLDIER SERVING AT HOME AND IN THE COLONIES.

At home, the soldier lives in his natural atmosphere; his

own habits assimilate with the world about him; language,

society, scenes, social laws, which from his youth he has

been in the habit of looking up to with respect; all these

surround him and hold him in check. Very mild military

law now keeps him to his duty: and besides these things he

lives in the heart of military discipline. The king, the par

liament, judges, generals, magistrates, prisons, are around

him, and the moral effect of these is incalculable; under

their influence it is an easy matter to govern soldiers. Ask

the reader who pays attention to the newspaper accounts of

trials for great offences, and he will say that he rarely reads

of a soldier figuring in the character of a criminal before the

social judge, either in Ireland or in England.

Let us now consider the soldier on colonial service. When

he goes abroad he is all excitement; he finds every thing

new to him; language, climate, habits; and, as is often the

case with vulgar-minded people of every class in life, he

thinks himself a being superior to foreigners. But though

their many wiser and more virtuous habits excite neither his

. admiration nor his imitation, their evil habits seize hold of

him with much facility: he has no love for their moderation;

but takes kindly to the looser customs of a southern tem

perature and to their wines, bidding adieu to sobriety. He

delights in their climate, yet he despises the precaution they
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take against its dangers. In time he grows enervated by

the effect of heat, and although the drinking continues and

pleasures go on, strength and health and discipline relax;

now and then, indeed, a stern old soldier draws tight the

reins of military discipline, and commanding with something

of the ancient Spartan severity, deals harshly with the mo

dern Persians. Then come courts martial; courts martial

generate ill blood; the good of the King's service is forgotten

in the conflict of private hostilities; and the whole becomes

a disorderly and undisciplined mass. I have seen an officer

mounting guard in a colony, “fall in” after the second

wheel, and then receiving his ready drawn sword from a

servant, lounge past the senior officer scarcely deigning to

salute him, while he nodded familiarly to a spectator. And

this effeminate conduct bore a strong contrast with the

bronzed visages and martial mien of the grim soldiers that

followed: their firm step gaining upon the simpering Syba

rite that led them with such a careless tripping grace: and

this in time of war! When I landed in this colony the

garrison had not been on parade (except to fire a feu de joie

to honour the King's birthday, while it disobeyed his orders

and endangered his glory !) for many months; and at that

time I had been dispatched in all haste to this colony, with

my regiment in a ship of war, because it was feared that an

attack might be made suddenly by the Americans. Had

this happened, what resistance could such troops have made?

Their native courage would have caused them to fight de

sperately: the jaunty Sybarites would have still been in

front: they would have led bravely against an enemy; but

they could not have commanded their soldiers with skill:

nor would the latter have any confidence in such leaders.

Such are the effects of climate and distance from England

if not stimulated by the increased and sustained rigidity of
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the military law (both in the detail of routine and in the

severity of punishment) beyond what is required at home

under the eye of the commander-in-chief.

It is farther to be taken into consideration, that in colo

nies, while attention to the most exact discipline is necessary

for the safety of the place, the danger produced by drunken

ness on guard increases; and at the same time the tempta

tions to drink are multiplied. Also, that drunkenness

produces ill treatment of the inhabitants, and a dangerous

hostility is thus generated.

All these things show the necessity of a more severe code

for colonial service; something more than mere confine

ment; something irksome, by which short imprisonment

will suffice; otherwise, as delinquencies are frequent in co

lonies and the garrisons weak, there would soon be such an

accumulation of prisoners as might equal, if not outnumber

the better behaved part of the garrison. At all events it

would give the garrison very severe duty. But I may be

told that “this duty would be made up to them by the pri

soners.” Gently, good martinet, put your “roster” aside

for a moment and tell me how you will make up this extra

duty if the fatigue of it has killed a dozen men by throwing

them into malaria fevers? Are bad soldiers thus to kill good

soldiers? Can the extra duty imposed upon the delinquents

repay the families of the deceased men, and the public, for

their loss? Assuredly not. Therefore as any act of indis

cipline in the colonies produces greater evils than when com

mitted at home, such act becomes stained with a far deeper

dye of criminality, and demands a greater degree of severity

in punishment.

I will now consider the soldier in time of war. In war

all the vigour of military law is required. The individual

character of the soldier does not become deteriorated, for war
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developes all the nobleness of noble natures, but the general

moral character of the army does, for the opportunities af

forded for villains to display their atrocities are multiplied:

and many ruffians are, thereby, tempted to enter the service

who would not, otherwise, have submitted themselves to a

life of such severe discipline; and this happens when the

demand for every high quality in the military character is

doubled. There is no law sufficiently vigorous for the go

vernment of an army in the field short of the despotic will

of the commander-in-chief under a just responsibility to the

King: the citizen will scarcely believe that such absolute

power is necessary; but there are very few old soldiers, of

whatever rank, that will deny it: it may be painful to think

of such despotic power being entrusted to one man; but

many sad things happen in war, and this is one of them.

Sad things happen in peace as well as in war; Ireland to

wit! and I see by the public papers that we flog the Caffres

at the Cape of Good Hope for robbery; the robbers flog the

robbed : this is natural if not just !

I think I may now assume that three codes are required

in the army; or perhaps I should be more correct in saying

one code with increasing degrees of vigour in its punish

ments, as it became applicable to peace, to colonies, to war.

And it may be apposite here to remark, in support of my

theory, that Sir Matthew Hale and Sir William Blackstone

both seem to think military law should be altogether abo

lished in time of peace. “Martial law,” says Sir William

Blackstone, “which is built upon no settled principles, but

is certainly arbitrary in its decisions, is as Sir Matthew Hale

observes, in truth and reality no law, but something in

dulged, rather than allowed as law. The necessity of order

and discipline in an army, is the only thing which can give

it countenance: and therefore it ought not to be permitted
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in time of peace, when the King's courts are open for all

persons to receive justice according to the laws of the land.”

M. Tytler (from whose book I quote) answers this; and

leaving the argument in their hands I shall merely observe

that the above opinion expressed by two such celebrated

men as Sir William Blackstone and Sir Matthew Hale, is

strongly in favour of the propriety of moderating the severity

of military punishments in time of peace. Over severity or

over lenity must produce indecision; we fear to inflict the

first because we feel its injustice, and we fear that the second

will not accomplish its object: this produces indecision: a

decided measure is to be exactly just, and to suit the severity

of punishment as nearly as possible to the object for which

punishment is ordained without giving over measure.

I shall proceed to make some remarks upon the military

code as it now stands; perhaps I should say, military govern

ment, for we have no fixed code, and our law changes daily

as circumstances demand: every order issued, whether from

the King or from a lance corporal, is part of our law.

OBEY! that is our law.
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CHAPTER X.

OF THE MILITARY CODE CALLED “MUTINY ACT.” AND

“ARTICLEs of wAR.”

To enter into a detailed discussion of the Mutiny Act

and Articles of War would exceed the limits of this book, in

which I have done little more than touch upon the general

principles of Military Government. Indeed few faults are

to be found with our military code, except where it attempts

to become more precise in the definition of military crime,

and in its neglect of rewards for good service, so as to give

the troops confidence, and secure them against the regula

tions of a Secretary at War. Men feel uneasy when they

know that their reward for long service depends upon the

will of a minister, instead of depending upon an act of

parliament, which establishes that reward as a right. In

other respects, the changes made during the last ten years,

contain much improvement. The unlimited power of cor

poral punishment, formerly given to general courts martial,

has now very wisely been altered, for every Court should

be limited in its power to sentence whipping; and general

courts martial needed this limit fully as much as regimental

courts martial.

In saying that a court martial should he limited in its

power of punishment, I must not be supposed to advise its

being shackled in any other way by appropriating specific

punishments to particular crimes, and thus diminishing the

discretionary power of the court. In social law it may be
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desirable to affix invariable punishments to crimes that are

invariable and perfectly known: the whole should be as like

a stereotype as possible. Quite the reverse is military law;

for both the crime and its dye change with the passing events

of war: and therefore every alteration made in the mutiny

act and the articles of war becomes mischievous, if such

alteration has for its object the more precise application of

punishment, and the more defined description of crime liable

thereto. Such changes fetter courts martial, and unfetter cri

minals; who, intrenched within the letter of the law, violate

its spirit with impunity: on service this cannot be long en

dured, and the necessity of providing for the safety of the

army soon obliges the commander to reach the offender by

breaking the letter of the law himself; which, virtually,

renders the law null; yet this must be the inevitable conse

quence of an attempt to give a permanent and precise de

finition of military crime; to do so paralyses military dis

cipline. The seventieth article of war is the most useful of

the whole; it runs thus: “All crimes not capital, and all

disorders and neglects which officers and soldiers (meaning

officers, non-commissioned officers, and private soldiers, for I

presume that officers are soldiers?) may be guilty of, to the

prejudice of good order and military discipline, though not

specified in the foregoing cases, or in our articles of war, shall

be taken cognizance of by courts martial, according to the

nature and degree of the offence.” There ! that is our

spine, and whenever it is injured, we grow numb and are

crippled in proportion. The maximum of punishment should

be fixed, but the application of it left as free as possible, to

the honour of a court martial, which will administer it with

vigour, or with gentleness, as circumstances call for a more

severe or a milder example.

There are some additions (I can hardly call them changes)
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which appear to me to be wanted in our code, and among

others, that of establishing “company courts martial,” seems

to be the most essential, because the not giving non-com

missioned officers and privates any share in our judicial pro

ceedings; the withholding from these men the privilege of

being tried by their equals, is being deficient in one of the

first principles, not only of the English constitution, for that

is no great evil (the government of the army being essentially

despotic) but it is being unnecessarily deficient in a principle

of justice; which is a great evil; justice in principle, and as

far as circumstances admit of it, in practice, being a right

that men claim under all systems of government; and the

right to be tried by our equals is just. Major Adye, in his

Treatise on Military Law, has denied the propriety of ad

mitting privates to be members of courts martial, as is the

case in the French and in the Prussian armies, and this

author founds his objections on the ground that there are bad

characters among the privates in the army Are there not

bad characters among officers? Are there not bad cha

racters among jurors? May there not be bad characters

among judges? (of course I do not allude to any of the

judges now alive; only to those who are gone, and to those

who are to come). I imagine no one can deny that bad

characters exist in all classes, not excluding the clergy (they

say even the devil should have his due); but the major

would not, surely, abolish all our institutions because of

these bad characters? I am surprised that a sensible man

should use so weak an argument. And I will ask, what

better way of improving the characters of men can be

adopted than that of placing confidence in them? Responsi

bility is a great schoolmaster; self-love makes men ashamed

to be ignorant of those duties which they are called upon to

execute in public; but if a man oe treated as though he
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were a scoundrel, he soon becomes a scoundrel ! However,

Frederick the Great and Napoleon were good authorities in

this matter; and I might consider their regulations as de

cisive in favour of putting private soldiers upon courts

martial, were it not that there are difficulties in the way of

this, which arise from our national habits: difficulties by no

means insurmountable, but existing; and therefore I shall

state them.

When a private soldier of the French army is to be tried,

there are a certain number of non-commissioned officers and

privates placed upon the court as members. The objection

to our adopting this just measure is that, in England, the

distinction of ranks is so rigidly preserved in society, as to

make a stranger imagine that poor people must have some

disorder peculiar to poverty, and which would contaminate

a “genteel” person. This is absurd, but so it is; and as

each class approaches the line of demarcation which divides

the industrious from the idle, both grow as sensitive to the

slightest invasion as the bordering clans of two hostile na

tions! right, or wrong, this is English; high and low we are

King, Lords, and Commons to the backbone: so are the

Scotch; so are the Irish. A “real gentleman” is always

an important person in the three countries, and “keep your

proper place” is a familiar expression in every rank. With

these national habits and feelings, it may be doubted whether

much advantage would, at present, arise from the just ad

mission of private soldiers to sit as members of a court

martial. I am inclined to think that they would generally

feel out of place; and be borne away in their opinions by

two feelings; the timid, by fear of those in whose power

they are so much placed: and the modest, by over diffidence,

which might produce a criminal assent to the opinions of

their officers: many, I am well assured, would not yield to
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such feelings; but the mass might; the vulgar sentiments

of some officers would make them take advantage of this;

and whenever a bold spirit resisted such insolence, there

would arise bad feeling between the officers and privates; a

feeling destructive to an army: and as far as my experience

goes, hitherto not existing in ours, in which the soldiers are

more attached to their officers than in any other. This may

be easily accounted for by the circumstance of our ofFICERs

MEssING ToGETHER, so that their conduct and characters

are placed before the regiment and the public; no mean,

no dirty conduct can be pursued for any length of time by a

member of a MEss, without being exposed and reprobated.

Without a mess, a regiment may have an Esprit de corps

that renders it brave and fortunate; but the mess is an

essence (if I may so express myself), of this Esprit de corps;

it forms a select society, the character of which every member

is bound to uphold by his conduct as a gentleman. Every

British officer feels this; and every private soldier is proud

of the character maintained by his ofFICERs MEss. This

constant check upon their conduct has made the officers of

the British army an eminently honourable body of men; we

have many exceptions, but when discovered they are quickly

turned out. Therefore our soldiers think highly of their

officers, and are as much attached to them as any soldiers

in the world. Having lived in the midst of them from my

childhood, I have had long experience of their feelings and

opinions: I have never been away from soldiers in my whole

life; even here in France, I make acquaintance with and

observe French soldiers, and I assert that no soldiers are

more attached to their officers than the British soldiers; and

that no officers deserve it better. The proofs are abun

dant. Our soldiers are not an inferior class; they are dis

ciplined, brave, and generous; “we saw these sons of Albion
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formed in square battalions between Hougomont and Mont

Saint-John,” writes the celebrated French general, Foy,

with characteristic generosity, “to effect this compact forma

tion they had doubled and redoubled their ranks. The

cavalry which supported them was cut to pieces, and the

fire of their artillery was completely silenced—death was

before them, and in their ranks; disgrace in their rear. In

this terrible situation, neither the bullets of the Imperial

Guards, discharged almost point blank, nor the victorious

cavalry of France, could make the least impression on the

immovable British infantry. One might almost be tempted

to fancy that it had rooted itself in the ground, but for the

MAJESTIC MoveMENT which its battalions commenced after

sunset, at the moment when the approach of the Prussian

army apprised Wellington that he had just achieved the most

decisive victory of the age 1” so much for our discipline; so

much for the courage of our soldiers. Now for their gene

rosity. “A subaltern of the French battery, (writes the

author of Crisis of Waterloo by an Eye-witness), threw his

sword on the ground in token of surrender; but the com

mander, standing in the centre of his guns, waved his above

his head, in defiance. A soldier sprang from the British

ranks, parried his thrust, closed with him, threw him on the

ground, and keeping him down with his foot, reversed his

musket in both hands, to bayonet him; when that repug

nance to the shedding of blood which so often rises in the

hearts of British soldiers, even under circumstances of per

sonal danger and prudential necessity, burst forth, in a

groan of disgust, from his surrounding comrades. It came,

however, too late in this case: the fatal thrust was sped, and

the Legion of Honour lost another member.” So write

“enemies” and “eye-witnesses” of the deeds of British

soldiers. But “friends” and those who were not eye-wit
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nesses; men who, to use the soldier's expression, “never

burned priming,” call them an “inferior class.” And I have

read travellers’ books which hold up the Prussians “of all

the beasts in the field, and all the birds in the air,” as models

for us! Reader, (whether military or non-military), if you

have got this cursed crotchet in your head, do hearken unto

me for one minute. The Prussian army was completely

surprised and thrashed at Ligny; and when the British army

had repaired the disgrace, by defeating, in the great field of

Waterloo, the conquerors of the Prussian army, up came

these vanquished Prussians (these models /) and, unsparing

of life, gave no quarter to the retreating, discomfitted, and

unresisting French, exhausted with the exertion of a battle

that would have sent Blucher and his Prussians back to

Berlin' And this slaughter was carried on by the beaten

“models,” when, at the very moment, hundreds of the vic

torious “inferior class,” under all the excitement of combat,

sent forth a simultaneous cry to save a brave enemy I was,

to my great regret, too late to see the battle of Waterloo;

but I arrived directly after it, even before the wounded were

all off the ground, and I accompanied the army to Paris,

and so undisciplined, so insolent, so destructive a set as the

Prussians, I never before beheld, and never wish to see

again. The insolence, even of their looks, made one almost

fancy they forgot that the British and Hanoverians gained

the battle of Waterloo; made one almost fancy they forgot

that they had closed a long war of agression against France,

and a long succession of well merited disasters, by the signal

surprise and defeat at Ligny, one amongst the many im

mortal records of the genius of Napoleon, and the superiority

of the French troops to the models / There, reader, if that

crotchet is not now out of your head, in the name of

noodleism, there let it stick: take it to Potsdam or to Kalish,
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or to ****, any where you like I All I hope is, that you

may never command British soldiers. And so I finish the

long trot that I have taken out of my subject, and for which

I beg the reader's pardon." To proceed.

In France no danger arises from the system of making

private soldiers sit as members of courts martial. The dif

ference of ranks in social life among the French, is by no

means so distinct as in England; for which there are three

TeaSOnS.

Fisrt, the republican feelings produced by the revolution.

Secondly, the law of division ofproperty; which (as I am in

formed by men of all classes here) has immensely extended

the feeling of self-respect, and education among the people.

Thirdly, the comparatively polished manners of the poor,

which prevent the difference of classes being so perceptible:

all in France are polished, gay, light, and fond of society.

In England the national character is stronger and fiercer:

men think more deeply, express themselves more frankly,

possibly more rudely; and when the richer and the poorer

man are thrown together in society, for any length of time,

they are apt to clash, even without any quarrel; each is.

more or less an annoyance to the other; they dislike an

association so familiar. But the French private soldier

who sits as a member of the court martial which tries his

fellow soldier exhibits perfect good manners; he is at his

ease; enters into the question, and his opinion is heard with

respect by the officers; all of whom, observe, have risen

from the ranks, except those who come from the polytechnic

school.

Under this view of the matter, I am inclined to think

that such an innovation on the customs of our service, if

* Unless he has been to Potsdam or Kalish !!

F
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made at once, might be injudicious. Still, I own that I

have great doubts. It is generally best to do what is just,

and abide the consequences: the inconveniences which at

tend the doing of a right action are rarely permanent.

However, whether we introduce privates as members of

courts martial or not, I by no means think that the prin

ciple, of being tried by our equals, should be so much dis

carded as it is. For these reasons it would be advisable to

re-establish, and legalize what is called a “company court

martial,” this would be nothing new, nothing of change.

Formerly, it was universally the practice in the British army

to hold this useful tribunal. The dread of doing that which

is illegal has latterly caused this small, but excellent court

to be discontinued. The company's court martial was for

merly assembled by order of the captain: the privates of

the company formed this court for the trial of their comrade,

who, when found guilty, was sentenced to receive an appro

priate punishment, such as confinement; or turning his

coat, which he was ordered to wear for a time with the inside

out; and frequently the court sentenced him to be “cobbed.”

That is to say, he was laid on his face, and at his full length,

the company's drummer then gave the sinner from one, to

six dozen hearty skelps with the sling of the musket, or some

other broad strap; after which the culprit got up, shook

himself, and was none the worse, though probably he would

not have volunteered riding upon a rough trotting horse for

that day ! This punishment exists in the French army, but by

toleration only, it being, as with us, illegal. The crime which

chiefly fell under the cognizance of a company court martial,

was that of thieving from a comrade or some such black

guard matter. I have always regretted that this just and

useful description of court is not recognised by our military

code, and its powers defined: and such is the opinion that I
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entertain of the good sense and love of discipline inherent in

British soldiers, as well as of that high feeling for the honour

of their profession which they have ever been found to

possess, that I do not know of a crime, the punishment for

which might not safely be confided to their decision; besides

the more that men are trusted, the more they are generally

found to become worthy of confidence, and the more they

are vilified, the viler grows their nature. However, it ap

pears to be both useful and just to give legality to this

ancient military court; to apply its jurisdiction to many of

the delinquencies now submitted to regimental courts mar

tial; and thereby render the latter of more rare occurrence,

and consequently of greater effect. The step would make

private soldiers the censors of soldiers' faults, and give addi

tional vigour to military law, while it diminished the severity

of punishment. It would add much to the dignity of the

military character.

I have heard that desertion has become very frequent

from regiments in England; and that it is often attended

by robbery. This has for its remote, but real cause,

whatever has made the labouring class poor and miserable;

and consequently increased the number of bad characters

among them. But, putting this question (as to the “what

ever”) aside, I refer to the minor and more approximate

causes, and it appears difficult to conceive that where the

commanding officer knows his business, desertion can take

place to any great extent; however, though I have no oppor

tunity at present of tracing the proximate causes why men

should voluntarily enlist, and then rob and desert; or desert

without robbing, still I must observe, that all which can

tend to promote this disgraceful military crime should be

removed, and however well provided for he may be, there is

every reason for ameliorating the life of a soldier as far as

E 2
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may be practicable; and for so arranging the military police

that every possible check may be put to this crime, which

brings shame upon all who wear the uniform of a soldier. If

men were forced into the service, as in France, there would

be some pretext for the evil complained of: but when men

enter the service with their own will, when they voluntarily

take the oaths required, and then become perjurers and

thieves in return for good treatment, a man cannot help

feeling that there must be something more than want of

honesty: some annoyance which urges men to this crime;

and as I have never seen any order from the Horse Guards

calculated to annoy the soldiers, and am not aware of any

existing general regulation which does so; but, on the con

trary, know that the soldiers consider themselves protected

by the Horse Guards, I am compelled to believe that

when desertion takes place to a great extent in any regi

ment, it is the fault of the commanding officer.

I do not expect to make many converts to my opinion,

but it is this: that if the trial of such deserters were com

mitted to company courts martial, the soldiers would, them

selves, assert their own honour and that of the uniform they

bear, and which has spread the glory of England to every

part of the world. Did not our enemies in Spain, ere they

attacked the Spaniards or Portuguese, reconnoitre diligently

to see if they could distinguish “La véritable rouge?” That

celebrated French cavalry officer, Latour-Maubourg (dis

tinguished even among the brilliant chivalry of France)

when reconnoitring Beresford's corps in Spain, with the in

tention of attacking it if composed purely of Portuguese

troops, suddenly exclaimed “Ah / ha / voilà la véritable

rouge!” as a staff officer's great coat flew back, exposing

the British uniform : and the attack was said to have been

given up in consequence Was there a soldier of the Duke
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of Wellington's army clothed with the “véritable rouge”

that did not feel proud of this high compliment from a

gallant enemy? And will the rising race of young soldiers

who read of those days (so lately and so swiftly passed) stain

that “véritable rouge” with the shame and infamy of deser

"tion? No; I believe they are both able and willing to put

an end to it, if the power be given to them, by bringing de

serters to trial before company courts martial. I may pos

sibly be taxed with having Quixotic ideas of the honourable

feelings of British soldiers, so run down as an “inferior class.”

I can only answer, that whenever I held a command, I con

stantly made appeals to this high feeling of honour, and

rarely found it fail among these men of an “inferior class.”

At the same time I would only give to company courts

martial the power to punish desertion conditionally, and at

the discretion of the commander-in-chief; who, if he found

any particular corps disgraced by desertion, in an extraor

dinary degree, should have the power to make this appeal

to the soldier's honour; accompanied, as such an appeal

would be, by a rigid examination into the conduct of the

regimental commanding officer and captains; to whose

errors any extraordinary degree of desertion may, perhaps,

be traced. To finish, therefore, on the matter of company

courts martial whatever may be the extent of jurisdiction

given to such tribunals, I do, most earnestly, hope they may

be re-established and regulated; convinced as I am, that no

experienced officer will differ with me in the opinion that

they would be of great advantage. I think company courts,

regimental courts, detachment courts, and general courts

martial, are sufficient; the names of district courts, garrison

courts, etc., seem to me to be mere names without any use

ful object. However, whatever be the name, one principle
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ought to regulate all such courts: namely, that of promptly

assembling on the occurrence of crime, and prompt execu

tion of sentence after trial: long confinement either before

or after trial, makes the prisoner sulky, despairing, reck

less, and gives birth to a very natural and praiseworthy

feeling of commiseration among his comrades; that such

pity should be felt, I say, is laudable, that it should be pro

duced is culpable and highly mischievous, but the error lies

at the door of those who create, not of those who feel it.

And here I will observe, that it is the immediate com

mander of a regiment who ought to decide by what descrip

tion of court a criminal should be tried: the commander

best knows the men he has to govern. Generals ought

rarely to interpose in this interior government of regiments;

it is not their business: it is the lieutenant-colonel who

ought to have the chief direction of punishments, and a

regimental court martial ought to have the same power as a

general court martial, except that of punishing capitally, of

transporting, and of trying officers.

In concluding this chapter I will take the liberty to insert

the following order (I could insert many others) which I

issued when commanding in the island of Cefalonia: I do

so to give the reader a proof that my practice coincided with

what I have written in this chapter; namely, the practice of

appealing at all times to the honour of the soldiers; because

I always found them full of high feelings; and especially

the Irish soldiers, whose temperament is more enthusiastic,

and of which nation the eighty-eighth regiment is composed.

This order had its effect, and the regimental order issued by

Colonel O'Malley I also publish, because it shows that he

had the same sentiments on the subject as myself, that an

appeal to the honour of the British soldier rarely fails in
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effect." I feel how egotistical all this is, but I cannot avoid

it, and can only deprecate the severity of criticism by re

peating that I am giving the result of my own experience:

if I knew the details of any other man's method of command,

and his motives, I would prefer giving them to the public in

support of my assertions; but this is impossible: I know but

one man's motives, and therefore the reader must tax his

good nature, and bear with me.

“GARRISON ORDER,

Argostoli, 1828.

“It is with great pain that Colonel Napier has been

obliged to inflict corporal punishment; a punishment as

terrible and disgusting as it is disgraceful. This duty has

been imposed upon him by the misconduct of a description

of men who unfortunately infest every regiment in the army:

and such men must be punished with all the severity of

military law; but this will not, alone, keep them down: the

lash alone will not save the credit of a garrison or a regi

ment which becomes injured in some degree, by the dis

graceful conduct of such men, because strangers see only

the bad action; and the British uniform on the back of the

offender. Thus all are condemned for the misdeeds of a

few individuals. Is not this hard? Is it not painful to the

mind of every honourable soldier who glories in his colours,

the symbols of his country and of his regiment? But will

* Colonel O'Malley received a year's leave of absence to return to

England. When thesteamer, in which he embarked, left the harbour, the

whole eighty-eighth regiment followed it along the shore, cheering their

colonel for about two miles, till they reached that part of the coast where

the vessel struck out into blue water. There are no soldiers in the world

more attached to their officers than the British, when those officers

merit their regard by just conduct; and I have yet to learn, that the

officers of any army in the world are our superiors in this respect.
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the lash, alone, keep such men in discipline? I repeat the

question, and I repeat the answer, that it will not. Each

soldier, according to his station, must exert himself to keep

bad men from doing that which hurts the credit of all. It is

the bounden duty of the youngest soldier in the garrison, as

well as of the oldest, to endeavour to prevent crime. It rests

with courts martial to award the punishments due to mis

deeds; but, it behoves every man to prevent them to the

utmost of his ability. It is not a true solder-like feeling

which makes a man conceal an act of irregularity, but it is a

most military and honourable spirit which prompts a soldier

to prevent his comrade doing wrong. Colonel Napier has

done all that is in his power to render the duty of this gar

rison as light and easy to the soldiers as is consistent with

the public service; but this duty must and shall be done

well; it shall be done too, without flogging; for in the course

of thirty-four years' service, never once did Colonel Napier

see the high spirit of British soldiers appealed to in vain.”

“REGIMENTAL ORDER.

“Argostoli, December 31, 1828.

“In publishing to the regiment the Commandant's order

of this date, Lieutenant-colonel O'Malley cannot avoid ex

pressing the assurrance he feels, from his past experience of

the regiment, that the appeal made by Colonel Napier to

the good feelings of the soldiers, will have the desired effect;

and that drunkenness on duty, which has been for a long

time almost entirely unknown, until the instance of the

notorious offender Bernard Murray, and for which he suf

fered yesterday, will not again occur. Colonel Napier's

order will be read to the regiment with great attention

by officers commanding companies at three successive pa

rades.”
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Having always found these appeals to the honour of the

soldier produce a reasonable effect, how can I think, or

admit, that the British soldier is an inferior man to the rest

of the community? I do not think it, and I do not admit it.

I believe that in an army of one hundred thousand men

there are atrocious ruffians and drunkards in proportion to

their numbers and opportunities; but have not all profes

sions their black sheep? Take the Established Church, as

that which is said to be composed of the purest and most

enlightened class of men; who loudly, and perhaps justly,

assert their love of meekness and humility, their abhorrence

of worldly riches. Take our Bench of Bishops, forced to

become such, loathing the dignity. Yet do none drink?

none shoot? none levy tithes at the point of the bayonet?

I will ask no more questions nor will I answer those I have

asked, but merely say, that among all bodies of men their

sins will be manifold in the ratio of their numbers and

temptations; and I must take leave to say that the back

slidings of soldiers are not greater than those of their neigh

bours. In support of this assertion let me state a fact upon

record. When peace was made with France and a large

portion of our army disbanded, every body expressed their

opinion that there would be a vast number of robberies

committed: and it was well known that old arms for the

defence of houses, such as blunderbusses &c., sold at a com

paratively high price in London in consequence of this

apprehension. The robberies did increase; yet no instance

occurred in which soldiers or sailors were the culprits; the

culprits were practised London thieves, who took advantage

of the public apprehensions, and many a soldier upon the

road to his long-abandoned home, his heart filled with

domestic recollections, was arrested under suspicion when a

robbery had taken place; for the very caitiffs who had com
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mitted an outrage naturally set the officers of justice upon

the journeying soldier. This remarkable circumstance was

openly stated by many magistrates, and was observed upon

in several newspapers at the time. Yet it is said that sol

diers are an “inferior” description of men. It is not so.

They are pretty much on a par with their neighbours.

From proposing the establishment of company courts mar

tial, I have been led into a discussion on the character of

the men who would compose such courts; because upon that

the value of these tribunals must in a great measure depend;

and I have the more willingly entered upon this subject, as

I never will admit the truth of the assertion that the French

soldiers are superior to British soldiers in moral feeling.

I have a great admiration for the French soldiers, but I do

not think them superior to ourselves except in point of

sobriety, and in that I admit that they are our superiors: in

some other points I think we are theirs: but on this subject

no military man of either nation can be an unprejudiced

judge; both armies are so magnificent and so brave, that

each excites the admiration of the other. For my part, I

think nothing better can be said than what passed between

Marshal Tallard and the Duke of Marlborough after the

battle of Blenheim. “Your lordship has conquered the

best and bravest army in the world,” said the French mar

shal. “I hope your excellency will except that which has

beaten it,” replied the duke. But these things depend upon

the commanders. The Prussians, so often victorious under

the Great Frederick, were beaten on every occasion by the
Greater Napoleon I six

*_\
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CHAPTER XI.

OATHS.

WITH regard to the administration of oaths to a court

martial, I hold it to be an unnecessary solemnity: a court

martial is a court of honour: a court of conscience: what

then have we to say to oaths? The very form of the oath

proves its folly; we swear to administer justice “according

to our conscience,” and “the best of our understanding.”

Now why swear to do this? If any judge is infamous enough

not to do justice, it is vain to suppose that he will be bound

by his oath: nor upon any subsequent inquiry will he be fool

enough to admit that he broke his oath and administered in

justice contrary to the dictates of his conscience; in short, the

great principle of a military court is honour; a conscientious

adherence to substantial justice. A declaration not to divulge

either the sentence or the opinions of the individuals com

posing the court, may be useful to refresh the members’

recollection of the orders not to make such a revelation;

and that declaration ought to be sufficient. Officers are

generally influenced by a great desire to do justice (as far as

my observation carries me) when a court is assembled for

the trial of military men, and an oath will not add to their

right feelings. When non-military men are submitted to

trial by courts martial, oaths are still worse, and produce

perjury. When such trials occur, it is a matter of great

misfortune to all parties; for it only takes place under feel

ings of excitement and partialities incompatible with justice;
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the prisoners often suffer unjust punishment, and the honour

of the judges become tarnished: it is a sad sight to see men

tried by armed enemies, and justice cast her sword into the

scales. Political judges and juries are sufficiently nefarious

at all times, but when political prejudice and bayonets unite

on the bench, justice is in danger of being extinguished.

Again, we have the administration of oaths to witnesses;

all this is innovation, and was introduced about thirty years

ago. Without adding to justice it increases crime, making

perjury common, and rendering the detection of military

criminals much more difficult. In short, I never saw any

thing but mischief arise from the oaths introduced into the

proceedings of courts martial, which introduction I suppose

was the feat of some judge advocate general: an officer that,

as far as my humble opinion goes, rarely interferes with us

for our advantage under the present system.



CHAPTER XII.

THE REPRIMANDING OF COURTS MARTIAL.

THIS very common practice among officers commanding

regiments and general officers, merits a few words. It ap

pears to me that the King and the commanders-in-chief

have been justly invested with this power; which, in their

high hands, is so far above all temptations as to authorize

the presumption that they will make no ill use of it.

To a general commanding an army actually in the field,

this power, and indeed every other possessed by the sove

reign, should be conceded.

But the case is far different as regards generals in in

ferior commands in time of peace; and particularly on

foreign stations: these officers are in immediate contact

with the court, the prisoner, and the prosecutor, and are

influenced by feelings which are natural to all men, and

from which the court, the prisoner, or the prosecutor may

suffer very unjustly. I have known prisoners to be fully

acquitted by the court, yet reprimanded and therefore,

punished; and, consequently, the court was also repri

manded by implication. I have known courts directly

and violently censured, and even seen the members put

under an arrest for refusing to pass a sentence in accord

ance with the opinion of the commanding officer. I have

known a prosecutor severely reprimanded though he had

carried through his prosecution to the conviction and punish

ment of the prisoner! Now, let me ask, if judges, sworn to
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do justice, and actuated by a high sense of honour, are to be

reprimanded for acting according to their conscience and

their oaths? That men may have viewed matters in a false

light, is easily conceived; and for this reason the power of

revising the sentence has most prudently been given to him

who assembles a court martial, approves of the proceedings,

and carries the sentence into execution. The commanding

officer so invested with the power to approve and confirm,

or revise the proceedings and sentence of a court, though he

has, probably, taken a general view, may be supposed to

come fresh to the details of the subject; he quietly reads

over the whole; and if he detects error, he sends for the

president of the court, and explains calmly and dispassion

ately his opinion of the proceedings, pointing out what

appears to him to be an error in the sentence. If they

agree with him, the members alter the sentence. If they

are not convinced, they return the same sentence; and the

commanding officer approves and confirms, or wholly rejects

it. But while he thus expresses his total dissent in opinion,

it seems to be unjust that he should have the right to repri

mand a set of conscientious men, however mistaken they

may be, because they differ in opinion with himself. Gene

rally speaking, if they deserve reprimand, they deserve to be

dismissed the service. There may be occasions in which

courts martial arrogate a power that they have no right to

assume; they may possibly at times deserve reprimand; but

such occasions must, from the nature of our service, be ex

tremely rare; and it must be still more rarely that they

demand instant chastisement. I must therefore think that

there is always full time for such cases to be referred to the

Horse Guards, from whence his Majesty's disapprobation

may be expressed, and spreading through the whole army,

will have not only the effect of chastising the court martial
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which has drawn down the King's disapprobation by exceed

ing its powers, or otherwise evincing an ignorance of its duties,

but will, by its wide spreading, serve to prevent such va

garies in future, regulating and confining courts within their

proper sphere of action. A general order of this sort becomes

a beacon to guide the whole army: it becomes military law.

I am convinced of the propriety of this reference to the

Horse Guards, not only because I think it just, but because

I have seen officers in command so completely wrapped up

in private feelings, and in the intrigues which precede, or

which spring out of courts martial (especially general courts

martial upon officers) that they were scarcely fit to be in

trusted with the power to interfere in such proceedings; but

as this power must in a great degree be intrusted to them,

all that can be done is to limit as much as is practicable, the

power of weak individuals; and this power to reprimand

courts martial is one which reason appears to condemn as

useless and mischievous, except in the hands of the King,

the commander-in-chief, and a general in the field. If a

court, confining itself within the just limits of its jurisdiction,

gives a conscientious sentence, it does not deserve a repri

mand. If it gives an evidently unjust sentence intentionally,

the members of it, as I have before said, deserve to be dis

missed the service; and their conduct should therefore be

submitted to the King. A reprimand by a commanding

officer is either undeserved, or it is too small a punishment,

and in most cases causes quarrels. For if deserved, the

members of the court misrepresent matters to palliate their

own misconduct and put their companions upon the alert to

quarrel with their commander. Every old soldier knows

what unavoidable mischief arises from the assembling of

a general court martial, especially in the colonies; it is ever

followed by parties, quarrels, intrigues; and some mischief
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arises from reprimands to all courts martial except they

come from the King, and these are generally approved of

for two reasons: -

1st. They are generally given with much caution, and

without partiality or any mixture of intrigue;

2nd. The trial must first go to London there to be exa

mined and returned. In the interim it has been much

discussed, so that long ere it is promulgated, numbers of

military men have made up and expressed their opinions as

to the probable sentence; generally these guesses are very

accurate; all those who are opposed to the sentence, if it be

disapproved of by the highest authority, join in praise of

such censures; whereas those who agreed with the opinion

of the court, are silent, either from prudence or the convic

tion that they were wrong. But the censure issued by a

general officer on the spot, or that of a lieutenant-colonel

commanding a regiment is, whether right or wrong, criticised

by every body; particularly if the commander happens to

be unpopular; then the clever, the witty, the resolute, the

rebellious, all join in attacking him, and a mass of ill feeling

follows, with which an able commander can deal; but a man

of less ability succumbs; and in either case the public ser

vice suffers. I must therefore be allowed to say, that the

power to reprimand a court martial should be confined by

military law to the Sovereign, the commander-in-chief, and

general in the field. From such an elevation a reprimand

falls like a wholesome shower, cool and invigorating; but

when it issues from those on a near level with ourselves, it

more resembles a rank and noisome vapour, spreading with

malign energy, producing fevers and fostering reptiles.
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CHAPTER XIII,

OF THE RIGHT TO DISMISS AN OFFICER WITHOUT TRIAL,

THE right of the King to dismiss any of his officers from

the service without trial, and without offering any motive

but his own will, is UNDIsPUTED; but many doubt the jus

tice of exercising this prerogative. To punish a man without

letting him have the means of defence, shocks the spirit of

justice, except, indeed, when the King leads an army in the

field, and then all things must be governed by expedience.

That this power may sometimes be used without sufficient

examination, we find to be tacitly acknowledged by a recent

fact. A general officer was dismissed the service: he was

afterwards restored; and lately a cavalry regiment has been

conferred upon him; while many general officers, who were

never dismissed the service, are without regiments. This

officer either merited the reward, or the punishment; but

could scarcely deserve both, unless some service had been

performed by him after delinquency; some service so tran

scendently useful as not only to deserve pardon but to claim

reward. Whether such be the case in the present instance

I cannot pretend to say, being unacquainted with the details

of this general officer's merits, or demerits. But it is gene

rally supposed that he denies having been guilty of the

offence for which his late Majesty dismissed him. The truth

is, that the Sovereign cannot (without danger of committing

an injustice) exercise his right to dismiss a man from the

service, if that man denies having perpetrated the crime of

G
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which he stands accused, unless his Majesty personally in

quires into the case; hears all that the accused has to say in

his defence; examines his witnesses; and constitutes a royal

court in his own person; short of this, it is not easy to under

stand how the prerogative can be exercised with even-handed

justice. But an officer may with some justice be dismissed

for an avowed act; for some act which he does not deny, and

of which the King disapproves. Still the public opinion, in

these times, will hold it to be hard, that an officer who has per

haps spent his bestdays, and sacrificed his health in the service

of his King and country, should be struck from the list, a

ruined man, because he may have said or done some im

prudent thing; or something that the King or his ministers

think wrong; and which his Majesty, if uninfluenced by his

ministers, might have passed over, ministers who possibly

have not done as much for the King and country as the man

they attack. There seems to be something inconsistent with

justice in all this; because, except in the field, no mischief

can arise to the public service by giving a fair hearing to

an accused man, and letting him abide the consequences

awarded by a competent court: but there may be very great

injustice (though perfectly unintentional) in the exercise of

the prerogative to dismiss an officer unheard. It is an act

of power which will, when exercised, generally create dis

content among a people so free as the English. That such

a power should rarely be used, is a point on which there can

exist but little difference of opinion: it speaks for itself; and

there I leave it, and proceed to other matter.

For similar and even stronger reasons, it appears to me

very inconsistent with justice, that colonels of regiments

should possess the power to reduce a non-commissioned

officer to the ranks without a trial. Some have pretended

that even lieutenant-colonels possess this right; but such is
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not the case; the right exists with the colonel alone: the

articles of war are perfectly clear. The words are: “a non

commissioned officer may be reduced to the ranks by the

sentence of a regimental or other court martial, or by the

order of the colonel of the regiment, or by authority from us

through the commander-in-chief.” The serjeants and cor

porals of the army are a hard working and highly respectable

body of men; the colonel can know nothing of them in

dividually; he must take the report of his lieutenant-colonel;

and lieutenant-colonels have caprices as well as their neigh

bours: therefore the existence of this power is calculated to

lower the character of the non-commissioned officers of the

army, and prevents this honourable body of men from feeling

that confidence in their own good conduct which it ought to

afford them. At the same time it is true, that in all ranks

we occasionally find men appointed to fill situations for

which they are totally unfit; men whom nature never in

tended to be soldiers, much less to command soldiers; and

it is difficult to get rid of such men except by the exercise

of this power to dismiss. I recollect an Irish friend of mine

who, with a face of imperturbable gravity and a deep brogue,

thus described one of these ignorant old officers. “Sure

enough he has great claims on the service, he’s been thirty

years going to parade, mounting guard, going to mess; to

say nothing of all the port wine he has drunk; why, the tax

he paid the country upon the wine, would keep up a little

bit of a war of itself, let alone all the advantage the service

had of him when he was asleep, doing no mischief.” Some

such gentleman getting the command of a regiment makes

non-commissioned officers of men who are totally unfit to

perform the duties of their rank, so that when an efficient

lieutenant-colonel succeeds him, he finds such a congress of

serjeants and corporals as would defy the genius of war itself

G 2
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to turn into soldiers; they provoke a spirit of disobedience

and indiscipline, because they are in themselves objects of

contempt and ridicule. It is true that the sentence of a

regimental court martial occasionally

“Breaks the dark phalanx, and lets in the light;"

but the majority of these men continues, and their former

lieutenant-colonel and themselves have introduced such a

mischievous style into the regiment that it is by no means

an easy, and is always a very slow operation to restore the

discipline of the corps to a proper tone. These men gene

rally keep within the letter of the law, and it is hard to get

rid of them except by the right of dismissal without trial. It

also often happens that many of these people are well-in

tentioned men, whose fault is an unconquerable obtuseness

of intellect that renders them incapable of doing their duty

in a proper manner: to be severe upon them would amount

to tyranny. However, all things considered, I think this

power to deprive men of their rank without trial, is injurious

and unjust.

Unjust, because their intentions are seldom culpable, the

mischief not often extensive, and the cause of it rather in

another than in themselves; besides it can only be necessary

when their conduct is not tangible by a court martial, which

in most cases of positive crime is able to deal with them:

and therefore by a court martial they ought to be tried.

Injurious, because the consciousness of holding a rank

from which nothing can displace them but their own mis

conduct, gives men that dignity and independence of cha

racter that belongs to virtue; and this feeling will in the

main ennoble the character of the rank, though it may at

times produce a temporary inconvenience to the service.

To injure this pride is bad. The right of dismissal without
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being tried by our peers does not degrade a man's personal

character, because nothing can degrade an honest man; but

it degrades his rank, which he feels to be dependent upon

the pleasure of another, and not upon his own virtue; and

in proportion to the high temper of his honour, he scorns,

or but impatiently endures, the degradation of the rank to

which he appertains, and of which he is, in all other respects,

proud and boastful. For these reasons the right to punish

a man without giving him a fair trial by his equals, is neither

just nor politic: that it may sometimes be expedient no man

can deny; but that the temporary advantages thus obtained

will counterbalance the degradation cast upon the profession

of arms, must be disputed by all high-minded men. The

true military feeling of a soldier should be, that nothing but

a dishonourable action can debase him, or divide him from

his comrades in the service of his King and country. Take

this feeling from him, and his profession sinks in his estima

tion. Such must ever be the effect produced by the right to

dismiss men from the army without a public trial.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE FORMS OF TRIAL USUAL AT COURTS MARTIAL.

THE order which assembles, also specifies the description

of, a court martial that is to be held; the number of officers

of which it is to be composed; the names of the president

and members; and the time and place of its meeting.

The different names and powers of the various courts are

designated in the Mutiny Act and Articles of War. The

form of procedure is not so clearly defined. But it is nearly

alike in all. When there is not a judge advocate, the func

tions of that officer devolve upon the president.

FORMATION OF THE COURT,

First. The officers composing the court; the prisoner

(unfettered except there be danger of his escape or from

his violence) and the witnesses; being all assembled, the

judge advocate reads aloud the names of the president and

members of the court; specifying their rank and the dates

of their respective commissions, according to which they

take their seats: the president at the head of the table: the

next in seniority on his right hand: the third on his left:

and so on.

The judge advocate seats himself at a side-table on the

right hand of the president.

The prosecutor stands on the left hand of the president.

The prisoner at the foot of the table (1)."

* The figures refer to the “Observations” at the end of the chapter.
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Secondly. The president reads aloud the warrant under

which he acts; and then the order for assembling the

court (2).

The judge advocate reads aloud the warrant appointing

himself to that office.

If the power to assemble the court has been delegated by

a commander of the forces, the warrant of the commanding

officer who has received this delegated power to convene the

court, is also to be read (3).

The authorities which thus constitute the court, should be

shown to the prisoner and to the prosecutor if they wish to

examine them.

Thirdly. The court being so far formed, the judge advo

cate asks the prisoner and the prosecutor if they object to

(or, as it is termed, “challenge”) the president or any

member of the court.

If no challenge be made the trial proceeds.

If the president be challenged, the objections made by

the challenger are written down by the judge advocate.

The court is then cleared.

If the court sees just cause to do so, it should reject the

challenge.

If the court judges that there be foundation for the chal

lenge, it is referred to superior authority: for the court

cannot displace its president (4).

If one or more members are challenged they retire, and

the remainder hear the reasons on which the challenge is

founded.

The court is then cleared.

If the challenge be thought valid, the objectionable mem

bers are replaced by other officers.

If the challenge be thought invalid, the trial proceeds.

The challenger cannot enforce his challenge in opposition

to the opinion of the court.
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The judge advocate cannot be challenged: he is not a

judge.

The prisoner may challenge the whole court, as being

incompetent to try him, and decline its jurisdiction.

In this case the court is cleared. It decides upon the

validity of the prisoner's objections and declares the result

of its deliberations in open court.

Should the decision be in favour of the prisoner's objec

tion, the court separates and the president applies to superior

authority for instructions.

If the objections of the prisoner be overruled, the pro

ceedings continue at the peril of the court, collectively and

individually (4). The military authority which orders the

court to assemble, and which it must obey, cannot protect

it from social law.

Fourthly. The court is now sworn. The judge advocate

administers the oath to the president separately; and next

to the members collectively.

The president administers the oath to the judge advocate.

The witnesses retire and the court is constituted.

All these proceedings must be accurately recorded in the

proceedings of the court martial.

THE CHARGES CONSIDERED,

The court should now be cleared and the charges read,

to ascertain that they are specific: for unless the court

clearly understands what it has to inquire into, and the pri

soner what he has to defend himself against, the court

should refuse to receive the charges.

If these are not specific the court separates; and the

judge advocate refers to the prosecutor for such alterations

as may be deemed satisfactory. If these cannot be made,

the opinion of the court is recorded and its proceedings
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submitted to higher authority. The prisoner is therefore

acquitted.

If the charges be specific the trial proceeds (5).

THE ARRAIGNMENT.

First. The judge advocate stands up and reads the charges

aloud, addressing the prisoner by his name and title, asking

whether he has had due notice of the charges just read to

him; also if the witnesses that he requires are present in

court, as far as it has been practicable to assemble them;

and if all fair and reasonable facilities have been afforded to

him for his defence: also, if he is aware that former convic

tions will be given in evidence against him (if such be the

intention of the prosecutor), and in that case, these convic

tions are to be stated to him (6).

Should any difficulties arise upon putting these questions

to the prisoner the court must endeavour to remove them.

If they are vexatious and founded on words, rather than

things, the court will do well to quash them; and let both

the prisoner and prosecutor see that it has fixed its mind to

do justice and will not allow of quibbles.

Secondly. The judge advocate may then ask the prisoner

whether he is “guilty or not guilty of the crimes of which he

stands there accused?” and the prisoner may reply or not as

he pleases. Both the question and answer are inconse

quential: for, whatever the prisoner's reply may be, the trial

must proceed, and the prisoner be acquitted or condemned

upon the evidence adduced; it is requisite that the whole

case should appear on the proceedings, and all that may

either extenuate or aggravate his conduct, be displayed for

the full information of superior authority (7).
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The PROSECUTION.

First. The prosecutor now opens his case by an address

to the court, which statement he supports by his witnesses.

When he has finished this address he may be examined as

a witness; in which case he is sworn as such by the judge

advocate. He is not sworn as prosecutor (8).

Secondly. As each witness is called in the judge advocate

administers the oath to him according to the religion of his

country: no questions should be put as to the particular

religious opinions of a witness (9).

The charges are then read to him; but if they contain

words that are to be proved by the witness as having been

used by the prisoner, it is usual to omit them, as it is desir

able that his evidence should rest upon the correctness of

his own recollection.

Thirdly. When the witness has given his testimony the

prosecutor examines him.

Fourthly. The prisoner cross-examines him.

Fifthly. The prosecutor re-examines the witness.

Sixthly. The court now cross-questions the witness.

Seventhly. The depositions having all been taken down in

the evidence's own words (as nearly as may be) are now read

over to him with great care, so that he may be certain that

the report of his testimony is exact, and that he may have

an opportunity to correct any thing that is inaccurate; for

witnesses are often greatly agitated and demand much pa

tience and indulgence from the court.

When the prisoner denies the competency of a witness

(such, for instance, as arises from the witness having been

convicted of some infamous crime) he should challenge the

said witness if possible before he is sworn; but he may do

so at any period of the trial. When such a challenge takes
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place the court must examine into the accusation, and either

reject or admit its validity as the good sense of the members

dictates: circumstances, not precedents, must decide their

opinions. *

The prosecution here closes and the prisoner is put on his

defence.

THE DEFENCE.

The prisoner should be allowed to take what course he

pleases in making his defence: it seems unjust to restrain

him unless he is very extravagant indeed, so as to force the

court to interfere. The usual form is as follows:

First. He shortly states the outline of his defence.

Secondly. He calls his witnesses separately, and after each

has stated to the court all that he recollects relative to the

charges, the prisoner examines him.,

Thirdly. The prosecutor cross-examines the prisoner's

witnesses.

Fourthly. The prisoner re-examines them.

Fifthly. The court puts whatever questions it thinks proper.

The testimony of each of the witnesses is read by the

judge advocate to such witness as soon as it has been

recorded.

Sixthly. The prisoner, in an address to the court, places

his own conduct in the best point of view and the defence

closes.

But if in the course of his defence, the prisoner has at

tacked the character of the witnesses for the prosecution,

the prosecutor has a right to bring fresh evidence as far as

may be necessary to support the character of his witnesses'

credibility. -

If the prisoner in his defence introduce new matter of

which the prosecutor could not be aware, the latter has a

right to call in fresh witnesses to bear upon this new matter.
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Those witnesses may be cross-examined by the prisoner.

The prosecutor has a right to address the court upon the

close of the prisoner's defence.

The prisoner is allowed to make his observations upon

whatever the prosecutor has said in answer to the defence:

the prisoner has a right to speak last (10). Here the pro

secution and the defence close.

THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

The court being cleared, the judge advocate reads over

the whole of the proceedings. A discussion generally takes

place; and when the members have made up their minds, .

the president, beginning with the youngest, asks each mem

ber separately his opinion upon the charge against the pri

soner. If more than one charge has been made he goes

through each separately; the judge advocate writing down

every member's opinion whether the prisoner be “guilty”

or “not guilty.” The majority decides on the condemnation

or acquittal of the prisoner (11). -

ThE SENTENCE.

The sentence which each member deems suitable to the

crime of which the prisoner has been found guilty, is ascer

tained in a similar way to that in which their opinions of his

guilt have been collected. The details are laid down in the

Articles of War and Mutiny Act, to which the reader is

referred on this, and on all occasions when such details are

therein specified. The president then signs the proceedings;

which are submitted for approval and confirmation to the

proper authority (12).

OBSERVATIONS.

1. When an officer is tried he is allowed a chair: this is
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rarely the case when a private soldier is brought before a

court martial. To make such a difference is wrong, and

should be abolished by all presidents of courts martial. Why

should a man be kept on his legs from eight o'clock in the

morning till four in the afternoon? This is hard upon him,

under such unfortunate circumstances, even if he be strong:

if he be a weak and agitated man, as many are, it is cruel.

2. The president commands silence in the court, and in

forms all present that he will not allow any vituperative

language to be made use of by any party.

If the prisoner employs a lawyer, the gentleman is told

that he must not address the court. The ideas of legal men

and those of soldiers are so different as to the mode of con

ducting a trial, that I think a prisoner seldom finds that he

profits much by their advice; they are dexterous, and greatly

impede the progress of the court.

I was once on a general court martial where an attorney

was the friend of the prisoner. The trial ought not to have

occupied three days; but the attorney kept us tightly em

ployed for above three weeks/ at last we cashiered his friend;

and agreed that a soldier does best when he defends himself.

He speaks the same language as his judges; the attorney

does not. However the court cannot prevent a prisoner

from employing any man he likes as a counsellor, always

regarding the rule, that the adviser must not address the

cOurt.

3. The reading of this document seems to be a fastidious

verification of authorities, to which verification I can see no

limit: the president's own warrant should be sufficient: to

doubt its correctness, is needlessly to accuse the authority

that has issued it, of a gross forgery.

4. When the president is challenged, it is in the power of

the court to over-rule the challenge, because in the field it
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might be impossible to refer the challenge to the decision of

higher authority without sacrificing matters of more import

ance than the fate of the prisoner; and all such rules should

be adapted to the government of an army in the field, under

the guns of the enemy, and not for trials at Chelsea Hospital.

Courts martial must use their own good sense, and not care

over much for precedent. When it is practicable so to do,

all challenges should be admitted: it is not only right to be

as mild as possible towards a prisoner; but it is right, also,

to let the public and the prisoner see that such is the case.

A culprit should never be made to appear in the light of a

martyr; for when this takes place much of the advantage of

punishment is lost. Besides, no officer who has been chal

lenged likes to sit as member of a court; and it is hard

to oblige him so to do unless the good of the service de

mands it.

If a prisoner challenges the court altogether as illegal in

one or more particulars, and therefore incompetent to try

him, the said court must decide. If he be right, the court

may, and probably will if it proceed to trial, be prosecuted

in the social courts. M'Arthur says, “the members would,

collectively and individually, be liable to prosecution in a court

of justice for the illegality of their proceeding,” such is the

mixture of the two codes. This is comfortable; for the

members of the court martial may not know what a “court

of justice” deems legal ! The members of a court and the

witnesses may be challenged at any period of the trial.

5. By “specific,” I do not mean a scrupulous detail of

time, place, and so forth; but I mean that a charge should

be clear. The more exact and positive of course the better,

but it must be clear to ordinary minds: for instance, if a

prisoner be charged with “mutinous conduct” the charge is

vague, and the prisoner cannot defend himself; for where
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there is no thrust there can be no parry. But if the charge

be for “mutinous conduct in striking his captain,” it is

specific. The court should reject the one, and receive the

other. If a court receives charges that are not specific, it

will be reprimanded by the King; for his pleasure as to

this point has been expressed upon more than one occasion.

6. As this clause has lately been inserted in the mutiny

act and articles of war, I will here transcribe it. “Every

soldier shall be liable to be tried and punished for desertion

from any corps into which he may have enlisted, or from

our service, although he may of right belong to the corps

from which he shall have originally deserted. And if such

person shall be claimed as a deserter by the corps to which

he originally belonged, and be tried as a deserter there

from, or shall be as a deserter from any other corps into

which he may have enlisted; or if he shall be tried while

actually serving in some corps, for desertion from any other

corps, every desertion previous or subsequent to that for

which he shall be under trial, as well as every previous con

viction for any other offence, may be given in evidence

against him; and in like manner in the case of any soldier

tried for any offence whatever, any previous convictions may

be given in evidence against him, provided that no such evi

dence shall in any case be received until after the prisoner

shall have been found guilty of such offence, and then only

for the purpose of affixing punishment: and provided also,

that after he shall have been found guilty, and before such

evidence shall be received, it shall be proved to the satis

faction of the court, that he had, previously to his trial, re

ceived notice of the intention to produce such evidence on

the same; and provided further, that the court shall in no

case award to him any GREATER or othER punishment or

punishments than may by the Mutiny Act and Articles of
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War be awarded for THE offence of which he shall so have

been found guilty.” I shall now observe upon the words in

italics. Suppose A be found guilty of desertion. The court

think a hundred lashes suited “to the nature and degree of

the offence,” as proved by “the evidence in the matter now

before it.” Each member being sworn to make up his mind,

and apply punishment according to the “nature and degree

of THE offence.” So far all is clear.

Reader, mind the definite article “the,” for it is impor

tant. The offence has been proved. No other offence or

former offence has been committed. The members of this

court have thus determined that a hundred lashes is a just

punishment for the crime of which A has been found

guilty. So far the members of the court have acted as

justice, and the articles of war demand; and the transaction

is complete: neither a lash more, nor a lash less would be

just, or according to their conscience or their oaths. Now,

A commits the same crime again: and the same court,

composed of the same officers, judge his second crime. The

court again find him guilty of desertion, but of one deser

tion only: they are not to think of the other, for no “evi

dence of previous conviction shall in any case be received

until after the prisoner shall have been found guilty.” Now

let us go step by step. The same court martial have found

the same man guilty of the same crime on two occasions.

On the first, it sentenced him to receive one hundred lashes;

but as they are about to sentence him the same punishment

for the second offence as for the first, the prosecutor is to

bring “former convictions” in evidence against the prisoner:

and in his absence too, for the prisoner has closed his defence,

and is gone back to prison; nor could he, in that defence,

have referred to former convictions, because (though he

personally knows such evidence is to be adduced) no evi
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dence of that nature has, as yet, been produced to the court;

he has, therefore, had no accusation to rebut, and his

referring to such former convictions, of which the court are

to suppose themselves ignorant, would be irrelevant and

not permitted; for no court can allow a prisoner to defend

himself against charges, which have not been made by

the prosecutor, and which could not be received, if made.

In this helpless state, however, the prisoner is left. The

trial is over, and the court cleared for the purpose of passing

sentence. It finds the prisoner guilty, and the prosecutor is

now to produce the “former conviction” against the prisoner.

But how is the prosecutor to know that the prisoner is found

guilty? The members are sworn not to divulge the verdict

of the court It will perhaps be said that the prosecutor

may put the former conviction into the possession of the

judge advocate to be produced against the prisoner, condi

tionally, if he should be found guilty; but the judge advo

cate forms an integral part of the court, and therefore, has

no right to receive this evidence against the prisoner, for the

act says, “no such evidence shall in any case be received until

the prisoner shall have been found guilty.” Here there

seems to be room for a world of quibbles, which a court

martial would cast to the winds, if it dared, but for so doing

it might, by an expert attorney, be brought before a court

of justice, “collectively and individually l’” However, let

us suppose these difficulties overcome, and that the court,

having found the prisoner guilty of a single desertion, reveals

its “finding” to the prosecutor, and receives evidence (in

the absence of the prisoner, mind, or if present he cannot

dispute the evidence, for the trial is over) that he had before

been convicted of desertion; and that this evidence is pro

duced to enable the court to “affir punishment,” not for one

H *
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desertion, but for two; that is to say, for a crime of which

he has not been accused on his arraignment, but for which

the court is, nevertheless, called upon to punish him | Upon

this the court is at fault, and consults the Mutiny Act; there

the court finds that the new evidence of former and punished

delinquencies is produced for the purpose of “affixing

punishment/?” But, “that the court shall in no case award

the prisoner any GREATER or other punishment than may

by the Mutiny Act, and Articles of War, be awarded for

THE offence of which he so shall have been found guilty.”

Well, the court had by a former sentence (passed by them

selves collectively and individually, and which sentence is

now placed before them), condemned the prisoner to receive

a hundred lashes. This, then, was its opinion of what was

suited to “the offence” of which the prisoner was found

guilty in the first case, and from this sentence no member

of the court can, either conscientiously, or by the Articles of

War, deviate in awarding punishment in the second case;

each member being by the act, and his oath, bound to pass

the same sentence of one hundred lashes, upon the same crime;

there has been no difference in any point between the two

crimes of which the prisoner has been, in both cases, accused

on his arraignment, and found guilty; for be it recollected,

that the court is not supposed to know of the first desertion

in judging the second, till it has passed the verdict of guilty,

and then, by the words of the act, it is to punish the single

crime of which it has “so found the prisoner guilty;” and,

“in no case award him any GREATER or oTHER punish

ment,” and, moreover, it finds, in the same act of parlia

ment, that no man can be legally tried, much less punished,

twice for the same offence; and also, that it cannot punish

an offence committed above three years before the issuing
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of the warrant under which the court is assembled; so that

the “former conviction” must have occurred within that

period, or it is illegal to notice it.

Now, reader, the court is fairly puzzled. It is clear that

it must, as before, sentence the prisoner to one hundred lashes,

or the members break their oaths, and pass an unfair and

illegal sentence in the teeth of the act of parliament, which

directs it to be neither “greater” or “other, &c.;” this is

clear. Then, to what purpose is this former conviction

brought against the prisoner, after trial, and after convic

tion? It is to “affix punishment,” but punishment has

been already affixed, and cannot be changed without per

jury and illegality on the part of the court | In short, this

affixing of punishment (which means to subjoin or add

punishment) appears to be unjust and illegal, as being con

trary to the spirit and the letter of the Mutiny Act and

Articles of War, under which the man enlists; and this new

clause of the act is contradictory and impracticable: its

intended effect is to aggravate punishment while it prohibits

aggravation of punishment, or even change of punishment !

it stimulates the prisoner's judges to afflict him for past

delinquencies already and adequately punished, while it for

bids any recurrence to past offences ! However, putting

aside the confusion of this clause (in which nothing is clear

but its contradiction to itself, and to other clauses of the

same act, and to the Articles of War, and to the customs of

the service), let me ask, is it fair to bring up against a man

his former offences steeped in the fountain of memory,

while the punishment he endured for them is to be plunged

into that of oblivion? In this there appears to me to be

great harshness. When a man has been once tried and

punished for a crime he ought to be quits with society.

The punishment surely obliterates the offence; “sufficient

H 2
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for the day is the evil thereof” and sufficient for the crime

ought to be the punishment thereof ! As to the proofrequired

that the prisoner had been warned that former convictions

were to be given in evidence against him, I can see nothing

in the Articles of War which should prevent the prosecutor

from stating the fact to the prisoner in open court on his

arraignment.

If the legislature thinks (it is hard to find out what it

thinks) it just to let a man's crimes be all registered against

him, and thus accumulate and fall upon his head at some

future period, it would be better to let the list of former

convictions be openly produced against him on his araign

ment, and let him have the opportunity of meeting the

charge of incorrigible delinquency in the best way he can.

But most old soldiers will be of opinion that short work

between the prisoner and the public is best. “Strike the

balance,” and pay the prisoner every farthing at once, and

not to keep what shop-keepers call, “a running account”

between him and justice

7. It is not necessary to ask the prisoner if he be guilty

or not, because the trial must go on say what he may. This

is right for many reasons; among others it is just to the

prisoner, who, overpowered by conscience or by terror, may

plead guilty, yet in the course of examinations his innocence

may appear, or his guilt be greatly extenuated by circum

stances. Again, the examination of witnesses may elicit a

greater degree of guilt than would otherwise be known; and

so guide the court in the application of punishment. In fine,

the propriety of going through with a trial has too many

advantages to allow of any question as to its propriety.

8. The prosecutor is not sworn; but if he chooses, there

is no objection to his swearing to the truth of all he asserts.

If he bears testimony to any facts as a witness, he must be
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sworn. Any member may be called upon and sworn as a

witness; so may the judge advocate.

All questions put to witnesses are first written on a

piece of paper and handed to the president, who reads the

question and gives it to the judge advocate. The latter then

reads it aloud to the court.

If the court approve, then the question is entered upon

the proceedings, with the answer.

If the court does not approve, the president tears the

paper, and the question is not entered or answered.

If any discussion arise as to the propriety of a question,

the court is cleared.

Unless the president is very strict in the enforcement of

the above order of procedure, much desultory conversation

will ensue; and much time be lost.

If any change takes place in the members of the court,

the evidence, which has been examined, must be gone

through again in the presence of the new members: reading

the written record of the judge advocate is insufficient; but

the witnesses need not to be sworn a second time.

9. The court have no right to reject a witness on the

pretence of infidelity in religion. If a witness should have

the misfortune to be an athiest, his avowal of such a doctrine

is a fair ground for presumption that he honours truth, for

were he a liar, he would naturally avoid the public exposi

tion of his scepticism by saying that he was a christian, and

thereby favour any sinister design that he might have formed

against either of the parties before the court; a man pre

pared to bear false witness would not hesitate in telling a lie

about his faith; a lie which could never be punished or even

detected ! The avowal of atheism by a witness before a

court of justice must arise from one of two causes; namely,

a conscientious regard for truth, or, an extraordinary degree
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- of ignorance. In the first case, the witness is of the highest

value, and there can be no excuse for depriving public

justice, and the party to whom his testimony is essential, of

his support, which to the latter may be vital. In the second

case, the ignorance of a witness may possibly weaken his

testimony in the opinion of the court, but cannot with

justice be visited upon the party who produces him in de

fault of a more valuable evidence And here let me

observe that it is the ignorance of the witness, not his want of

religion that weakens his credibility, for it has been fairly

presumed that, if well informed, the avowal of his want of

fidelity is favourable to his testimony. The result of this

reasoning, if admitted to be correct, is, that a court of

justice which rejects a witness, under the pretence of his

being an atheist, rejects the said witness, in reality, because

of his devotion to speaking truth at all hazards ! or it rejects

him, however well instructed he may be in the matter which

the court has to try, because he is ignorant of another mat

ter which the court has not to try, and with which it has no

concern whatever ! The absurdity of this needs no comment.

10. That the prosecutor should have the privilege of

speaking last, as some assert to be proper, seems to be at va

riance with good sense. The accuser comes, or ought to

come, prepared to accuse the prisoner; and it is but fair

that the latter should be allowed to answer in his defence.

No other general rule can be justly established; and in this,

as in all others, the members of the court must consult their

conscience, and act according to the best of their under

standings. When any thing is said by the prisoner which

does not require an answer from the prosecutor, plain sense

will generally tell the court, that to allow the parties to

bandy replies and rejoinders, is extremely improper: at

other times such a discussion between the parties may be
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demanded by a spirit of fair examination, and therefore

should be granted. The members of a military court, if

composed of true soldiers, will not allow social law rules to

shackle them, but will act as the circumstances of each case

demand: referring all doubts and difficulties to the decision

of their honour, and vigorously adhere thereto, seeking for

the TRUTH, and breaking down all the tricky defences which

subterfuge, quibbles, and guilt, may cast around it as a

Screen.

If a witness cannot attend the court (suppose him to be

desparately wounded for instance), the court ought not to

send a deputation of a few of its members to take his depo

sitions if it can be avoided; but the members ought to go

altogether and hear the evidence; for the manner and tone

of voice and the countenance of a witness are sometimes

sufficient to give the lie to every word he utters upon oath,

and each member must judge of these by his own observa

tion.

11. Some authors maintain, and sometimes courts martial

have practised, the system of voting without previous dis

cussion, on the value of the evidence for and against the

prisoner; and whether he be guilty or innocent. Those

who maintain the doctrine of non-discussion think that it is

wrong to influence the opinions of the younger members;

and that they should be left to vote under the impressions

made upon their minds by the testimony that they have just

heard. Others, on the contrary, think that discussion is of

use, and enables the members to form a more correct opi

nion: a member whose memory is not very good may for

get; another may not rightly understand some point of

evidence. Discussion helps to set all this right, and seems

to be essential to a just decision. A member must be

either strong minded or weak minded: if strong minded, I
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do not see why discussion should have any bad effect. If he

be weak minded, the effect must be advantageous; as he will

be influenced by those who are more decided and more

experienced. The general practice of courts martial is to

discuss the subject first and then give their votes, which are

collected by the president according to the Articles of War.

It is always better to compose a court martial of a greater

number of members than the number fixed upon by the

Mutiny Act as the smallest that can legally form a court.

The supernumerary members express their opinion upon

the guilt of the prisoner and pass sentence: they are as in

trinsically members of the court, as any other members.

In finding guilty and passing sentence of death, their votes

are included; nine votes out of thirteen of the essential

members of the court, would not be sufficient if there were

supernumerary members: there must be the votes of two

thirds of the whole ere sentence of death can be carried.

12. The words of the Mutiny Act and Articles of War

are, that two-thirds “at least” of the members must concur,

ere the sentence of death can be passed. Now the words

“at least” imply a kind of doubt whether a court ought to

take life where only this number are for so severe a sen

tence; it seems as if the law said, “Although in this case I

permit you to take life, do not sentence the prisoner to death

unless other circumstances join to render it necessary; you

can do it legally; but if all do not concur, I give those who

vote for death a hint to reconsider the matter and try to do

without shedding blood.” Viewing the law in this light,

I think that the number of votes given for the sentence of

death should be specified in the proceedings: there should

be no mention of names in stating the votes of individuals;

and the person who had the approval and execution of the

sentence might, in some instances, be assisted in his judg
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ment by knowing whether the necessity of putting the pri

soner to death was admitted unanimously or not. If out of

nineteen officers composing a general court martial, there

were six who believed the prisoner guiltless, and thirteen

that concurred in passing sentence of death, it would surely

be fair to the prisoner, that the man vested with the power

to grant pardon (and who consequently holds the prisoner's

life in his hands) should be aware of so strong a circum

stance in the prisoner's favour as that of nearly a third of

his judges believing him innocent.

It would therefore appear that in all cases where some

members believe a prisoner innocent, their opinion should

be attached (without their names) to the proceedings, as a

protest against a sentence in which they do not concur; and

against a punishment for which they are, virtually, forced to

vote, because (under certain circumstances) were their votes

not counted, the man whom they believed to be innocent,

would be consigned by them to the more severe punish

ment: for example, if fifteen officers compose a court, and

seven find the prisoner innocent, the eight votes condemn

him: of these, five sentence him to be flogged, and three to

simple imprisonment. Now if the seven who have voted

that he is not guilty, refuse their votes for his punishment,

the man is flogged in consequence of the votes of five mem

bers out of fifteen 1 and a punishment is inflicted against

the votes of two-thirds of his judges! This is a difficulty

by no means of rare occurrence. The general custom of

the service is (as far as my experience goes) to count, or

rather to assume, the votes of the members who deem the

prisoner to be innocent, as so many in favour of the minor

punishment. But this is not correct; for the officers who

believe the prisoner innocent, cannot conscientiously vote

for any punishment; and indeed they seldom do; they sit
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silent; while, to save both them and the prisoner, their

votes are assumed as being for the milder punishment.

Thus an incorrect proceeding takes place. This is a slo

venly way of administering justice. I have, also, heard

officers say, “we think the prisoner innocent, so we let our

votes be counted as if we were in favour of the mildest

punishment, but if we believed him guilty, we think the

severer one more appropriate; so that we are obliged to

consent to what we think is an inappropriate punishment

(as regards the crime) being inflicted upon a man we deem

innocent, thus committing two gross errors I” In my opi

nion the best way of treating that difficulty is, as I have said,

to allow the protest of those who believe the prisoner inno

cent to be attached to the proceedings, stating the numbers

but not the names of the dissentient members. And such

a process will have its due weight in favour of the prisoner;

who otherwise erroneously appears to have been unani

mously condemned and sentenced. The form of the protest

should be this: “One or more members (as the case may

be) acquit the prisoner; but, while protesting against his

being punished, they are obliged to vote for that sentence

which appears to be the most appropriate to the crime of

which the majority of the court have found the prisoner

guilty.” I see no simpler way of overcoming the difficulty;

for,

It relieves the conscience of the member:

It gives the prisoner the benefit of the doubts which exist

in his favour; by communicating them to the person who

has the power to extend mercy, or, if he think fit, to revise

the proceedings:

It does not compromise justice, which now happens; for,

as the law stands, members who believe a prisoner innocent,

vote virtually or directly for the milder punishment, though
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if they believed the prisoner guilty, they would undoubtedly

vote for that which was most severe; so that a condemned

man is often inadequately punished:

It may be said, that a commander, before he “approves

and confirms” with his signature, the proceedings of a court

martial, should give his full attention to them; and recollect

that the opinion of a court by no means exonerates him

from blame if, through his negligence, a man should suffer

unjust punishment. All this is true, but as human feelings

provokingly cross, like deep gullies, the macadamized roads

of theory; and in practice place impassable barriers to those

easy ways that seem so smooth to the imagination of the

speculator; as this is the fact, we know that commanders

will sometimes run hastily over the proceedings of a court

martial, especially if not very legibly written, and at once

approve of and confirm the sentence; but if a protest should

appear, the commander pauses: then come the feelings of

a man called upon to arbitrate: his conscience takes alarm

and more attention is paid. Viewing the matter in this

light, the protests would have a good effect, and materially

further the ends of justice. Many clever men have argued

this question ingeniously and insist upon establishing a false

position; some saying, that those who vote that the prisoner

is innocent, should not vote for any punishment; while others

maintain the contrary; and say that those who believe the

man innocent must sacrifice their own opinion, go with the

majority of votes and punish the prisoner accordingly. Both

sides appear to me to be in error; because instead of admit

ting that there is a deficiency in the military code as now

existing, and that the remedy consists in supplying that de

ficiency, they try to prove that the error is in each other's

view of the case; whereas the error lies in the law itself.

All the arguments in Christendom cannot overpower human
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nature, which is always at its post and in the end defeats

sophistry. In the present case the fact is, that English

officers will never be persuaded that any rules of law can

authorize a man to pass sentence of death, or any punish

ment, upon a prisoner that the said officers believe to be

innocent; they never do it; they never will do it; they are

deaf to the assertion, whether right or wrong, that when the

majority of a court votes a man guilty, each member must

concur with that majority. They declare it to be all sophis

try, and I believe that their opinion is just; it is certainly con

trary to their oath. Whenever there is a general repugnance

in men to do any deed, that a few maintain to be rational

(though opposed to the feelings of human nature) we may

safely assume that there is something unsound in the doc

trines of the few which has not yet been discovered, though,

for a while, those doctrines may pass current as correct. In

the present case, it is evidently unjust to call on judges to

punish a man, of whose innocence they have, with their

hands upon their hearts, solemnly declared their conscien

tious conviction. All the arguments in the world cannot

make this just: it is wrong: so let us leave it and maintain

the integrity of justice by other means, means that are clear

and simple, and not revolting to men of honour. This is

done by the proposed protest, in which there is neither com

promise nor falsehood: every member's vote is the true

expression of his opinion.

13. The giving a just weight to the depositions of wit

nesses, is sometimes a matter of very great difficulty. Some

authors have gone very deeply and with great ability into

the consideration of this subject; but as “rules of evidence”

consist in the result of reflection, if a man will exercise his

reason, he will, upon hearing what a witness says, be a better

judge of its value, than if he had studied all the “rules of
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evidence” that books afford: no books can tell how to judge

of a witness's voice and manner; no book can meet all cases;

nor can books be referred to in the field even if they could

meet every case; but a man has his own reason about him

on all occasions, such as it is; and if he has a bad head,

studying “rules of evidence” in books will probably make

it worse and extinguish the small glimmering of judgment

that sparkles in his brains. The consideration of evidence

rests upon a few general principles; the knowledge of which

is acquired (in proportion to its powers) by every mind in

its daily intercourse with the world: for example, if a wit

ness's private interests are involved, he is probably biassed

thereby in giving testimony: therefore, one man who has no

interest in a case, is more credible than many who have (if

their evidence be on their own side), and should weigh

against their testimony: again; a man of good character is

a more credible witness than one of bad. Endeavour to dis

cover the motives which influence a witness in his deposition,

and consider the opportunities that he may have had to

learn the truth of what he alleges; compare his words with

his looks and his manner: in short, do not go by book, but

by reflection. Another general principle is, not to receive

worse evidence, when better can be had: it is also reason

able to suspect that there is some deceit in the man who

knowingly offers such secondary evidence.

Generally speaking, if young officers study books, their

thoughts fly from the matter before the court to think of

the “rules of evidence” about which they have been reading,

and which rules have been framed by men of another pro

fession. These men reflected; and so may those who com

pose courts martial, with this great advantage over the book

writers, that the members of a court martial have the de

tailed facts of the particular case before them. Men must
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study or draw general principles from their own experience

of details, but if they begin by studying general principles

before they have acquired experience in details, they will

rarely profit by them, general principles being difficult in

their application. For example, let us say, that more faith is

due to one uninterested witness, than to several that are inte

rested: Well, at the next trial that occurs, a young officer who

reads rules of evidence, sees that the first witness is interested.

“Oh,” thinks he, “I will give no credit to this man.” Then

comes another witness, but interested the other way: now

the ensign is puzzled; “rules of evidence” make such a

jumble in his head, that his judgment grows confused; he

thinks that what he has read “in print” must be right; he

tries to recollect what particular rule he must next apply;

but none fit! I will endeavour to assist him in these his

straits, by telling him that “rules of evidence” are formed

by observing evidence, and by doing this he may form his

own rules; therefore, in the case just supposed, I advise the

young officer to fix his eyes steadily upon the face of the

witness who is before the court, give his whole mind to what

is said, till he thoroughly understand the deposition, and

then use his good sense to distinguish how far probability

and self-interest appear to affect the account he hears. Let

him instantly write down the impression made upon him by

the witness; and discarding written authorities, consult his

conscience as to the guilt of the prisoner, remembering that

men are liable to err; but, while making due allowance for

human weakness, he must recollect also, that as a judge he

has a duty to perform towards the service, demanding the

condemnation of the guilty: let him place these things

strongly before his mind, and then decide.

If, on particular points, his inexperience demands some

light, there is the judge advocate, whose business it is to
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make an exclusive study of military law, and there are ex

perienced members to whom he can apply; for they having

heard the whole evidence, can instruct him as to the par

ticular matter in question, which is rarely the case with

books, even were they to be had, and that is not often the

case on service. Minute and written “rules of evidence”

may apply to social law, where all is fixed and systematic;"

but again, I ask, how can such rules be laid down and fixed,

to punish or to prove crimes which are not fixed, and in a

state of society formed for battle? a society in which crimes

and virtues are only such as they prevent or tend to victory?

That which is virtue at twelve o'clock, is crime at one ! Who

can fix minute rules of trial and of evidence, where no man

knows what sin is, till the drum beats for orders? and then,

when full gallop on the road to righteousness, out come

“counter orders,” and throw the soldier's military morality

back on its haunches, like a mamaluke's horse checked in

full career | The legislature saw this uncertainty, and saw

also that there was but one remedy, which it wisely applied,

namely, to let officers act accordingto their “conscience,” the

best of their understanding,” and the “customs of war,” in the

“matter now before them,” which, in other words, is to sacri

fice ordinary rules and precedents to the exigencies of the

case, if they demand such a sacrifice. Now, the customs of

war must be learned by young soldiers from old soldiers,

and not from law books and lawyers. When martial pre

cedents are wanting, or when the operation of the campaign

* Rules of evidence are not well regulated in English law, and far

from being a study for soldiers. Let us hear what an able writer says

upon this subject. “Into the very extensive subject, however, of the

absurdity and mischievousness of the rules of evidence in English law,

we cannot pretend so much as to enter.”—See article “Jurisprudence,"

Encyclopaedia Britannica.
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forbids their application, the military judge has his honour

still at command, and that is always sufficient; for what is

honour but the union of “conscience” and “the best of a

man's understanding?” These are the legal qualifications

of a military judge; and if he have a perfect acquaintance

with the “Mutiny Act,” “the Articles of War,” “the King's

Regulations and Orders,” and the daily “Orderly Book,” he

cannot go far astray, except when the social law chooses to

interfere, as it unjustly does; and in these cases he must

obey his orders, trusting to the King to stand between him

and any misfortunes to which this unjust interference may

expose him.

Written rules of evidence cannot teach us to dive into

men's thoughts and appreciate the value of their words and

deeds as they regard military discipline, and to do this is the

duty of a military judge. I will conclude these remarks by

observing, that rules of evidence are conventional; they

differ in military and social law, and in different countries.

In short, officers sitting on courts martial must use their

good sense to judge of evidence, and not go by rules taken

from books of social law. At the same time, I do not mean

to say that men of a studious habit and unusual talents, may

not study books with advantage; all I maintain is, that it is

not necessary, and is generally mischievous, for a military

man to study any books on social law. The Articles of War,

the Mutiny Act, and the King's Regulations and Orders,

these form the military code, and are sufficient for military

IIlen.

14. When some accident reduces the court to equal num

bers, and that the votes for and against the prisoner are

even, it has often been the practice for the president to have

a casting vote. There seems to be no reason in this; neither

is there any in letting a prisoner escape punishment in conse
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quence of the equality of votes. I am surprised that a more

fair method is not established, that of giving, on such rare

occasions, a casting vote to the judge advocate, if he be not

the prosecutor: and there ought to be a judge advocate on

all courts martial, regimental as well as general.

15. The practice of making the judge advocate the pro

secutor, appears to me to be a bad system, because it throws

into the scales an unfair weight against the prisoner. It

requires but a small degree of judgment to perceive, that if

the judge advocate be also the prosecutor, two things are

likely to happen:

First. He will try to succeed in his prosecution, because

it is natural for a man to seek success in whatever he under

takes; therefore, no prosecutor is without a bias.

Secondly. If the prosecutor, with this bias against the

prisoner, be also judge advocate, he has power to gratify

his bias, because, by being privy to all the consultations of

the court, from which the prisoner is excluded, he can, if he

choose, bear hard upon the latter. Thus an advantage is

given to the prosecutor which seems neither to be called for

nor just. Then the prosecutor, in this case, is also the legal

adviser of the court ! Is this fair? I say not; even giving

the judge advocate credit for being an honourable and able

man. If he be a foolish man, or a prejudiced man, or a

dishonest man, who has a spite at the prisoner, the latter has

a most dangerous enemy to deal with. For these reasons,

it seems objectionable that the judge advocate should be

allowed to conduct the prosecution. As to his being counsel

for the prisoner, it is an idle fancy: let the reader imagine

the judge advocate acting in such a capacity for the prisoner,

and advising him to call witnesses whose testimony he, the

judge advocate, is conscious that he possesses the power to

disprove, and does so as soon as the said witnesses' deposi

I
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tions have been taken On the other hand, suppose him

producing witnesses that he knows cannot prove the prisoner

guilty; witnesses whose testimony he can make the prisoner

overset in his defence | Such a doctrine amounts to just

this, that the judge advocate, being both prosecutor and

counsel for the prisoner, can, nine times out of ten, make

the latter appear innocent or guilty at his pleasure: he is

like a man playing a game at chess with himself; he can

cause either the red or the white side to win | Such an

error would be below notice, had it not been maintained by

a writer like Tytler, and often acted upon.

It would be good to form a corps of judges advocates,

composed of military men, and attached to stations, as other

staff-officers are. No man should hold this appointment

till after a certain length of service as a regimental officer,

and he should go through a strict examination as to his

knowledge of military law, and the practice of military

courts: an officer well instructed in social law, is indeed

now necessary, for unless the military courts have some

such responsible officer, they must assemble in bodily fear.

Truly, this system of changing us into ill-informed attorneys,

has gone to a great length; it changes the character of courts

martial. Let the social law be supreme for all offences com

mitted against it: but do not let it be the sanctuary for

military culprits. Let our appeals against that which we

deem unjust, be to parliament.

16. New members may, at any period of the trial, be

added to the court if necessary; but they must hear all the

evidence re-examined, if possible. If sharp service in the

field gives no time for this, such new members must be

satisfied with reading over the evidence; but this and every

other deviation from the rigid line of justice, must only be

permitted under the pressure of necessity, which alone can
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excuse such proceedings. The good of the service excuses

all things; the convenience of individuals excuses nothing,

when the question is one of justice.

17. In the foregoing chapter, on the forms of proceeding

generally observed by courts martial, I may have uninten

tionally gone contrary to “His Majesty's Regulations and

Orders;” if I have been incorrect, in any of the minor de

tails, as latterly established, I must plead in excuse that all

these are liable to daily changes, and do necessarily change:

therefore, the general principles must be applied; namely,

that of obedience: every daily order makes a part of the

military code as far as that order extends: the orders of a

corporal is law to those under his command. However, the

forms that I have given, I believe to be correct; they are

those that I have seen adhered to, in the number of courts

martial at which I have assisted, either as president or as a

member. I have given these forms in order that young

officers may have them unmixed with social law terms and

social law references. That they may know the forms used

at courts martial without being told they are so, “because

they are so in civil law.” Without being told that they “can

know nothing of military law, unless they study the common

law and statute law,” and that these are to be their models,

an opinion in which I cannot concur. The copy of an order

from the Horse Guards is given, by an able author in

support of the idea that officers should study the laws of the

land, but I do not think that the conclusion he has drawn

from it is borne out by the order, which says, what is most

just and true; namely, “The duties attached to officers

employed on courts martial, are of the most important

nature; and in order to discharge them with justice and

propriety, it is incumbent on all officers to apply themselves

diligently to the acquirement of a competent knowledge of

military law, and to make themselves perfectly acquainted

I 2
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with all orders, and regulations, and with the practice of

military courts.” This order is purely military, and exactly

what such an order should be. I am not aware of any

general order that tends to turn us into lawyers, which is an

effect produced by the interference of the social law with

our code, and this obliges the judge advocate general to

keep us undecided and alarmed, with the fear of “the

law” over us. I do not find fault with him, I only find fault

with the laws that allow the two codes to interfere with each

other. As a specimen of the system, I will again quote

Captain Simmons's book; he says, “Mr. Serjeant Marshal,

when advocating the cause of Serjeant Grant (in an appeal

made against the sentence of a thousand lashes), in the

Court of Common Pleas, assumed that a court martial was

the creature of the Mutiny Act; and laid it down as an in

disputable principle, that whenever an act of parliament

erects a new court of judicature, without prescribing any

particular rules of evidence to it, the common law will

supply its own rules, from which it will not allow such newly

erected court to depart, desirable as it may be to elucidate

the law of evidence, it would be inconsistent with the design

of this essay, to introduce a full and dilated inquiry into it.

Besides that such a task is not within the ability of the writer;

there are several works, and particularly that of Mr. Phillips,

which will be largely and literally quoted, that would render

the attempt superfluous, &c.” Here we find a high officer

of the law, asserting,

First. That a court martial is a creature of the Mutiny

Act, which is an act of parliament.

Second. He implies that no particular rules of evidence

are prescribed to such court by that act.

Third. That, therefore, the social law prescribes its own

rules to such courts martial. And,

Fourth. That it will not allow such courts martial to
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depart from those rules; that is to say, it will judge and

punish the court martial, if the court deviate from the rules

of social law.

Such then is the law. It is to give us “rules.” So lawyers

have decided: and from these rules, we are not to depart.

That point is then done with. Now, what says Captain

Simmons? But first let us consider this officer's position,

and my argument will acquire weight. The Captain ap

pears to be an officer of ability, who has diligently applied

an enquiring mind to the cultivation of his natural talents.

He avows his especial application to the study of the law,

and indeed his book sufficiently proves this to be the case;

being charged with information, indicating no ordinary or

superficial study of his subject. His rank also bespeaks him

to be a man of considerable experience; for in the artillery,

boys do not jump from school to the command of companies,

and the captain adds to these qualifications three other ad

vantages which are by no means trifling. -

First. He lives close to London, where he has the power

to refer with facility to all the books that he may require.

Second. He is in the midst of scientific men, to whom he

can apply for the solution of difficulties that may arise on

any subject connected with his task.

Third. He lives in a place devoted to science; namely,

a military college; in such establishments the mind is led to

thought: to acquire knowledge becomes a habit; to be an

ignorant man at Woolwich, demands either a resolution to

be ignorant, or an incapacity to learn.

Here then we have an officer (possessing natural and

acquired advantages) avowing, that it is not “within his

ability” to give a full inquiry into the law of evidence, and

referring us to several other works written upon that one

subject by able lawyers. Then he touches upon “certain
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general maxims;” and even this slight sketch of “general

maxims” occupies about a hundred pages of our author's

useful work: to judges advocates useful.

Now, I come to the result which I hope to draw from my

reader by putting a plain question to him; namely, if the

common law holds us soldiers answerable for any deviation

from its own rules of evidence; if it punishes us for such

deviation; if those rules of evidence cannot be fully ex

plained by an officer of much talent, great study, and long

experience, with all the means of information at hand; if

these rules require many books to explain them, and these

books written by professed lawyers, if all these astounding

difficulties are opposed to the acquirement of a single branch

of the duties demanded from the members of a court mar

tial; how are young, very young men, in the field and without

books, to acquire a knowledge of this, or any other branch of

social law, especially while in the active practice of a profes

sion demanding all their mental and bodily exertion? how

are they to act? Will they not, must they not, commit them

selves every instant? Even in the most tranquil cantonments,

must they not feel aware, that whenever they are ordered to

sit as members of a court martial, the hand of the social law

is upon them? Do they escape except by chance? Can

they escape except by chance? The reader will answer no !

Therefore I repeat, that I find fault with the social law for

holding our military courts responsible to its rules, except in

as much as we are responsible to parliament, the right of

appeal to which I am so far from denying, that I think it

essential as a safeguard against the tyrannical use of that

despotism which I advocate as being justified by necessity in

the government of an army in the field. As matters are, I

freely admit that captain Simmons's book and others of the

like nature are requisite; no man can now act as a judge
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advocate without such books; but I deny the correctness of

that legal interference which makes such books necessary.

I deny, also, that we are without particular rules, while we

have the “Mutiny Act,” the “Articles of War,” and the

“Orderly Book,” and (if I am correct in this opinion) Mr.

Serjeant Marshal's principle, however correct in itself, does

not apply to courts martial, and the “common” law has no

excuse for its interference. So far from giving us its “par

ticular rules of evidence” to detect crime; “common law”

cannot tell us what crime is, in a military view, except

under the general term of disobedience | The reader will

understand that I am not attacking any of our writers upon

military law; much less Captain Simmons, whose plan ap

pears to me to be most useful: it is exactly that which would

be best adapted to military law, were military law upon a

proper footing, as his plan gives the changes that annually

take place in our code, and comments upon them: this is

what a work on military law ought to do, and it is to be re

gretted that he has not received that support from the judge

advocate general that his work demands and merits. I refer

to the judge advocate general's letter (page 4, Supplement,

Captain Simmons's “Practice of Courts Martial”), a letter

which speaks volumes, as it shows the dread which those in

authority have of coming to an explanation; the judge

advocate general dared not be explicit, he knows that the

whole is a knot, which he has neither the power to untie nor

to cut; and he is afraid of explanations, lest he should be

come more embarrassed: this proceeds from the jumble

that has been made of the social and military laws. There

is no fault to be found with either the judge advocate general

or Captain Simmons: they are both right, the one to ask,

the other to refuse explanation; but the system is wrong

which places them in this false position: were the system a
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good one, Captain Simmons would scarcely have found it

necessary to ask for explanation; but if such were required,

the advocate general would have been gratified in giving it,

because it would have afforded an opportunity of freeing

the military code from an accidental obscurity. This letter

is, alone, a proof of the state to which the mixture of the

two laws has reduced us: look at the naked fact: we sol

diers, being ignorant of social law, are called upon to conform

to a mixed code at our personal responsibility some of our

military judges not being seventeen years of age ! and this

code is so obscure, that an experienced lawyer, filling the

high post of judge advocate general, when asked to give an

explanation of it, is unable to do so, and gets out of the

scrape by the excuses of “not having time,” and the habits

of his predecessor. Not time ! Why, what is a judge advo

cate general for? It is his work, what he is paid for doing;

and as to the other excuse, it will not bear a feather; are

we, who must administer the law at our peril, to be left in

doubt and in ignorance of that law, because the judge advo

cate general did not, or would not, or could not, explain to

us what the law is ? No; the plain truth is, that the whole

subject requires revision; and the judge advocate general

has not the power, nor the necessary military knowledge if

he had the power, to make such revision; and so he is obliged

to restrict himself “to questions, arising out of, or suggested

by real cases,” and “to decline delivering opinions on points

of a general, or hypothetical nature.” But let me ask the

advocate general this question: if the law is so obscure and

confused, that it cannot be understood, how are officers in

the colonies to apply it? The advocate general is not present

when the “real cases occur !” The criminal must be tried

and punished at once; and there is no time to consult the

judge advocate general who is some thousands of miles away!
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Captain Simmons wisely foreseeing this, wrote his letter,

and as he received no satisfaction, courts martial are left to

commit themselves; and the judge advocate general will,

possibly, rebuke them for their errors, errors of which he, or

rather the legislature, is the real source : In short, is the

law to be first acted upon, and then understood? or is it first

to be understood, and then acted upon? That is the ques

tion." I will close this chapter by remarking, that at the end

of the Articles of War for this year, some persons connected

with the publication, have given us in addition to the act of

parliament, a dozen pages of “alterations:” this is not only

a work of supererogation, but it does harm. With the Mu

tiny Act and Articles of War for the year past, we have no

concern; they are gone; they are mere waste paper: we

have a new act, and new articles, and these, alone, concern

us: to give an account of changes is to make confusion; it

makes, or it may make, young men imagine, that they have

some concern with former acts. And why should these

twelve pages be added? I can discover no motive except

that it adds to the expense and to the size of the book, while

it diminishes its simplicity; we do not want to know what

changes have taken place; our business is to obey the Mu

tiny Act and the Articles of War for the current year, and

we acknowledge no other: we have nothing to do with an

expired act of parliament.

* See Captain Simmond's letter, and also that of the Judge Advocate

General, in the Appendix.



CHAPTER XV.

ON PUNISHMENTS AND REWARDS.

MEN are governed by punishments and rewards; and the

necessity of the first is very much increased by the neglect

of the last; yet the English government appears to forget

that men are quite as much influenced by the one, as by the

other. Indeed, the human mind seems to be more bent upon

punishing delinquency, than upon rewarding merit: never

theless such expressions as “the painful necessity of punish

ment,” “I am forced to punish against my will,” and the like,

are eternally in the mouths of those who possess power.

Then they express “the highest gratification in rewarding

such merit;” and “it is most pleasing as well as just to

reward good conduct;” yet their hearts seem resolutely bent

upon executing the painful duty, while the pretended plea

sureable one is often neglected. Our statesmen seem to

rush forward with ardour towards the infliction of punish

ment; while (exclaiming against extravagance) they refuse

those rewards to the private soldier which they admit that

he has justly earned. Indeed, to bestow honours upon

humble merit seems to be a matter in which they take very

little concern; they consider honours of much importance

as far as red and blue ribands, and the highly distinguished

class which receives them. are concerned, but quite incon

sequential, and not regarding any other class: forgetting,

that if there existed a deep sense of religion and philosophy

among the rich, such things would be treated with contempt;
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because, among powerful men, rewards lead to little or

nothing in a free country. But far otherwise is a reward to

him who labours for his subsistence; even though that re

ward be merely honorary: any mark of honour reaching the

poor man directly from the sovereign, is more highly ap

preciated by the receiver than when given to a rich man.

A corps of honour should not be formed like a top with a

broad head, standing upon a point, and only supported by

the lash; but rather with an expansive base, like a pyramid.

Thus, as decorations diminished in degrees of honour, they

ought to increase in their number. If a duke be refused

the Garter, he is indignant at what he conceives to be an

insult. If he obtain it, he thinks it is but his right; and

with some empty expressions of gratitude towards the sove

reign, and which he does not feel, the affair finishes. But

if a private soldier get a medal, a thousand hearts feel hope,

and are attached to the monarch who rewards the humble

and the poor. If there be a few discontented men under

such a dispensation of honours, their discontent is of small

consequence, because it does not arise from an error in the

Principle, but in the detail; and they cannot injure their

King and country, as a powerful nobleman can, and gene

rally will, if his self-love be wounded. In the highest circles

alone are the orders of the Garter and the Bath known and

valued. Naval and military men know something of the

latter, which now touches them more generally, but they

know little of the former. The story connecting the last with

a pretty woman, alone makes it thought of, except by that

portion of the aristocratic circle within whose restricted

bounds the honour is confined. Descend to the yeoman

and the labourer, the serjeant and the private, the warrant

officer and the seaman, and the Order of the Garter is a

mere word, a thing they know not. But talk of a Waterloo
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medal and the merest clodpole grins with the fulness of his

blazonry ! His own class wears it, it comes direct from the

King's hand. His Majesty is not then seen fifty miles off,

as if beheld through the wrong end of a telescope, he comes

close, and in moral contact with the receiver of the honour,

and thus the sovereign is contemplated shining in all his

kingly glories. Feelings of gratitude at once flow pure,

strong, and continued, from the heart of the decorated,

meritorious, and humble man. This cheap distinction is

also of substantial value to the poor man: it raises him

above the crowd of competitors for employment, and this

increased consideration gives him character, importance, and

consequently food. The peer dines as luxuriously the day

before he is a Knight of the Garter, as he does the day after.

Not so the poor man: a reward to him is meat; a medal

bestows a character; it says to the eye of the public, “he

who wears me is a man of approved merit.” And those who

seek for such men, at once fix upon him. Many a poor and

modest man's fortune has been made by such a chance;

when his tongue has been tied by diffidence, this record of

his deeds has spoken. A decoration of honour is, there

fore, much more important to a private soldier, or to a

labourer, than to a noble. An attempt was made in the

extension of the Order of the Bath to reward merit; but it

lost its good effect, because it was confined to classes, and

not given to merit under a certain rank. Most of those

who received, deserved it; but many regretted to see those

excluded by their want of rank, who were equally, or possibly

more, meritorious in the field. On a campaign men feel

for and with their comrades; they feel no pride in getting

that which their companions of inferior rank, but equal

valour, cannot get. What officer, possessing any manliness

of character, would be so selfish that he could enjoy comforts
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if his soldiers were without them? So it is with honours.

The Order of the Bath would, therefore, be much improved

if a fourth class were created, with which the valiant men of

every rank might be decorated: such is the Legion of

Honour established by Napoleon; but I shall elsewhere say

more on this subject. Our statesmen will not believe (it

would seem) that captains, subalterns, non-commissioned

officers, and private soldiers, care for honour as much as

men of higher rank, and care for it with more reason; and

so I leave this matter for the present, protesting against the

surpassing folly that (in a military system) does not employ

the stimulant of reward, as well as that of punishment. I

shall proceed to speak of the latter, or, as I may term it,

the half measure for producing discipline by an unavoidable

violence that must harden the character of the soldier, unless

accompanied by the corrective of rewards, which exalt the

moral feelings of the man, and cherish the nobleness of his

nature.
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CHAPTER XVI.

PUNISHMENTS.

OUR punishments are, death, whipping, branding, trans

portation, imprisonment, stopping the allowance of grog,

extra drills, extra guards, turning the coat, and duties of

fatigues, to which some commanding officers added petty

tyrannical acts of various kinds, that were likely enough to

goad men into mutiny and desertion, in the face of all the

regulations that human ingenuity could devise to prevent

such crimes; these harassing punishments were, the im

proper confinement of men to barracks for an unlimited

period," pack drill for an immoderate number of hours, and

* I shall here state a circumstance, for the exact details of which

I cannot vouch; first, because I never knew more of it than I learned

from public conversation in society; secondly, because above twenty

years have elapsed, and my memory may betray me. A regiment was

in garrison in North America, some of the soldiers of which were said

to have been several years prisoners in the barracks, that is to say, they

were never allowed to go out without a special permission or when on

duty. There had been courts martial in that regiment, which was dis

tracted by parties among the officers; I know strange things had come

to light, and I believe if the history of that corps were to be given, it

would be found that numbers of the men, if not all, had been as I have

said, many years imprisoned in their barracks without trial. I heard

that within a period of three years, forty men of that regiment mutilated

themselves. I recollect that two men shot off their feet, during a period

of three months that I was quartered in the same barracks with this

regiment. It would be very easy to verify or disprove these matters if

necessary, because if true they are recorded in the offices of the Horse

Guards and Judge Advocate General. The regiment was an Irish one,
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others; all of which unjustifiable acts were put an end to

by an admirable order issued by the Duke of Wellington,

and followed up by Lord Hill. This art of tormenting, in

which a few commanders of regiments were apparently so

expert, is, of all others, the most destructive to discipline;

and is often practised by adjutants, among whom are indi

viduals that (under weak field officers) do much mischief to

a regiment by their zeal. Clever and ambitious, they get

the command of the corps into their own hands, and as an

adjutant cannot command captains, these last, forming the

most important body of officers in the service, are as much

as possible set aside, and the whole system is carried on by

the adjutant, oftentimes assisted by some smart young cox

comb in the shape of a serjeant-major (the soldiers call him

“the major”), who assumes all sorts of airs, is full of drill

cant, uttering which, he struts in front of the regiment drawn

up without officers, and exhibiting himself to the admiration

of all the nursery-maids who are looking at him as he thus

torments the soldiers. As this is a great source of crime

I must take the liberty to dwell upon it a little.

An adjutant, when kept in his place, should have little or

nothing to do with the drill of a regiment: his business is

in the orderly room: but he is, by ignorant or lazy lieutenant

colonels, allowed to invest himself with an importance that

does not belong to his post, he gets the drill into his hands

only when a lieutenant-colonel cannot drill his own regi

ment. An adjutant may be allowed (if he has a turn for it,

but not otherwise) to superintend the squad drill of recruits;

and the patience of Irishmen under tyranny is very great: no English

or Scotch regiment would have endured for a month the treatment

which this regiment was said to have suffered. I believe that General

Gledstanes was the first who discovered it, and reported it to the Duke

of York.
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but I would always pick out a drill serjeant, who had a turn

for this species of instruction, in preference to an adjutant,

who had not. The moment that the recruits have been

drilled, they ought to be turned over to their companies; and

after that, the commanders of companies should never let

an adjutant interfere with them again, except when a man

is ordered to attend the drill as a punishment. It is quite

true that a “smart adjutant” makes a very pretty parade

regiment; but such a corps is never able to bear being

divided; a good regiment is that which is commanded, not

by an adjutant, but by the lieutenant-colonel, and in which

each company is commanded by its captain: between these

two ranks no adjutant should be suffered to interpose him

self. When I commanded a company, I never let the adju

tant speak to my men. I was jealous of any interference

with my company; and when I commanded the 50th and

102nd regiments, though I had in both two admirable adju

tants, I never allowed either to interfere with the captains;

in consequence of which, when the 102nd regiment was

broken up into detachments, the companies did not lose

their drill, or their discipline; on the contrary, the captains

piqued themselves on having their companies in perfect

order; they had, themselves, formed their soldiers; therefore

the separation of the corps made no change in the system;

which system was not theirs, but that of the commander-in

chief: to make the commanders of companies know, and

adhere rigidly to this system, was my business; for that the

lieutenant-colonel is placed at the head of his regiment;

and I took care that mine was not an “adjutant's regiment;”

that is to say, a regiment unfit for service. The men knew

not what it was to be exercised by an adjutant or serjeant

major; I should as soon have thought of flying, as of seeing

them under arms without their officers; and either myself,
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or the major, always commanded the parade: I never al

lowed the privates of a regiment to “fall in” (as the

assembling for parade is called) without their officers. I

have no idea of such a thing being permitted by any com

manding officer that knows his duty. Besides the injury that

these adjutant's drills do to young officers, by making them

idle and careless about their companies (in which they cease

to take a pride, and lose that confidence and knowledge that

the habit of drilling their own men gives); besides all this

harm, it makes the soldiers discontented and desert; for let

me ask what are adjutant's drills for? why should soldiers

be drilled without their officers? Because the officers vote

the parade to be “a bore.” Because they are excused by

commanders who shrink from cross looks and sarcastic re

marks at the mess! So the privates, whose ill temper dare

not show itself to their commander, but who think parades

just as great a bore as their officers do, are obliged to attend

without the latter. It is this idle and unjust way of com

manding; it is when the privates see the lieutenant-colonel

unable to drill his regiment; it is when they see him afraid

of his officers; and when they see him let those officers

escape parades to indulge in their idle habits; it is when

these things happen that the private soldier grows discon

tented; and then, if worried by an adjutant or a serjeant

major, he deserts and so becomes a blackguard."

I have been drawn into this digression (if such it can be

called, but I do not think I have exceeded my proper bounds)

* If, in place of the monotonous work (on a piece of flat ground)

which is called “drill” and “parade,” a system of varied instruction in

military matters was carried on by commanding officers, they would

excite interest instead of disgust. I have heard some say “we have no

ground,” the answer is “you have no brains:” any ground does, a turn

pike road is as good as any other ground.

K
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because in speaking of punishment, we are irresistibly led to

repeat, again and again, that which we know to be produc

tive of crime, and I believe few things are more so, than

leaving the command of a regiment in the hands of an adju

tant and serjeant-major; instead of being commanded by its

lieutenant-colonel and captains. These officers are paid for

that purpose and have no excuse for neglecting their duty.

It may be objected to me that the “guards” are commanded

by their adjutant and serjeants, and that the guards are

good regiments. This may be true, and that the guards are

possibly not inferior to the regiments of the line; but then

let the advantages enjoyed by the guards be considered.

The situation of a non-commissioned officer in the guards is

so good that I recollect one of them refusing the adjutancy

of the fuzileers with the rank of lieutenant." The fact is

that the non-commissioned are the real officers of these

favoured regiments, and if you give the same advantages to

marching regiments, they too, will not require officers; but

then officers might be abolished, and the army governed

altogether by serjeants and corporals; to this point would

such a doctrine lead; that is to say, it is an absurdity.

To proceed, and first as to

DEATH.—This punishment is well applied by our mili

tary code; that is to say, certain offences are made liable to

* His answer to Sir Edward Pakenham was remarkable more for its

raciness than for its ambition. “Sir, I decline the offer, because I should

exchange the comforts of life and being respected by all, for the rank

of an officer and splendid misery.” The commission was given to a

serjeant of the rifles, an enterprizing soldier, clever, bold, and honour

able; to such a man, the offer was like water in the desert. He became

adjutant, captain, major, and finally lieutenant-colonel. His career has

been “splendid,” not “miserable.” One does not know which to admire

most, he unambitious good sense of the guardsman, or the bolder

course of the enterprising rifleman.
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it, and the application of the punishment is left to the deci

sion of a general court martial. Now, however awful capital

punishment may be, and however much its propriety in

social law may be disputed by some writers on legislation,

it is (past all dispute) indispensable in the army; which

neither in peace nor in war could be held in subordination

without it, especially in war. I think this is so evident that

every one must admit it, had there been no argument in its

favour but the fact, that an army in the field has not the

means of applying the punishment of confinement, which

those who condemn capital punishment, propose as the

necessary substitute for death.

We have two modes of putting soldiers to death, namely,

by shooting and hanging. There are men who, from what

may perhaps appear to be a romantic spirit, attach much

importance to the manner of their death; one cannot but

admire this feeling; particularly when the manner of death

is supposed to designate a crime of which the conscience is

free; like that of the innocent, and accomplished Major

André, who was hanged by General Washington, in the sup

position that he was a spy. Major André had such a horror

of being put to death as a spy, which he did not consider

himself to have been, that he begged to be shot: it was the

only favour that he asked of the stern Washington. On the

contrary, the Marquess of Montrose (a great soldier, un

sparing and unspared !) considered hanging to be an honour;

and seemed to think that his physical elevation was also a

moral one ! As we have seen the noblest characters suffer

death by various modes, we must say with the poet that

“Honour and shame from no condition rise,

Act well your part, there all the honour lies.”

Nor need we go beyond the history of our creed for a pre

K 2
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cedent which decides that it is the crime and not the punish

ment that degrades the individual, but the punishment may

degrade the inflictors. The military code therefore very

properly leaves the mode of inflicting death to the decision

of those who have to execute the sentence: however, in the

army, we generally hang a man who commits a robbery;

and shoot a man who deserts to the enemy; yet why this

difference? what greater villain exists than a deserter? he

is a traitor to his king, his country, and his comrades; all

of whom he, perhaps, places in imminent danger; and may

possibly cause their destruction. Indeed he generally tries

to do so. If death by torture were admissible, a soldier

who deserts to the enemy would merit this punishment;

yet it is the practice to shoot such rascals; and he who com

mits a less crime, is hanged ! There does not, therefore,

appear to be any very good reason for attaching honour, or

shame, to one or other of these modes of putting military

culprits to death. The Druses are the only people, that I

ever heard of, who give a sensible reason (supposing their

creed to be true) for a particular mode of executing capital

punishment: they impale their friends, instead of hanging

them. I say their “friends,” because the Turks always

sentence the Druse culprit to be hanged, knowing that his

friends will subscribe a sum of money to procure his impale

ment; for the Druses believe that the soul cannot go to

heaven unless it quits the body through the mouth, which

hanging, as they imagine, prevents!

With respect to capital punishment in some mode, none

of the arguments against death which have been advanced

by Beccaria, Livingston, and others, apply to the govern

ment of an army. The principle, that “it is better twelve

guilty men should escape than one innocent man suffer,” is
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not sound as regards an army, whose safety, under imaginable

circumstances, may demand such summary justice as might

cause the sacrifice of the innocent rather than that the guilty

should escape. Instant results are imperiously required,

and to obtain these the innocent must be endangered, be

cause there may be no time for minute investigation. To

produce instant effect, instant punishment is necessary, and

cannot always be proceeded by very minute investigation.

The innocent man must sometimes be exposed to danger;

this is very horrible, but it would be more horrible to see a

country ravaged by undisciplined troops, which, without

these summary executions, would be the case. As I am

not writing for experienced military men, I will give an

example, which perhaps will show the truth of what I ad

vance. Suppose an army to be in retreat and in distress

from hunger; suppose it in a friendly country, and that its

safety depends on the good-will of the peasants. An army

in retreat is more liable to panic, to confusion, and to total

defeat, if unexpectedly attacked, than under other circum

stances. In this critical state, let us suppose that a large

drove of pigs is seen by the men who are in the centre of a

long column; the country is wooded, some insubordinate

men first slink away from their ranks; they kill the pig

drivers, and begin shooting the pigs; more men follow these

murderers and pillagers; the whole army hears the firing;

the cause of which is concealed by the wood, and other ac

cidents of the ground. The alarm becomes general; an

enemy is supposed to have appeared on the flank by those

who only hear the noise, without knowing the cause. This

is wholly unexpected; the commander begins to imagine

that his information, as to the position and movement of the

enemy, may not be correct; he gallops to the spot, and

quickly discovers the true cause of the firing. Now, if an
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instant of time be lost, the whole army may be thrown into

confusion and disorganised; some men by the fears of un

known danger, others by the love of plunder, others by

curiosity, and the chief knows the enemy is close at hand to

take any advantage that may offer. Even in his presence

more men run out of the ranks to shoot the pigs; in ten

minutes the whole column may be in disorder, and perhaps

the peasantry may in one unlucky moment be converted

from friends into enemies! What can the commander do

in such an emergency? He orders the provost marshal to

hang half a dozen of the first men he can catch out of the

ranks, and thus strike terror into all: every man tries to

regain his rank undetected, and obedience is restored in a

few moments; while staff officers gallop to every part of the

column to tell the cause of the alarm, and reassure the troops.

In the circumstances I have just supposed, a well-meaning

but undecided man, would fear to hang an innocent person;

the instantaneous execution would not take place; the

general and his staff would be employed in riding about

scolding the men, and saving the pigs, like knights errant

protecting distressed damsels from audacious giants. But

the pigs, not the criminals, would be caught; the joke and

the pork would be excellent; and those at a distance who

could enjoy neither, might, especially if young troops, be

thrown into confusion: in which state a sharp attack from

the enemy would possibly bring the whole to a conclusion

by a total defeat. Military history tells us that such things

have happened. Now let us examine the case of the six

men hanged by order of the chief.

Five, we will suppose were guilty; but one, perhaps, had

been in the wood without any wrong motive: seeing so many

others run out, he, being an inexperienced soldier, was

possibly tempted by mere curiosity to do the same; he is
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found in bad company; out of the ranks; his consciousness

of innocence prevents his attempt to escape; all his pro

testations are in vain: there is no time for much investiga

tion; and he is at once hanged on the nearest tree, by the

provost marshall ! This is very horrible: but it would be

far more horrible were a battle and thousands of innocent

lives to be lost that the commander, instead of striking

terror at once by a terrible example, might stop to inquire

into the guilt or innocence of each man I Far be it from

me to say that such an occurrence is not dreadful; and

every commander feels it to be so. It is a horrible power

for him to possess and to make use of; and if he does so

without necessity, he commits murder: but he alone can

judge of the necessity of acting in this summary way, and is

responsible both to God and to man, if he use such power

lightly. But this is not the question; the question is, do

not occasions arise in war in which it is better to risk the

life of an innocent man, than delay the making of an ex

ample? I answer, yes; and the difference of the effect of

this in social and military life should also be considered. In

the first, the death of the innocent man, when his innocence

becomes known, strikes horror through the community: the

law appears in the light of a murderer, and mens' lives no

longer seem safe: there is (as I have before observed) no

hope if the social law destroys innocence; such a deed makes

the blood curdle in mens' veins. But in military life the

case is far different; the troops hear that an act of dis

obedience has been committed by a man of such a regi

ment; his name is unknown; they see his body hanging on

a tree; a label on his breast states his crime; they march

on, discuss his delinquency in the abstract, probably crack

their joke, and no one thinks more about him: but all re
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member the fact, that death followed a breach of discipline:

this becomes tradition, though most of those who were pre

sent at the time of the execution are soon swept away by

battle or disease. Nor ought such a matter to produce

farther inquiry; for after all what does the fact amount to?

why, that a general officer, in the confusion and danger

of the moment, falls into one of those mistakes that are as

often made by the sedate, and learned, and practised judges

of England, assisted in their deliberate examination by

twelve jurors' There can be no guilt where there has not

been an intention to do wrong, and where there has not

been negligence of examination to the extent admitted of

by the existing circumstances of the case.

Death, then, is a punishment absolutely necessary in the

army; and that, also, upon very summary proceedings: for

without this, the ruffians who, especially in time of war, get

into the ranks of the army, would trust for their escape from

condign punishment to the delay of justice, and to the dif

ficulty of getting proofs; and would trust to this with good

reason: they assuredly would often escape, and even inform

against and destroy innocent men. Those not accustomed

to war, its accidents, and all its rapidly shifting scenery, have

but a faint idea of the changes which a day, or even an

hour, may make in a regiment, as to the means of punishing

the guilty and saving the innocent. An instance happened

very lately, where a court of enquiry was assembled to exa

mine into the justice of a complaint; and between the time

in which the acts complained of took place and the day in

which the court assembled, eleven witnesses of importance

to the accused person died ! yet no violent epidemic disease

had fallen upon the troops, the climate was in general

healthy, and it was in the time of peace. Foreign service
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and war will frequently produce such cases, and unless im

mediate proceedings take place, justice is in danger of being

often defeated, and the innocent suffer.

In advocating the necessity of inflicting the punishment

of death in many and many cases, I must call the reader's

attention to the fact, that in war, the members of that so

ciety to which the military laws apply, are armed: their daily

life is replete not only with temptations, but also with the

greatest opportunities for doing evil; that the members of

this fearful society are not only armed, but full of courage;

and that courage kept bright and whetted by daily events;

and that these armed men are in the midst of unarmed and

suffering inhabitants, who endure all the misfortunes which

a campaign pours upon their heads with sweeping de

struction, as if Hell itself had burst forth upon them. Such

is generally the fate of the wretched land where hostile

armies contend. These things show that every crime com

mitted by the soldier is far more heinous, because of its

immediate consequences, than the same crime in social life.

Therefore, in justice to the miserable inhabitants of the seat

of war, must crime be held in check by an iron hand; and

the more so, as these sufferers have no way to detect ma

rauders, who are all dressed alike, and generally speak a

foreign tongue, two difficulties in the way of detection, nearly

unconquerable; so that unless the villagers can secure the

armed robbers on the spot, those robbers must escape; for

they can rarely be detected afterwards. Secured on the

spot! an old marauder would laugh at the idea. Not once

in an hundred times dare the villagers arrest marauders in

the vicinity of an army during war.

The protection of the population inhabiting the seat of

war; the safety and honour of the army itself; the very

existence of the state by which that army is employed, may
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all depend upon immediate punishment or acquittal, with

such an examination of the guilt of the accused as time per

mits; and this punishment must, on service, frequently be

that of death. This may shock those who do not reflect

upon what I have stated: upon what an army is in its de

tails: upon the work in which it is employed: and upon

the short time which the enemy allows for its operations."

To those who make soldiers necessary, I leave it to discuss

the propriety of war. But soldiers being in this artificial

state, apply not to them the rules and maxims of social life;

neither be shocked at our unavoidable departure from the

apparent line of justice. Dreadful is the calling of a soldier,

and dreadful must the means be by which that calling is ful

filled; and among the evils attending it is this, that the ne

cessity of producing immediate effect by the punishment of

death, is at times more important than the certainty of the

guilt of the victim. But let it be always borne in mind that

I speak of wAR. A state of war is the natural state of an

army, and military institutions must have war for their

object, or they are without sense.

I have said so much because it is right to dwell upon the

fact, that the necessity of producing immediate effect, by

summary punishment, is of more importance in war, than it

is to establish the certainty of guilt, “for evil must be done

that good may come of it” in war; or war becomes more

barbarous and destructive; to diminish discipline is to in

crease the horrors of war, and diminish the chances of

SucceSS.

But in peace, soldiers may be ruled like other men, and

* I think that Captain Kincaid, in his entertaining Memoirs, gives

an account of the troops being formed in a square for punishment,

under the fire of the enemy!
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that revolting energy of punishment (absolutely necessary

in war) is no longer essential. A mollification of the mili

tary code in peace is urgently demanded on five accounts.

First. By the feeling of the army.

Secondly. By the feeling of the country, which, if not ac

ceded to, will keep the army in agitation.

Thirdly. By there being no necessity for immediate results

as in war.

Fourthly. By the greater number of well-conducted men,

that enter the ranks in time of peace, and whose conduct,

it is to be hoped, will render such severe examples un

necessary.

Fifthly. By the lesser number of villains who in war enter

the army to pillage, but who in peace, find no such prospects

to repay the irksomeness of discipline; all these points and

perhaps others, tend to make it necessary that our code

should, in time of peace, become mild; and assimilated to

the spirit of the times.

It may also be remarked, that having severe punish

ments applicable, but not applied, habituates men's minds

to be fearless of them: it is better to say, that “men shall

be shot for desertion in war, and shall not be shot for desertion

in peace,” than merely to say, “men shall be shot for desertion,”

and not apply the punishment in peace. All men admit

that punishment should, in peace, be light and inevitable,

not severe and dormant. The existence of a punishment

which is not put in force, seems to be weak and tyrannical:

weak, because by its non-application it holds out the hope

of escape to the soldier, and therefore the temptation to

commit crime; and it is tyrannical, because having so often

tempted the man by the prospect of impunity, the law at

last turns round upon him, and falls with all its severity upon

his head. This is one great objection to keeping the power
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to punish “hanging over the soldiers' heads,” as it is termed,

a practice defended by many. I would not keep it hanging

over their heads; I would let due punishment fall, and in

evitably fall upon crime; and for that reason wish to see it

suited in severity to the evil it is intended to check; because

being so suited, and in peace time rather mild than severe,

the certainty of its application will be increased, that is to

say, the very thing that many officers think is desirable,

namely, to hold the power of punishment unused, or “keep

it hanging over the soldiers heads,” is exactly what I think is

an evil and a fallacy. Morally speaking I may say that the

terror of any punishment is its shadow; the substance is the

punishment itself; now the substance must have more weight

than the shadow; therefore will the punishment have more

weight, in deterring from the commission of crime, than the

threat can have; this must be admitted: then why employ

the threat, which is least effectual, instead of the punish

ment, which is most effectual? There can be but one

answer, namely, the punishment is too severe to be em

ployed except in cases where a re-union of other circumstances

increases the importance ofthe crime. There can be but one

rejoinder to this; diminish the severity of your punishment;

suit it to the crime; inflict it unerringly; and gain all the

advantage that firmness has over bullying; let men know

where they are; let them walk upon land, or swim in the

water; but do not make them flounder in a quagmire !

Now, reader, do not misconceive me; I speak of PEACE and

not of wAR. I assert that in war the whole system changes

its character; that the “re-union of circumstances” above

mentioned, takes place in presence of the enemy; all is then

upon the stretch. Thousands of lives and the glory of the

army and the fate of the country, hang by a thread. The

miscarriage of an order to Marshal Grouchy at Waterloo,
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overthrew the French empire ! The slightest neglect may

become the deepest of crimes; and must be expiated by the

gallows, and the lash; by any, and every means, that will

produce prompt obedience, and such a stern, attentive zeal

for victory, as may overcome the ordinary weaknesses of

human nature, and make men reckless of life and of all

things but success. It is not then that men can think of the

niceties of justice, and of character. Soldiers, in such times,

hourly die to obtain victory for England; and the prize, to

gain which their rich blood is spilt, must not be lost in try

ing to temper punishments for disobedient, idle, drunken,

or felonious men. Are the noblest and the best, to fall,

that the vile may be treated with tenderness, and a scru

pulous attention to exact measures of justice? This would

indeed be to “swallow a camel, and strain at a gnat,” and

I am therefore surprised when I hear it said, that the army

requires the same rule for war that it does for peace: I think

it will be difficult to make the public believe that it does:

but I am sure of one thing, that the attempt to enforce,

during peace, the rigorous code necessary in war, will pro

duce the worst results; for the modified code will, eventually,

be forced upon government by public feeling, and military

discipline will suffer, if it be not totally destroyed in the

struggle. For the government to attempt such a combat

with the pubic exhibits an ignorance of the power of opinion:

the consequence will be, that by refusing to modify at all,

the government will eventually be driven to modify too

much; and the code for War, now inflicted upon Peace, will

be changed to a code for Peace and inflicted upon War,

insuring defeat, disgrace, and unavailing bloodshed, when

ever we are again engaged in hostilities.

I have little to say upon the other punishments (with the

exception of whipping, to which I shall devote a chapter
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exclusively), as their practice is common; their effects

known; and the necessity of their application undisputed.

Two observations are, however, necessary. The one is, that

unless imprisonment, and more especially solitary confine

ment, be perfectly executed and instantly applied after the

commission of crime, it is idle to expect good effects. If a

man is sentenced to solitary confinement, and that a com

rade can hold converse with him through the door, the letter

of his sentence is assuredly executed, he is alone in his cell

as far as his body is concerned, but his mind is not alone:

a man can be perfectly amused without seeing or touching

his companion; the spirit of the sentence remains, in such

cases, unfulfilled: one might as well say that Pyramus and

Thisbe were in solitary confinement I Even the “hole in the

wall” acts its part in military life; for I rarely knew a black

hole door that had not a hole quickly bored in it, through

which, with a quill and a bladder, as much gin could be

compassionately introduced by some comrade or tender

“Thisby,” as would reconcile the involuntary hermit to his

fate, and furnish him with spirits to encounter any sentence.

These spiritual perforations are neatly stuffed with coloured

bread, so as to give no offence to the eye of a commanding

officer; and to furnish the fullest excuse to the non-com

missioned officer of the guard, not to see them, unless when

he has a spite at the prisoner, to indulge in which, he is

willing to risk the ill-will of the whole regiment by a dis

covery.

It is therefore idle to talk of punishments that are nomi

mally but not really inflicted. The prisons must be military

prisons, and they must have precautions taken against such

tricks, in the playing of which none are more expert than

soldiers.

My second observation will, I have no doubt, be contested
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by many. It is this; that while I advocate giving the utmost

latitude to courts martial, in the application of punishment

to the extent allowed by military law; while I hold the

seventieth article of war in high honour, I am hostile to the

principle, much advocated by many old officers, of giving

greater ‘discretionary power to commanding officers of regi

ments. I admit that if all commanding officers were men

fitted by nature for command, this great degree of dis

cretionary power would be useful; but as this is very far

from being the fact, I think a greater degree of discretionary

power would only produce petty tyrants, who will torment

the soldiers into desertion, and drinking. I do not use the

expression “tyrants” invidiously, the description of man to

which I allude has no evil intention, he is merely a zealous

fool, hot after unimportant minutiae, in the exact execution

of which he considers the fate of the nation to depend, and

in the enforcement of which he, most indiscreetly, uses his

“discretionary powers” with a vengeance. In every ten com

manding officers I consider that there are about two who

harass their men in this way. I never was in a regiment in

which there were not two captains, out of the ten, that wor

ried their companies in this way; and it therefore may be

concluded that the proportion will hold good among lieu

tenant-colonels. Now the two companies so worried, always

had more men in the guardhouse than any others; and,

therefore, I believe that an increase of the present dis

cretionary power of commanding officers, would just add to

the crimes committed by the army. However I know that

the general complaint among lieutenant-colonels is, that

they have not sufficient discretionary power; I sometimes

thought so too, when I commanded a regiment; but by

watching the weathercock, I found that I was particularly

sensible of having too little discretionary power when the
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wind was east; and I found that to be precisely the state of

the atmosphere when the soldiers thought I had too much.

The discretionary power which exists I imagine to be suf

ficient; at the same time I beg to be distinctly understood

that I speak of the discretionary power of commanding

officers as that power existed in 1830, when I was employed;

less than commanding officers then held I should not advo

cate; still less do I think that taking discretion from lieu

tenant-colonels and giving it to general officers is at all

good; the permitting general officers to interfere lightly

with regimental commanding officers is in my opinion mis

chievous, as I hold this interference to be a direct impeach

ment of such regimental commanders on the part of the

general officer, who is bound to follow it up, and if neces

sary report the regimental commanding officers to the com

mander-in-chief. I think there can be few things worse

than obliging regimental commanders to refer to general

officers relative to punishments. Give the regimental com

mander his fair share of discretionary power, let him punish

by his regimental courts martial, and let a well protected

right to complain be a check upon these: do not let generals

interfere except for crimes cognizable by a general court

martial. The business of the general is to see that the

regiments under his command are in good order; to make

the lieutenant-colonels put them in good order; but it is

not the general's business himself to do the work of the

lieutenant-colonel. And rules which take from the dis

cretion of a lieutenant-colonel and give it to a general,

do very much injure discipline; it pulls down the general

from his proper place, and makes a lieutenant-colonel of

him: it debases the real lieutenant-colonel, and disgusts

him; for no man of honesty will bear to be made a cipher

of, while responsibility is heaped upon him: it excites the
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cunning and disobedient to disorder, in hopes of setting

their commanders at issue; and lastly, it inevitably intro

duces that most mischievous and most unmilitary of all mis

chievous and unmilitary systems, the PRocRASTINATION OF

PUNISHMENT; which always, and very justly, creates dis

content in ALL parties. The culprit becomes worn out with

anxiety and doubt; his comrades grow into the belief that

he is a martyr; and the commanding officer, provoked to

see discipline trifled with and injured, feels a disinclination

to inflict a punishment which is too late to have a good effect.

Thus a punishment which is merited, and would have been

executed with general approbation and effect, on Monday,

is on Saturday carried into execution with disapprobation;

languidly, imperfectly, and producing a general feeling of

disgust at the law. In short, I do not advocate the taking

away of discretion from the lieutenant-colonel to give it to

the general; but I say that what is not left to the lieutenant

colonel should be given to courts martial, and that the

lieutenant-colonel should have power to try delinquents;

and promptly execute the sentence without reference to a

general officer.

I.
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CHAPTER XVII.

PicketTING AND Flogging.

It is to be observed that when men are charged with the

infliction of any punishment (no matter how revolting it

may be in its nature) they generally become desirous of

adding to its severity: their minds grow hardened by seeing

such punishments inflicted, and they erroneously believe

that the bodies of their fellow creatures grow equally in

durated. To correct this horrible disposition to cruelty which

seems inherent to our nature, reason must interfere, or

the heart becomes steeled through the eyes. The story of

the old woman, who, when some sentimental gormandizer

of eels expressed his horror at seeing them flayed alive, said,

“Lord bless you, they be so used to it they don't mind it,”

is a much more bitter satire on human nature than at first

appears. If the most delicate woman in London was kept

without food till she flayed live eels, she would in time

think no more of the operation than of pulling off her

glove; though at first the fear of death, the agonies of

starvation, and the force of necessity combined, would hardly

overcome her disgust. So it is, that those who are accus

tomed to see and inflict horrible suffering, as the old woman

was, lose the power of feeling for their victims, and fancy

the infliction not to be sufficiently severe because it has

ceased to excite their own sensibility, therefore when one

lash does not succeed they say “let us try two,” and so

increase gradually; instead of seeking carefully for the
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cause why one lash does not produce the desired effect.

Two punishments existed in the army; the one called

“Flogging,” the other called “Picketting.” We have left

off the last and continued the first, which is the most cruel

punishment of the two; for picketting, however bad it may

be, is far less horrible than flogging, because it leaves no

mark; and because the culprit is well the moment his

punishment is over; the pain at the time of infliction is said

to be excessive; but there is no danger to life; no injury to

the health is sustained; and the effect, I should suppose (for

I never saw this torture inflicted) would be very great upon

the spectators. This is much less cruel than to cut the

flesh to pieces, and leave a man in such a state that he con

tinues for many days in great suffering after the flogging

is over; and remains for some weeks confined to the hospi

tal; with the marks of shame indelibly fixed in his back;

besides the danger of destroying life during the infliction of

the punishment. But all torture is objectionable, and there

fore should be avoided, when to avoid it is possible; it

savours too strongly of vengeance, which is not the object of

law. Torture is worse than death to many who suffer it;

to some it is both agonizing and fatal; yet no crime can

demand from mortal judges a greater punishment than

death; so that he, whose crime at most only merits a mo

derate share of pain, may suffer a greater punishment than

is established for the monster, whose fell deeds seem to merit

death in this world, and to court damnation in the next |

Besides this, the total ignorance of the quantity of pain

given is, as I have elsewhere stated, another objection

to torture, which objection cannot be too often repeated

when pain is to be inflicted in a concentrated form. In

fact, when a judge condemns a culprit to the torture, he

may be said to put so many sentences into a bag, and draw

L 2
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out one by chance; for when he orders the application of

torture he knows not what he inflicts: it may be more, or

less pain, or it may be death.

As picketting is not now enumerated in our punishments,

I shall say no more upon the subject except this, that if

torture is to remain as a military punishment in time of

peace, I think the picket is preferable to the cat-o-nine

tails.

FloggiNG.—The next punishment to death, is flogging;

of this it is hard to speak, because it has been involved in

more difficulties than those which attach to its own nature;

and these are sufficiently embarrassing. It is torture, this

alone is terrible; but it has become, also, a party question;

and I fear that every thing said upon it will be ascribed to

the spirit of faction."

Flogging is a mode of punishing military delinquents de

fended by such officers as believe it to be essential to dis

cipline. It is also defended by influential men in civil

life; they are guided by the above-mentioned officers, to

whose professional opinions they sacrifice their own an

tipathy to the use of torture. It would be utterly false to

say, that those who are in favour of the continuance of

flogging, advocate this mode of punishment from any want

of feeling. The fact is not so: they speak from a conviction

that their opinion is correct, and that its abolition would

injure the discipline of the army.

* As a radical reformer, I am obnoxious to this accusation; but am

not aware of having been influenced by any political bias. My object

is not to examine whether an army is an evil, or not an evil; but

whether we are to have an orderly, or a disorderly army. In politics,

I am an advocate for annual parliaments, universal suffrage, and vote

by ballot. In military affairs, I am an advocate for the despotic go

vernment of an army in the field, and I see no incongruity in these

opinions.
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Flogging is, on the other hand, opposed by many officers

who are convinced that it may be dispensed with without

danger to discipline. Such persons in private life as are

guided by the opinions of these military men, are also

opposed to flogging; and others, indifferent as to its effect

upon military discipline, have made up their minds that

torture ought not to exist, on any pretence, under the En

glish constitution.

Flogging is opposed and defended, also, by those who

seek popularity with their own class of politicians, and who

join in any cry that may embarrass their opponents; to

which object all other considerations are, in their opinions,

secondary. -

With this last class of men, that attacks and defends

flogging from feelings of political animosity, I have no con

cern; because it is not in that light that I understand the

question. To please all parties is not possible; to please

any is not my object. My object is to say that which I be

lieve to be the truth; and thus I may, perhaps, be of use;

for however deficient in talent a professional man may be,

still, if he has had considerable experience, he must gain

some ideas upon professional subjects; and, therefore, as

that of flogging has now become one of prominent public

discussion, and must be decided by men who are not soldiers,

I hope, that in offering my thoughts upon the matter, I shall

not be condemned as presumptuous. My experience has

not only been long, but it has been various; which last ap

pears to me to be of importance in discussing the subject of

military punishments.

My objections to flogging are,

First. That it is torture.

Secondly. That it is torture of a very unequal infliction;

for it is inflicted by the blows of men; the striker may have
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more or less force by nature, and he may apply that force

with greater or less vigour, according to his will. Drum

mers can so flog a feeble man that he could receive a thou

sand lashes; and it is probable that they could kill a strong

man with five hundred ! A corps of strong old drummers

and a corps of weak young drummers punish differently,

allowing their will to be the same. Were torture to be in

flicted by a machine it would be more equal in its operation,

and therefore less unjust. Suppose the rack to be used:

say twenty men are each stretched half an inch upon it, and

the torture applied for one hour. Here we have a fixed

measure of torture applied to all, by a fixed degree of

strength or mechanical power. But if the same twenty men

be flogged; say one in each of twenty regiments, the mea

sure of torture, that is to say, the number of lashes so ap

plied, would, no doubt, be equal in each case; but being

inflicted by twenty different corps of drummers, each corps,

and also each individual drummer, varying in the power of

application, the real quantity of torture inflicted would be

as various as their numbers, and consequently more unjust

than the rack: in both cases I leave the power of endurance

possessed by each individual, out of consideration, as that

would apply to both the rack and the flogging. The cat-o

nine-tails is, therefore, worse than the rack in principle; for

the judge who applies the rack can make a more correct

estimate of the quantity of punishment that he inflicts, than

the judge who applies the lash does. But neither can know

what is suffered by the victim: which is the great objection

to punishments that concentrate pain to such a fearful de

gree, that it always verges towards and often infringes upon

the sources of life.

Thirdly. The culprit may have more or less obtuseness of

feeling: some men are covered with blood from the poll of
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their necks to their crupper after twenty lashes; and others

will receive three hundred without much blood running

below where the lash cuts the skin. Some men take forty,

or even fifty lashes without any blood flowing; but the back

appears covered with welts of black bruises. In these cases

I have observed that the sufferer generally bears his tor

ments with strong courage; but the danger to life seems

greater, for I have frequently remarked that the surgeons

soon stop such punishments. This uncertainty of suffering,

arising from the physical varieties in men's frames, is com

mon to, and unavoidable in, the infliction of all torture; but

that does not render it less unjust; on the contrary, it is a

strong reason against this outrage upon nature, which, as

before observed, so concentrates suffering in man and beast,

that life is soon, we know not how soon, destroyed by the

insupportable agony.

Fourthly. The infliction of flogging is not only more or

less severe at the option or according to the strength of the

drummer, but also according to the temper of the com

manding officer and drum major; either of these may force

a more severe or a slighter infliction, according to the in

fluence of his power and character on the drummers.

Fifthly. Another strong reason against flogging is, that

the state of the man's health cannot always be ascertained

at the time when he is punished. If a man in prison be ill,

he may be succoured in time; but if a man be otherwise ill

when he is flogged, though the flogging itself may not kill

him, the effect produced by it on an incipient disease, may;

and this has often happened. I knew of two soldiers who

were flogged at Corfu by the sentence of a general court

martial, in 1819: both died, and neither had been punished

with unusual severity. Indeed, garrison punishments are

generally more slight than those that are regimental, for the
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drummers dislike to flog severely the men of another corps,

lest they should be accused of spite, and produce ill-will,

which is an additional argument against this punishment,

because garrison punishments are generally inflicted for de

linquencies of a heinous nature; and thus it frequently

occurs that, thanks to the drummers, the greater the criminal

the less the punishment; an absurdity in itself, and injurious

to discipline. Is the greater or less severity of punishment

to be left to the discretion of drummers, proverbially the

greatest scamps in every regiment? This would not be to

flog culprits, but to caricature discipline ! When an inquiry

was made, by Sir Thomas Maitland, into the cause of the

death of the two soldiers above mentioned, it was found

that both of them had the “malaria” fever; which comes

on gradually. They were not themselves aware, nor was the

medical officer who attended the punishment aware, that

they had this fever; and being scourged while the fever

was in their blood, proved mortal. As to pulse, it forms no

criterion by which to judge under such circumstances, for

what man's pulse would be regular when going to suffer

torture? Very few, I imagine. If such deaths be not a

legal murder, they are at least legal manslaughter; and

every officer at Corfu felt, that in sentencing the slightest

corporal punishment, he might destroy life. Is it justifiable

to place men in such a predicament except in war? I be

lieve every possible care is, in general, taken by the medical

department, to ascertain the state of a man's health previous

to his being flogged; but medical men cannot do what is

impossible, and it is impossible to say whether a man can

bear his punishment or not; the most experienced surgeon

can only guess. And can experienced and able surgeons

always be present? Impossible. The result is, in the best

view of the subject, that when a man is tied up to be flogged,
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his life depends upon a guess, and that guess perhaps made

by a young and an inexperienced medical officer !

Sixthly. This danger to life is greater in a hot climate than

in a cold one, particularly to our soldiers, who drink so hard,

and who eat a great deal of meat compared with what they

have been used to do in early life, previous to their enlist

ment, and in proportion to what is eat by the natives in warm

climates. These circumstances tend to render soldiers more

liable to fever. The fact is, that the medical officers are

placed in a most unfair and perilous position. The danger

to which the life of the culprit and the life of the surgeon are

exposed, appears to me to be a powerful objection to this

punishment. I have mentioned two men who thus un

questionably, and within my own knowledge, fell victims to

this punishment, but the real number that do so can never

be ascertained; because so many things tend to prevent in

quiry, and so many things render inquiry fruitless; for it is

often beyond human skill to ascertain the facts. As to

making the surgeons responsible, it is unjust to do so: the

law places a man, by force, in a certain position, and orders

him to act according to the best of his judgment: he does

so, and there is an end of the matter whatever may be the

consequences, unless it can be shown that he was drunk or

mad!

Seventhly. The punishment of flogging is not only an

unequal infliction, for the above reasons, namely, that for

similar offences it is applied by unequal forces, in unequal

quantities, and by unequal wills, to unequal powers of en

durance; but, also, because the first punishment is the most

cruel. A man who has been frequently flogged feels it less

every time: his back gets callous; therefore, he is less

punished in proportion as he deserves it more; and being

thus hardened both morally and physically, he sometimes
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makes a joke of his punishment. I have often heard men,

while receiving the lash, set the whole regiment laughing;

others blaspheme; others, again, bear their agonies with a

fortitude which elicits the admiration of the spectators. All

this does harm to the minds of men, and especially of young

men. The habit of seeing a man tortured, of seeing his

blood spring, his convulsions and writhings of agony, and

hearing his horrible shrieks, is, I repeat, mischievous to the

human heart and hardens it against the nobler feelings.

Eighthly. The lash brands the sufferer with indelible

marks; and there can hardly be a stronger argument against

flogging. The full extent of this objection I will endeavour

to make clear to my non-military readers. Suppose that a

young man enlists, he commits some crime of a military, but

not of a moral nature; suppose, for example, that he is on

colonial service, that he has fallen asleep on his post when

placed as a sentry; that being discovered, and suddenly

awoke, he is so frightened and so confused that he appears

to be drunk; or suppose that, owing to some constitutional

weakness, he actually is drunk, though he may have only

drank the allowance of spirits issued by government, which

circumstance I have known to happen frequently in hot

climates. His accusers swear to finding him asleep and in

toxicated on his post: he has no defence: the time, the im

portance of the post, the crime, all things concur to render

pardon out of the question. Every body deems him guilty;

he is sentenced accordingly, and flogged. Time passes,

officers and soldiers change, he is transferred to another

corps, or perhaps none but himself are left in the corps in

which he served when he was flogged; some circumstance,

such as sickness, or bathing, or the like, make him strip, the

detestable scores of the lash are seen, and there are none to

vouch for the fact, that no vile deed, such as robbery or de
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sertion, has been the cause of his punishment. He becomes

a suspected character, and consequently is, in proportion to

his high sense of honour, miserable. Unable to endure his

feelings, if not a man of extraordinary firmness, he grows

desperate and deserts; is caught, and either again flogged

or shot, and there is an end of him But we may suppose

a less strong case; we may suppose that the man has been

idle and drunken, though not really bad, but the reverse, a

fine character, and that a flogging has made him a better

man, which is sometimes, but not very often, the case; his

crime has been punished, reform has followed, and all the

superiority of his nature shines forth, yet he, of whose re

formed conduct God and man approve, and who becomes

the admiration of his companions, is branded like a felon /

This also speaks strongly against the lash.

Such are my chief objections to the punishment of

flogging: and having stated them, and discoursed upon the

limitation of this punishment to armies in the field during

war, I shall proceed to say a few words upon the effects of

this punishment; for the great question is not so much, is it

cruel? Is it unholy? Is it this, that, and t'other? But is it

effectual? That it is effectual when inflicted in a degree

suited to the crime, there is, in my mind, no doubt; but

I am equally persuaded that when inflicted in the out

rageous degree that it has hitherto been inflicted, it does

harm; and I think it good that I should endeavour to

prove this to the public, because many able professional

men have maintained, and do yet maintain, that the diminu

tion of the number of lashes is an evil. Now, although the

number of lashes to be legally administered can never be

increased, it will do no harm to show how much those are

mistaken who attribute our discipline to the extremes of

punishment, because it proves a fact of much importance,

namely, that professional men frequently grow so accustomed
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to the evils of their profession, that they lose that impartiality

of judgment, in such matters, which is necessary to see the

extent of those evils; and, what is worse, these men grow

to believe such evils necessary, and even that they are no

evils at all. Had not the diminution of flogging been in

sisted upon by the public, had the question rested wholly

with military men, I do not believe that the power of courts

martial would have been restricted as they now are.

I shall, therefore, proceed to give my reasons for thinking,

as I do, that the late limitation put upon the number of

lashes in the competence of a court martial to sentence, is

wise and humane, and that, on the same principle, flogging

ought to be abolished in time of peace.

I maintain that our army is now in as high a state of

discipline as it was at any former period of our history. If

Cromwell exhibited the full vigour and beauty of discipline

when he marched to Edinburgh, after the battle of Dunbar,

Wellington was no less glorious when he first entered France

by the south, and more so when he did the same by the

north; for the discipline of Cromwell's army in Scotland

lasted but for a spurt, as it were, and the godly gentlemen

that composed it, at all other times mutinous, intolerant,

and insolent, were more bound together in a state of obe

dience by the superb genius of their leader, than by the

systematic operation of a military code. Whereas, in the

British army of occupation in 1815, it was the steady stream

of discipline, flowing full and constant for three years. None

of Wellington's glories were more pure than this, though

unremarked amidst the blaze of his victories. Neither does

any thing designate the discipline maintained in the armies

of William III. or in that of Marlborough, to place their

troops above the soldiers of Wellington; therefore, in the

great outline it will be seen, that the present army of Eng

land by no means loses in a comparison with the armies of
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former times, either in point of discipline or in the glory

which it has achieved, yet we have no reason to suppose that

the punishments were then less severe than in our days, but

the contrary, much more severe and arbitrary; for martial

law has ever, of necessity, been more harsh than social law;

and social law has been greatly molified on the whole,

though it may have been rendered more cruel on particular

points;" therefore we may fairly conclude that martial law

* For example; in the reign of Charles II, Lady Sophia Lindsay

assisted her father-in-law (the Earl of Argyle) to escape out of Edin

burgh castle. The Scotch council of the Duke of York (afterwards

James II.) proposed to have Lady Sophia Lindsay stripped perfectly

naked, and in this state publicly flogged through the streets of Edin

burgh, to punish her for the admirably brave and pious action which

she had performed. James answered, “they are not used to deal so

cruelly with ladies in my country.” The answer of the Duke to these

Scotch ruffians was honourable, and would have been more so had he

said “women,” instead of “ladies,” because it was not the condition of

the person, but her noble conduct and her sex, which made the proposal

horrible. Such a proposal durst not now be made, much less executed;

the attempt would cost the lives of the perpetrators. In despite of

lawyers and lawgivers, we grow more gentle in our laws. It is to be

lamented that those who are so eager to abolish flogging soldiers, seem

to be indifferent to the disgraceful fact, that female criminals may, even

at this day, be flogged publicly, and I believe are stripped to suffer this

outrage upon humanity and modesty. However, the improvement is

great between the times when a woman could be stripped naked and her

person publicly exposed and flogged for her virtue, and those in which

a breach of decency and justice can only be made in the cases of female

culpability and shamelessness. I say a breach of “decency and justice,”

because no honourable man would behold such an execution, much less

sentence the punishment. The spectators, in such a case, would be,

generally speaking, of a description past all reform; and the magistrate

who orders such an outrage is, I think, upon a level with the culprit.

It is surely high time to abolish this remnant of barbarism. Till this be

done, it is ridiculous to cry out against flogging soldiers: as ridiculous

as it is to hear the slave drivers of America calling their form of govern

ment a republic | The Lord deliver us from republics where enslaved

negroes are roasted alive!
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has been equally influenced by the spirit of the age, and

been softened in a similar degree, both in its ordinance and

in its practice.

It is not necessary to trace our system of punishment in

detail, down through the course of years, but I have by me

a work written by Mr. Tytler on Courts Martial. Mr.

Tytler was a Scotch advocate, and he tells us that he had

both experience and extensive reading on the subject of

military law. This gentleman, whose work possesses consider

able celebrity among military men, says that our present

military law is “a well regulated, moderate, and humane

system,” and that the ancient system was “a justly exploded

tyranny;” and, again, that “it deserved all those characters

of tyranny that have been applied to it.” This seems de

cisive. We have at least maintained, if not surpassed, our

former military glory and our discipline; and we have di

minished the severity of our punishment at the same time.

But leaving the more general view of punishments, I will

examine the shorter period of the last forty years; that is to

say, the period of my own service and personal experience,

and I think I shall in a few words prove, that in this period

punishment has diminished in severity, and discipline in

creased.

When I was a subaltern, the army was not in a high state'

of discipline; yet the punishments were extremely severe;

now the army is in a high state of discipline, and punish

ments are comparatively mild.

To show that the army has not fallen off in discipline I

must again ask, what discipline could exceed that of the

Duke of Wellington's army in France, twenty years ago?

Nothing. I ask, is it worse now? No; although less ex

perienced as a military body.

Since the termination of the war, it has been commanded

*
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by the Duke of Wellington and by Lord Hill, (second only

to the duke in military fame.) It is difficult to imagine an

army (that has not seen service) to be in a more perfect

state of discipline, as far as the private soldiers are considered.

Now, let me ask any old soldier, whether our army was more,

or less highly disciplined in our disasters on the Continent

from the beginning of the war in 1793, to the campaign in

Holland 1799 inclusive? Was it better in Ireland, 1798,

when the heroic Abercromby declared it to be “more mis

chievous to its friends than to its enemies?” I believe no

military man who has any recollection of those times will

venture to assert that the army was then in a better state of

discipline than it is now. Let me also ask, if the late Duke

of York has not received universal and just praise for the

improvement he made in the discipline of the army? do not

all military men proclaim aloud that his Royal Highness left

the army in a far higher state of discipline than that in which

he found it? If he did not, I would fain ask, for what has

his statue been erected? I have, therefore, a right to assume

as a fact, that which is so generally admitted; namely, that

our army is not only in as high a state of discipline, but in a

much higher state of discipline than it was forty years ago, and

for my proof, I point to the statue in Carlton Place.

I have now to trace the progress of punishment during

the same period; and I must again revert to the days when

I was a subaltern. I then frequently saw six hundred, seven

hundred, eight hundred, nine hundred, and a thousand lashes

sentenced by regimental courts martial; and generally every

lash inflicted. I have heard of twelve hundred having been

inflicted, but never witnessed such an execution. Even a

general court martial cannot do this now. Its sentence can

not exceed two hundred lashes. I, then, often saw the un

happy victim of such barbarous work, brought out from the
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hospital three and four times to receive the remainder of his

punishment, too severe to be borne, without danger of death,

at one flogging; and, sometimes, I have witnessed this pro

longed torture applied for the avowed purpose of adding to

its severity. On these occasions it was terrible to see the

new tender skin of the scarcely healed back again laid bare

to receive the lash. I declare, that accustomed as I was to

such scenes, I could not, on these occasions, bear to look at

the first blows: the feeling of horror which run through

the ranks was evident, and all soldiers know the frequent

faintings that take place among recruits, when they first see

a soldier flogged. The bringing a man from hospital to re

ceive a second, and third, infliction, cannot now take place.

I have heard, and I have no doubt of the fact, because it

was generally talked of and admitted to be so, though I

never saw it, that there were commanding officers who dis

tributed the lashes from the poll of the neck to the heel;

thus, flaying the shoulders, posteriors, thighs, and calves of

the legs, multiplying the torment enormously; but I believe

it was done (and legally too) according to the wording of

the sentence which ordered or permitted such cruelty. It

could not be done now. Here we have proof upon proof

how much punishment is now ameliorated, both in quantity

and mode of infliction, and this has been produced by public

feeling.

I will conclude my observations on these severities, or ra

ther cruelties, with a sentence recorded by Mr. Tytler, in

his book already referred to. “In 1792,” says this author,

“Serjeant George Samuel Grant was sentenced a thousand

lashes,” (in addition to his loss of rank and pay as a serjeant,

mind!) “for the crime of having been instrumental in the

enlisting for the service of the East India Company, two

drummers, knowing them at the same time to belong to the
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foot guards.” Here, then, we have an official record of a

sentence such as could not now be passed by any court

martial, and let the reader observe a striking circumstance

which marks the feelings of that day, and the danger of al

lowing men to inflict torture unrestrained by anything but

their own feelings, for I may well call the permission to in

flict a thousand lashes, leaving a commander “unrestrained.”

Mr. Tytler, in the same page that he records this horrible

sentence, calls the code, under which it was inflicted, “well

regulated, moderate, and humane !” and on a motion made in

the Court of Common Pleas for a prohibition against the

execution of this sentence, the validity of it was confirmed

by the court. Lord Loughborough, then lord chief justice,

in delivering the opinion of the court (as given by Tytler,

for in a foreign country I have no other means of reference

at command,) expresses no disgust at this dreadful sentence

of the court martial. Here are two enlightened civilians,

and one a lord chancellor, who discuss this sentence without

being shocked at its barbarity far better would it be to

shoot a man, than inflict such a chastisement.

Let us see what the law now is for the crime for which

Grant was sentenced a thousand lashes. “And be it enacted

that every man who shall in any part of his Majesty's do

minions directly or indirectly persuade any soldier to desert,

shall suffer such punishment by fine or imprisonment, or

both, as the court before which the conviction may take

place shall adjudge. And every person who shall assist any

deserter, knowing him to be such, in deserting or concealing

himself, shall forfeit for every such offence the sum of twenty

pounds.” Such would be Sergeant Grant's sentence in

1837 |

Yet with all the above stated severity, (may I not say,

ferocity? of discipline,) I have proved, that the army was

M
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then in an inferior state to what it is now; and if it be asked,

“why, with such severe punishments to restrain crime, was

not the army in a higher state of discipline?” I answer,

because every soldier who beheld such bloody executions,

lost sight of the criminal, and saw only a martyr in the

flogged man. The cool reason of every man of sense con

demned the cruelty; and crime lost its shame when over

severity of punishment turned the criminals into heroes.

By these dreadful executions every man of feeling was

shocked. Every man who had not feeling looked upon the

flogging as a trial of fortitude. If the victim bore it well,

he was admired and applauded. I ask any man to put the

following question to himself; had he seen Serjeant Grant

receive the thousand lashes without a groan, would he not

have forgotten the crime, and felt admiration for such an

exhibition of fortitude? taking into consideration, that not

only many colonels, but also the government itself, was em

ployed, at that very time, in what was called “crimping re

cruits;” a term expressive of every sort of fraud and infa

mous conduct; a crime of the same description, but of far

deeper dye, than that committed by Serjeant Grant! Thus

do outrageous punishments not only lose their effect, but

produce a contrary effect; exciting indignation in every good

mind.

A dreadful flogging, disproportioned to the crime, and

resolutely borne, sends more men away with their courage

whetted to imitate the culprit, than struck with fear of being

placed in his situation. The law becomes judged, con

demned, and defied as an enemy. If the poor sufferer

send forth screams of agony, if he faint, he is an object of

pity, and perhaps of contempt; “a poor devil that it is a sin

to cut up:” and a sin, in such cases as I have stated, no

doubt it is. The man of reflection needs no other proof of
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the inefficacy of the excess of punishment, as it then stood,

than those I have given. It was cruel, and it was not

effectual !

It may now be asked, whether, after the ameliorations

that have taken place, and that our army is in such a state

of perfection in point of discipline, it is not better to leave

things as they are, and not farther diminish the severity of

punishment? I answer, that I would always endeavour to

diminish the severity of cruel punishment: if punishment

succeed, it diminishes crime; and the less the quantity of

crime the less in my opinion we require severity of punish

ment. Should we then add to the severity of punishment

when crime increases? I imagine not, (war always out of

the question, as it is an extraordinary state of society), for

I give great weight to the feelings produced by public opinion.

When punishments are slight, their effect is powerfully added

to by the hearty concurrence evinced by the public in their

justice: the culprit finds no commiseration. If punishments

are over severe, the culprit is sustained by public pity, and

the violence of his punishment is thus mitigated, even

though the public think him justly condemned.

I have seen many hundreds of men flogged, and have

always observed that when the skin is thoroughly cut up, or

flayed off, the great pain subsides. Men are frequently con

vulsed and screaming, during the time they receive from

one lash to three hundred lashes, and then they bear the

remainder, even to eight hundred, or a thousand lashes,

without a groan; they will often lie as if without life, and

the drummers appear to be flogging a lump of dead, raw

flesh. Now, I have frequently observed that, in these cases,

the faces of the spectators assumed a look of disgust; there

was always a low whispering sound, scarcely audible, issuing

from the apparently stern and silent ranks; a sound arising

M2
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from lips that spoke not: but that sound was produced by

hearts that felt deeply: and this, too, when the soldiers be

lieved in its justice, and approved of the punishment;

when the willing drummers had, up to that moment, laid in

the lash with great asperity. This low and scarcely audible

sound, spoke aloud to my mind that the punishment had

become excessive; that the culprit had disappeared, and the

martyr taken his place. These are the moments to extend

mercy to the criminal. *

That the law should not punish from a principle of ven

geance, every rational man admits; but it should be recol

lected that the feeling of vengeance in the spectator against

a culprit is a natural one, and should be turned to account;

for when such a feeling goes with the law, it gives the law

force; but if punishment outstrip this feeling, and turn it

into pity, we may be sure that, generally speaking, the

punishment has been excessive, and produces in the mind

of the public, feeling hostile to the law.

To recapitulate. It appears that the army has increased

in discipline as flogging has been diminished. That two

hundred lashes will be more effectual than one thousand,

because less revolting. That such terrible floggings added

injury to a man's constitution, and danger to his life; and if

they were of use as examples to the spectators, they were

more frequently the contrary.

These details are very disgusting, but it is necessary for

me to speak of them as facts on which I ground my opinions,

and without which my opinion would not have due weight.

It is true, that to most military men, what I have said is

known; but the decision of this question is not to be left to

the decision of military men, but to members of parliament,

and, I dare say, many of these gentlemen will feel them

selves more competent judges when aware of the details that
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I have here given. Indeed I may say, also, that many

officers of high rank, have seen little or no flogging; for

having been chiefly on the staff, or in the guards, where only

a small portion, I believe, attend, they have been fortunate

enough to escape witnessing much of this disgusting duty;

a duty which, though it can be discussed in writing with

coolness, is often witnessed by most men with intense feelings

of commiseration for the criminal, particularly when the

offence has been purely military.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

CAN FloggiNG BE sAFELY ABolishED 2

THE solution of this question is a matter of conjecture;

and each man must form his own opinion. Mine is, as

before stated, that it can be safely abolished in peace; but

cannot be abolished in war. -

In discussing this question I must speak of what I have

seen and done. This exposes me to the charge of being

egotistical: but, (as I before found it necessary to say) I

cannot help that; I am acquainted with my own conduct

and motives. I am not so with those of any other man.

The public wants facts; and if I can furnish those in which

I was personally concerned, and the motives for my conduct,

they become, not the most useful that can be given to the

public, but the most useful that I have to offer: and after

all, it is not from men of high rank, but from men who like

myself, have passed their lives among the soldiers, that the

requisite knowledge can be obtained; and the lower such

men's rank may be, the more they know of the feelings of the

troops; for the distance of the observer from any object, is

generally injurious to the correctness of his observation." '

Now, with respect to flogging, I imagine that it can be

safely, if gradually, abolished. Before I proceed with my

reasons for holding this opinion, I shall take leave to observe

* This was written before I was promoted to the rank of major

general, I had then been forty years a regimental officer.
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that the maintenance of discipline ought to be as exact

in peace as in war, and the application of punishment as

certain: it is in the severity of that punishment alone, that

I would make any change. Slackness of discipline is the

besetting sin of an army in time of peace, and especially in

colonies. In war time this evil is never of long continuance,

it is promptly and mercilessly punished by the enemy; but

such a terrible and useless sacrifice of life and national fame

in the debut, is scarcely repaid by the glories which may con

clude a war; moreover, such early disasters render a success

ful termination improbable. If I thought that diminished

severity of punishment would produce slackness of discipline,

I would assuredly not be the advocate of change. Having

made these observations, I shall proceed to the question.

In a former part of this book I have given my objections

to flogging as a punishment; it remains for me to speak of its

abolition, and the substitutes that I propose for it.

The inherent objections to flogging, already stated, namely,

its unequal infliction; its indelibly branding the man; its

danger to his life; its ill effect on the soldiers' minds; in a

word, its being torture; are strong, as reasons against the

punishment, but do not answer the two questions:

Can it be safely abolished? and,

What is to be substituted ?

In answer to the first question, I say yes, in time of peace:

because I believe it to be then a needless act of severity.

If sailors are not promptly obedient in a ship tossed by the

storm, the vessel is lost: so an army in the field, without

prompt obedience, may be lost. As greater promptness is

necessary in a ship than in an army, so we see necessity forms

the law, and ordains that instead of the slower process of

punishment by a court martial, the captain of a ship may flog

at once, without any court | By analogous reasoning it
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appears, that an army at home, and in time of peace, will

require less vigorous and prompt punishment than it does

abroad, and in time of war; because,

First. There is no immediate, and if I may be allowed

to use the expression, no convulsive effort to be produced.

Secondly. There are not the same crimes to punish; for

in war, on a campaign, and in the colonies, all crimes are

tried by military law: whereas in time of peace, and at

home even in time of war, all the great crimes are tried by

social law, or according to social law, except mutiny.

Here, then, we find that flogging has been established

promptly to suppress those great crimes which military law

has to grapple with in war, which do not merit death; and

which, were there means and time, would be adequately

punished by imprisonment and fines: and that among these

crimes are some created by war, crimes which are purely

military; and, still farther, we know that immediate and

violent results are to be produced, which are not demanded

in peace. Flogging is then a means suited to an end, and

that end is war; now if the end ceases to exist, we may

reasonably suppose that the means are no longer necessary,

and may be safely abolished.

Such is my chief reason for believing that the punishment

of the lash may be given up in time of peace.

But I am not altogether without the authority of able

officers for my objections to flogging in time of peace, and

my conviction that it may be abandoned. Sir Edward

Packenham, a soldier whom I fear to praise, least strangers

should deem my praise to be hyperbolical, while to those

who knew him, panegyric might still seem wanting, for much

and justly was that brave man admired by the British army.

Sir Edward Packenham, I say, had such an aversion to

flogging with the “cats,” even in time of war, that being
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quartered in the island of Bermuda, he used to march his

soldiers into a wood, and, making one of them take a stick,

thrash with it any culprit who were sentenced to be flogged.

By this practice there was no bloody backs; no indelible

branding; no branding whatever. Whether this succeda

neum for the legal punishment was justifiable, does not

enter into the discussion, but his risking so great a responsi

bility was a proof, not only of his abhorrence of the punish

ment, but of his belief that some effectual substitute for it

might be found even in war time; and this is all I want to

show. He perfectly succeeded I believe. His popularity

with officers and privates, and the renown of the fuzileers,

are too well known to need comment.

I may, also, be pardoned if I quote my own father's opi

nions. My father was an old soldier, and many now alive

can testify that he was also a very able soldier; a man of

large stature, with extraordinary force of body and mind; one

who had the military spirit so strong within him, that when

dying, his last expressed regret was at not falling in battle.

Now the opinions of such a man are not to be held cheap;

and oftentimes did he say to me, I being then a subaltern,

that flogging was an inhuman, and in peace, unnecessary

punishment; injurious to those honourable feelings that he

justly held to be the great principle by which troops should

be mainly governed. He thought flogging ought to be abo

lished. And here perchance the reader will pardon my

relating an anecdote which shows what an appeal to the

honour of British soldiers will do, and that they are not the

scourings of society, as some would make those believe who

know not what soldiers are. During the Irish rebellion in

1798 my father marched at the head of about two hundred

soldiers, to attack a party of rebels, posted at a farm-house

near the seat of the celebrated Hamilton Rowan; they fled,
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but many shots were fired by our advanced guard, which

spread all round, and some men entered the farm-house,

endeavouring to take prisoners. The intended surprise had

failed and pursuit was vain. The detachment was halted;

and at that moment the proprietor of the farm-house came

up, complaining that a silver spoon had been stolen by one

of the soldiers, but that he could not point out the man.

It was made clear that the rebels had not pillaged any thing.

The soldiers were addressed by their commander, and a

short appeal was made to their honour. Half the detach

ment belonged to an Irish regiment; the other half to a

Highland regiment. When my father had done speaking,

an indignant cry run through the ranks, “let every man

strip and the thief will soon be found;” in one instant the

whole detachment stood perfectly naked in the road, each

man with his clothes in a heap before him, and the spoon

was found ! I was then only a boy, but I saw what

soldiers were, and how they ought to be commanded. I

saw the spirit of honour strong within them. I saw the

Castle of Dublin filled with the rich, and the powerful;

many among them daily robbing the silver spoons of the

public; men whom no appeal to their honour would have

made strip ! and are we to be told that the soldiers are an

inferior class? Away with such falsehoods and such libels

upon the soldiers! It may be said that a man of great

talent can by the force of his commanding character and

appearance (the latter a matter of much importance where

soldiers are concerned) produce feelings in the troops which

ordinary men commanding regiments cannot excite. The

answer to this is, that such extraordinary degrees of excite

ment are extreme cases, rarely occurring; but they never

theless prove that the moral feeling exists in the soldiery.

If a commander has not sufficient judgment to appeal to
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those moral feelings, he assuredly is not fit to be trusted

with an appeal to their physical feelings in shape of punish

ment: an appeal to men's honour may fail, and often does;

yet no great harm is done. But if you punish men wrongly,

very great harm is done. If mild means are sufficient, the

commander should learn how to use them, or be displaced

as incapable. If my reader be a young soldier, let him

recollect that a few words made two hundred soldiers volun

tarily strip to their skin, to fix a robbery upon a thief: and

that such men can be ruled by exhortation and admonition

better than by the cat-o'-nine-tails. The thief himself,

ought, in my opinion, to be transported, or shot, or hanged,

rather than such men should be habituated to the sight of

flogging, except on a campaign, when the army cannot

afford to lose the bayonet even of a thief. The want of

men makes it necessary to take many villains in time of war,

and these villains must be flogged, and transported, and

shot, without mercy. That which they never give, they

should never receive !

Let it not be averred that I have mentioned my father

from any light vanity, or a desire to express my feelings of

admiration for him (which, however, I have no wish to

conceal); but, from the fact, that men of great influence

now exist, with whom I believe his opinions would weigh

strongly even to this day; far more than mine could do

unless so supported; and moreover, I record his opinions, to

show that in adopting them from him originally, they have

ever been in my mind; that I have gone through life in the

consideration of them, and that my objections to flogging

are not new, or elicited by the present feelings of the public;

but formed long before the public called this punishment

into question. And here I may be permitted to enter my

protest against those who, from time to time, most unwar
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rantably attack, not only the punishment, but the courts

martial which sentence, and the officers in command who

inflict it! I would fain ask those persons, what they would

have commanders to do? would they wish courts to pass

illegal sentences, at variance with their oaths? would they

have commanders of regiments execute illegal punishments?

or, if not so, would they have armed felons go about, uncon

trolled and unpunished? Verily one of two things must

take place; either culprits must escape, or officers execute

the law as it exists. For my part I avow my firm belief that

flogging can be safely abolished in peace; but when I had

no other punishment I always inflicted it; and rigidly too.

I never would admit that drummers were to decide whether

a culprit should be flogged with more, or less severity:

there is a certain degree of severity in the blows given by

drummers, any great deviation from which, an experienced

eye can discover at once; and I always endeavoured to pre

vent the drummers from being more or less severe than this

medium. If a soldier to be punished be not a favourite, if

his crime have disgraced the corps, the drummers are often

times very savage, and more often they are so much the

contrary as to deprive the punishment of its due effect; and

almost to provoke the commission of crime. It is admitted

that when punishment is necessary it should be invested

with all its terrors. Commanding officers of regiments must

therefore scorn the abuse which unjust and unthinking per

sons may heap upon them for inflicting legal punishment.

Flogging is an evil which our government, both civil and

military, and which all political parties, and all military men

individually, wish to see removed; the only question is, can

it be done with safety to discipline? I must now return

within the bounds of my discourse, beyond which I have

somewhat passed, in defence of officers who have been at
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tacked unjustly for protecting the public against bad soldiers,

by the infliction of that punishment which the public has,

itself, through its representatives in the House of Commons,

ordered them to inflict. I shall now mention another officer,

whose opinion upon such a subject will be considered second

to none." I mean Sir John Moore. He often said that he

would report any regiment as being unfit for service if there

was much flogging in it; and that he considered the man

who commanded such a regiment as unfit for his profession.

His violence against such flogging commanding officers is

too well known to many now alive to require my saying

more. Whether Moore thought that corporal punishment

could be safely abolished in peace I never heard him say.

I believe neither he, or any other wise man, would have

proposed that such an experiment should be made in the

midst of a war. However it is reasonable to conclude, that

a man, whose opinions were so hostile to flogging in time of

war, and who considered, what the soldiers call, “a flogging

regiment” to be unfit for service, would see no great danger

in the experiment of abolishing this punishment in time of

peace. When I commanded the fiftieth regiment in Spain,

1808, I resolved not to use the lash if I could avoid it.

While at Salamanca, a complaint was made of me to Sir

John Moore (by some officious persons, whose regiments

formed a contrast in this respect) that I was “too lenient with

the men, and would not flog, which made other regiments dis
55

contented.” His answer was that I was “quite right, and that

he would not interfere with me.” More than once I have

heard him say, and on the above occasion he said to me,

“admonition is better than flogging,” (when he said this to me

* The Emperor Napoleon is said to have expressed his unqualified

disgust at our flogging. But I reject all opinions except those of men

who have served with British soldiers all their lives.
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at Salamanca, I thought of the two hundred soldiers who

stripped themselves, in order that a thief might be detected')

I tried “admonition,” and it generally succeeded; I am not

able to say that it always did (it succeeded as often as flog

ging succeeded); but might not that have been in some

measure my fault? I have observed that commanding

officers have full as many errors as those under their orders,

“Bear and forbear,” is a wise apothegm. Now, let me ask

my readers this question: when so many good soldiers con

cur in opinion that a very small quantity of flogging is

needed in war, may we not conclude, without any great

stretch of credulity, that none at all is required in peace?

Yes! The lash has work to do in time of war; it has not

work to do in time of peace, and there would be wisdom in

laying it aside. I will conclude this chapter by observing,

that some persons now in power tried to force the abolition

of flogging when the country was at war with Napoleon, and

when the Duke of Wellington at the head of sixty thousand

British soldiers was maintaining an unequal struggle with

three hundred thousand French troops. Had these poli

ticians succeeded, the British army would have been de

stroyed: now that we are at peace they vote for the con

tinuation of flogging as essentially necessary to discipline !!

Of the purity of these men's motives every one must judge

after his own fashion, but their capacity as statesmen all

men must deny.
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CHAPTER XIX.

SUBSTITUTES FOR FLOGGING.

I Now come to the second question: namely, what can be

substituted for flogging? To the consideration of which this

chapter shall be devoted. Though of both substitutes for

flogging, and of preventives for crime, I have already been

obliged to speak casually in several parts of this work: the

subject of crimes and punishments, of virtue and rewards,

are so mixed up, that in discussing each, some reference

must occasionally be made to all.

The chief punishments that may be substituted for the

lash are, death, transportation, imprisonment, the tread-mill,

forfeiture of pay and of pensions, blistering the back, and also

several minor punishments in the power of commanding

officers to inflict without a court martial.

DEATH is a punishment peculiarly suited to the military

code, as I have elsewhere observed, and if it be not freely

inflicted in time of war, discipline must perish: the army

becomes a mob: and victory be lost: while the miserable

inhabitants of the country would be submitted to a descrip

tion of cruelty such as few men like to think of, much less

to describe. But these outbreakings of a monstrous nature

do not occur in peace | That is true; but the nature of an

army is, itself, monstrous, and if mutinous conduct be per

mitted, the monstrous nature of an army becomes more

monstrous: it would devour the country. Therefore, if

flogging is to be abolished, mutiny must be much more fre
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quently punished with death than heretofore, when it has

been the custom to let that crime be punished with flogging,

except in extreme cases. However one of these two punish

ments must at all times exist to repress mutiny, or the army

would be dissolved.

TRANspoRTATION is a punishment so well known that I

need say nothing on that subject. The transportation of

military felons in lieu of flogging is good, by as much as it

frees the army from ruffians. As to the punishment of

transportation, abstractedly considered, it is one offering

matter for much consideration; the discussion of it would

be out of place here.

IMPRIsoNMENT is excellent if well executed.

THE TREAD-MILL. The successful use of it is a matter

for experiment; and never having seen this punishment

tried, I have nothing to offer but my conviction of its utility

as a substitute for flogging: and that in the colonies it may

be made so profitable as to cover the expenses of its esta

blishment. I will here repeat of these and all other punish

ments and rewards, that if they be not thoroughly and

perfectly executed in their details, and do not promptly

follow the commission of crime, they are so many “chips

in porridge,” or rather they are rank poison in military

porridge and will not supply the place of the lash: a severe

punishment rigorously inflicted cannot be successfully re

placed by a mild punishment nominally, or to speak cor

rectly, imperfectly inflicted.

FoRFEITURE of PAY AND PENSIONs. The right to de

prive a soldier of his pay can only take place (without gross

injustice) under two circumstances.

First. If he get drunk. A drunken man cannot fulfil

the duties that the soldier engages to perform; he therefore

breaks the bargain made with the country, and has no right
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to hold the country to the terms of the compact. But be

fore the country has a right to stop payment, justice demands

that a court martial should try the case; a court martial is

a fair arbitrator, or if any partiality exists, the members of

such a court would naturally lean to the side of the soldier,

as being a comrade. Therefore in cases of drunkenness, by

the sentence of a court martial and as a substitute for flog

ging, it is just to stop the pay of a soldier; but I deny

the justice of trusting this power to the discretion, that is,

to the temper of a commanding officer. The exercise of

such a power would irritate the troops: the soldiers would

feel degraded if their pay was to depend upon the arbitrary

will of any one man: they would feel insulted if their right

to it could be meddled with by any power but that of a

court of justice; I mean a military court of justice.

Secondly. It is evidently just to stop pay when a soldier

is absent without leave. I think this an excellent substitute

for flogging, formerly inflicted for this crime.

BLISTERING. I will now come to the blistering, which

succeeded in two cases; the only two I believe in which the

experiment was tried. The first case was in the fourteenth

regiment. In 1794 I heard Major-General Welbore Ellis

Doyle (an excellent man and a distinguished officer in his

day) say, that whenever a soldier of his regiment got drunk,

he (Doyle) put a blister upon the man's back; he did this to

avoid flogging, to which punishment he was strongly opposed.

Doyle declared that the blister completely succeeded in putting

a stop to drunkenness in his regiment; and, consequently, to

flogging; for military men acknowledge that nearly all our

crimes spring from this terrible vice. So far I speak of

what I know from hearsay as to the effects. But I can,

also, speak of what I witnessed. A friend of mine, who

heard what General Doyle had done, was appointed to the

N
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command of a regiment quartered in Guernsey. On joining

his corps, he found six regiments quartered in the island, of

which Sir John Doyle (the brother of him just mentioned)

was governor. The cheapness of liquor made the soldiers

drink hard; the flogging was dreadful, and, as usual, without

effect. My friend determined to put a stop to this crime of

drunkenness on duty by an appeal to the honourable feel

ings of the soldiers, and, at the same time, to make drunken

ness as unpleasant as possible, but without the lash. He

therefore bethought himself of the blisters, and, with the

surgeon's" hearty concurrence and help, he applied them.

He gave out an order to say he would not flog, but trust

to the soldiers self-respect for keeping sober on duty. Of

course a man was drunk next day. The colonel and his

surgeon went to the guard-house, felt the drunkard's pulse:

he was declared to be in a fever: nothing could be more

true: he was therefore put into a blanket, and four soldiers

bore him through the barracks, his comrades all laughing at

the care taken of him: on reaching the hospital the patient

was put to bed and blistered between the shoulders, fed on

bread and water for a week, and then turned out “cured.”

He was then brought on the parade, when his colonel con

gratulated him on his recovery from the fever and sent him

to his company, where he got greatly laughed at. In the

first week many others underwent the same treatment; but

the joke, though very amusing to the sober soldiers, soon

began to be none to the drunkards. There was great pain,

some bread, plenty of water, but no pitying comrades ! no

mercy! The effect was complete; not a man of that regi

ment was flogged in Guernsey after my friend began the

blisters; and after a fortnight there was no such thing as a

* This gentleman is now a celebrated accoucheur in London.
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man drunk for guard or parade. Now this regiment had been

in an infamous state : it had been in a distant colony: the

commanding officer had been just cashiered by a court mar

tial. The Duke of York appointed a new lieutenant-colonel

and a new major. They both joined about the same time.

Their ideas of command agreed, and their united exertions

to do their best succeeded. The lieutenant-colonel did not

inflict a single lash, and in three months the general officer

who made the half yearly inspection returned the highest

report of the state of that corps. After witnessing this, can

I believe the lash to be necessary? Now, reader, mark :

observe the consequence of having inefficient means. This

same regiment was embarked for the Bermudas. There was,

at that period, much drinking and much illness in those

islands; rum being cheap, and the blister plaister was too

scarce to be applied except in cases of real illness. There

was no means of confinement (nor do I believe confinement,

alone, to be a sufficient castigation for drunkenness), and

the lieutenant-colonel, for want of efficient means, was obliged

to use the lash, which punished without preventing drunken

mess: now the blister did prevent it in Guernsey. So much

for inefficient means.

In short, there must be military prisons with tread-mills;

for though I confess that I think it abominable to place it in

the power of the civil or military magistrate to send people

to the tread-mill at his pleasure, I think it would be very

rational to send a soldier there by the sentence of a court

martial. I am well convinced that had the lieutenant

colonel (above alluded to) possessed a proper prison, a tread

mill and plenty of blistering plaister at the Bermudas (and

also the necessary stimulant of rewards, for without rewards,

punishment and injustice and consequently bad discipline are

synonymous), he would have done more to prevent intoxica

N 2
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tion than he could have done with all the whipcord in the

world. And I beg the reader to observe;

First. That the back made sore by a blister, takes about

as many days to cure, as a back made sore by the cat-o'-nine

tails does weeks.

Secondly. That it leaves no disgraceful marks.

Thirdly. That it is not attended with any danger to life,

or to health; but on the contrary, generally does good to the

latter.

Fourthly. That it is a very rational cooler for a sot!

Fifthly. The being put into hospital for drunkenness is

attended by another unpleasant circumstance to the toper;

viz. he pays tempence a day for his bread and water; whereas

when out of hospital he gets his good dinner of bread and

beef and pays only sixpence. Such a fine is a fair mulct for

drunkards to pay.

This excellent substitute for the lash may appear ridi

culous to some of my readers; but if they will, themselves,

put on a large blister and live a week upon bread and water,

and pay a heavy daily fine, they will admit that the plan is

much more laughable in theory, than funny in practice, and

this the drunkards soon experience: it is a piece of know

ledge purchased too dearly not to be profitable, and helps

their good resolutions to become sober men.

It must always be kept present to the mind of the reader

that drunkenness in the soldier is by many degrees worse

than in the citizen; for the drunken soldier is armed, and

the mischief that arises from this circumstance, is frequent

in the army. Generally speaking, the first thing that a

drunken soldier does, especially if he be drunk with spirits,

is to draw his bayonet. A drunken citizen may arm himself;

he may seek for a gun, or a sword, or a knife, but still he has

to seek for them; and that search causes some delay, requires
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some thought, some exertion of which he may be incapable,

and this gives time for others to counteract his mischievous

projects. Not so with the armed and drunken soldier, who

in an instant draws forth his bayonet and sheaths it in the

body of his neighbour: the supposed insult, the vengeance,

the death, may all take place in the space of a single minute

A drunken soldier may also load his musket unobserved, for

the weapon being always in his hands, the action attracts no

remark; and a ball is sent through some person's body, be

fore there is an idea of danger | Seldom does a year pass

without such misfortunes taking place; especially abroad,

where the drinking is quite fearful. If I should be thought

to dwell too much upon drunkenness, I answer, that it is

difficult, in treating of the abolition of flogging, to avoid

speaking largely upon a vice which originates, at the lowest

calculation, three-fourths of the crimes committed by British

soldiers, both officers and privates. And I must here take

leave to express my unqualified dissent from the opinion of

a clever writer on military law, who seems to think, that

intoxication is a “sufficient ground” for recommending a pri

soner to mercy; and this writer disagrees with the opinion

given in Blackstone's Commentaries, that drunkenness is an

aggravation of, and not an excuse for, crime. Now I will

say that I not only think the social law perfectly correct, in

looking upon intoxication as “an aggravation of offence,” but

that the military law, as I read it, takes precisely the same

view. I never heard the principle questioned, till I read

the passage alluded to. The plea of intoxication should,

generally, close the door of mercy upon the prisoner; espe

cially if he be an officer. That mercy should be extended

to a sot, may be the exception; the rule is, that drunkenness

excludes mercy. As to the question (so uselessly agitated

by writers on military law) of whether a soldier, when drunk,
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be “on” duty, or “for” duty, I do not understand it. All

military law is made for war. A soldier is always for

duty, and on duty. What military man shall presume to

say, that he is not for duty, when a single word from his

commander may charge him the next instant with the lives

of thousands? When the late Duke of York ordered officers

to wear their sashes at all times, some one observed, that

the sash was a mark of being on duty. “An officer,” replied

the Duke, “is always on duty.” The expression on duty,

is, generally speaking, a very loose one; a soldier may be

for, or on picket; for, or on guard, &c.; but he is always on

or for duty.

But drunkenness in non-commissioned officers and soldiers

has, at times, some excuse in their want of comforts: an

excuse which officers never have. This want of comforts for

privates in their barracks must be removed, or punishments
x 25

will fail to check crime. Unless “bon gre” accompanies

“mal gre,” men cannot be governed; or, which is worse,

will not be worth governing. Ease, and comforts, and kind

ness, must precede punishment; rulers must first make men

love them, and confide in their justice, in their honesty, in

their talents, and, above all, in their kind-hearted feelings

towards those they govern, ere the latter will either fear or

obey them: and then, when they have engaged the multi

tude, and the mass of good feeling on their side, they may

fall, with a just and efficacious rigour, upon those turbulent

spirits that reject rule. It is thus that men are made to love

the right, and to fear the wrong: it is thus that armies and

nations must be governed. They are too mighty to be

bullied !

Nothing that I have said in this and the last chapter can,

if taken singly, warrant the dogmatic assertion, that flogging

can be safely abolished. But when the various facts which
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I have stated, are taken together, and added to that know

ledge of the subject, which every man of experience feels

that he possesses relative to his own trade, they produce a

conviction in my mind, that corporal punishment by the

cat-o'-nine-tails may be abolished in peace, without injury

to the discipline of the army.

But, in so expressing my opinion I must add, that the

abolition of flogging is a difficult, and if incautiously done,

a dangerous measure. It should be accomplished gradually:

it is precisely one of those evils which demand a gradual

abolition: going bridle in hand, as through a dangerous

ford, so that the government may draw up at any moment;

it is not this man’s opinion, or that man's opinion, or any

exclusive set of men's opinions, that ought to decide the

parliament; which should go step by step, guided by expe

rience; never lifting the left foot till the right be firm; for

the abolition of a strong and long practised punishment in

an army, demands great moral courage and great circum

spection. If done at once, it would perhaps do no great

mischief in England, but it might cause the death of many

in the colonies.

With regard to length of service I have not the least doubt

upon my mind that it ought to be confined to seven years;

and for these plain reasons, that many and many crimes are

committed in fits of anger at the unprovoked insolence of an

unjust officer, or at having been harshly punished, and from

the feeling that the engagement to the service is for life;

that the man has, as the Irish soldiers say, sold his wind;

“Are you for limited service, or service for life, my lad?”

“Plase your honour I sould me wind.” Well, when a man

has sold his wind, and that any injustice, or low spirits, or

momentary anger crosses him, he either deserts or drinks.

But should he be enlisted for seven years, he comforts him
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self, and gives vent to his anger by saying, “Well, it is but

for a few years, and then I shall be free.” His chagrin

passes or he bears it better, and his pride and his hopes of

being free in a few years make him well conducted. The

end of his service arrives, the time is pleasant, and he pro

bably re-enlists, or else the service gets rid of a man unsuited

to the military life. Also many parents will consent to a

lad's wishes to be a soldier when he can enlist for seven years,

who would not hear of his enlisting for life. This, also, leads

to good conduct; for the undutiful son who enlists against

the wishes of his family, generally drinks to drive away self

reproach. These reasons all convince me, that the incon

veniences attending short periods of service, are trivial when

compared to the great advantages that it produces in raising

the military character and abolishing the lash.

There is one observation to be made in concluding this

chapter, and which observation cannot be too strongly im

pressed upon the attention of the public. It is, that the

various secondary or minor punishments, and the rewards,

which are considered to be efficient as substitutes for corporal

punishment, should be adopted without delay; for, if it be

true, as the public believes, that these minor punishments

are alone sufficient to maintain discipline in time of peace, it

cannot be denied that as auxiliaries they must, virtually,

abolish flogging; for the mere existence of the power to flog,

cannot deprive the minor modes of castigation of their effect:

the power to flog may certainly add to, but it cannot detract

from, the efficacy of minor punishments. It is, then, the

duty of the Government at once to put rewards and minor

punishments into full activity, and in a complete manner.

Thus the lash will soon become obsolete; and THIs Is THE

SAFEST METHOD THAT CAN BE ADOPTED FOR THE ABOLI

TION OF FLOGGING.
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CHAPTER XX.

PUNISHMENT IN THE COLONIES.

I HAVE said that troops in the colonies require a more

rigid discipline than those quartered at home; because the

former are placed in a state approaching to that of war,

being generally surrounded by a discontented population.

For instance:

In the Ionian Islands there is a strong Russian faction.

In Malta, discontented inhabitants.

In the West Indies there are Blacks, from whose just ven

geance, for a long arrear of horrors, much may be feared.

In Canada, if the pot does not boil, it seems, at least, to

simmer.

At the Cape of Good Hope, great injustice to the abori

gines, argues but small security to the colony.

In the Mauritius all is danger.

In Australia we have a vexed population; a host of felons;

and the aborigines daily becoming more fearless of our fire

arms. In short, we have there no less than five regiments of

the line; a small army This fact speaks a sufficiently plain

language as to the magnitude of the danger to be appre

hended in the antipodes; and danger too which is increas

ing, though we have there, it is said, the advantage of an

able and just man as governor." But excellence of detail

can rarely, if ever, remedy the evils arising from a false

* General Bourke. See Pringle's Account of the Cape of Good Hope.
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position: the Amazons did much to make themselves war

riors, yet their sex was always against their success, and they

found that it was necessary to mutilate their persons, thus

losing the beauty of women without gaining the strength

of men.

In India there is continually some devilry going on; so

that in every colony, we must at all times be prepared for

troubles and ready to fight in behalf of misrule.

Besides these reasons for requiring a more rigid system

of military discipline in the colonies, others have been men

tioned in a former part of this book; such as the abundance

of wine, the effeminate and luxurious lives led by some

officers," drinking, &c. all tending to the relaxation of dis

cipline, when the necessity for its being rigidly maintained is

increased. It may, therefore, be wise to let corporal punish

ment remain in our colonies till the effect of abolishing it at

home has been seen; but I am strongly impressed with the .

idea that, if better regulations be established for the colonial

service, the lash will not be required. However, punish

ments for bad conduct, can never do much without rewards

being established for good conduct. I have said it before. I

will say it again. It ought to be the heading of every page

in a military work. Now, in speaking of colonial service,

rewards are especially needed. This kind of service has

some few pleasures, but many discomforts; and oftentimes

the rules of the service fall with great cruelty on numbers

of private soldiers, who are divided from their wives and

children for years, and sometimes for ever ! These men

grow desperate; they drink, they maim themselves, they

commit suicide. Colonial service should, therefore, be better

* I was once field-officer for the day at Corfu, when some officers

came to the parade to mount guard with their parasols! did they fear

the rain, or the sun? I forget.
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paid. If the country can afford to give higher pay to the

guards for serving in London, and to the cavalry, it can

afford higher pay for regiments of the line serving in the

West Indies and other unhealthy colonies.

What I propose is:

1. To give additional time of service to every officer, non

commissioned officer, and private soldier, for East India,

West India, and Cape service; that is to say, let every two

years served in those colonies count for three years service

in England.

2. Let Sierra Leone count double time of service.

3. Let every two years in the Mediterranean, Canada, and

Halifax, count as two years and a half in England.

4. Give a higher rate of pay while in the colonies; the

additional sum not being paid at once to the soldier, but

placed in a saving bank for his advantage when discharged,

and to be accounted for to his heirs in case of his death.

5. Let the wives and children of all married soldiers ac

company them to the colonies.

6. Let all colonial civil employments be filled by the

troops who, at the risk of life and health, win and guard the

colonies. This is but fair and just. I do not mean that

these posts should be filled by officers alone, but by all ranks

in a just proportion: in speaking of these posts, I refer to

those in the gift of the King.

7. When a regiment in the colonies is relieved, let the

privates remain if they please, and be enrolled in the ranks

of the relieving regiments. -

With such rewards, all being dependent on good conduct

and added to those which ought to be established for the

army at home, I will venture to say that colonial service will

be ardently desired by the army, and that the lash will soon
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become unnecessary. Without rewards you may, by force

or terror, maintain discipline for a month, or a year, or even

longer; but you will not exalt and ennoble the military cha

racter of the country, a character that is necessary to our

honour and our safety, and which is natural to the people of

the three kingdoms. If we are a brave but not a military

nation, the deficiency rests in the richer classes. Our labour

ing class is military. It is our aristocracy that is not mili

tary; our government that is not military; our rich officers

that are not military; especially the cavalry and the guards;

that is to say, those corps which, as far as regards the officers,

are filled by the aristocracy; all these are brave but gene

rally speaking not military. Our engineers, our artillery,

and the lower ranks of the infantry are, both officers and

privates, in their military spirit, equal to any nation in the

world. Few men who do not know the private soldiers of

the British army well, can form an idea of their thirst for

military honours. But it is unheeded and they despair !

To recapitulate what has been said upon the subject: the

military code should declare,

First. That the power of courts martial to inflict corporal

punishment should exist in time of war for all crimes that

are now decreed to be liable to corporal punishment.

Secondly. That flogging should cease altogether in Great

Britain, Ireland, and the Channel Islands, in peace, being

therein gradually abolished.

Thirdly. That this punishment should continue to be

inflicted in the colonies in time of peace, for mutiny, for

drunkenness on duty, and for theft; and cease altogether

(in peace) if the experiment of abolition in England be found

successful, but not sooner.

Fourthly. That the tread-mill should be at once introduced
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in all garrisons at home and abroad; but that no soldiers

should be sent to the tread-mill except by the sentence of a

court martial.

Fifthly. That all intoxicated men be placed in hospital,

as temporary maniacs, and blistered (under the superinten

dence of the surgeon) for their more speedy recovery, and

the safety of their comrades, whom the voluntary madness

of armed men exposes to personal danger, to great trouble,

and to increase of duty, sometimes at the expense of health

and even of life to such orderly soldiers.

Sixthly. That a system of rewards in shape of commissions,

increase of pay for colonial service, pensions, medals, and

other honourable distinctions, should be established.

Seventhly. That all punishment should be promptly in

flicted, and that (relative to trial and punishment) all delays

occasioned by general officers or commanders of regiments

should be inquired into, and if not proved to have been un

avoidable, punished by trial before a general court martial.
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CHAPTER XXI.

SOME FARTHER REMARKS ON PUNISHMENT.

I HAVE expressed my belief that the good effect of the

proposed modification of the military code, by the substi

tutes for flogging, were these means to be adopted, would be

seen in a few years; that the lash might be thus gradually

abolished without any danger to the discipline of the army,

probably with some improvement of moral feelings among

the troops, and certainly with no small advantage as to the

light in which the British military character is viewed by the

people of England and other countries. But still I am aware

that numbers of military men will differ from me in opinion:

men for whom I have high respect and admiration, and who

are just as averse to flogging as I am, but who think that

discipline cannot be upheld without it. Some of these men

I hope to win over to my own opinion, because I have argued

the question fairly. I have avoided as puerile all the stories

of cruelty and injustice said to have taken place, as only

tending to affect the passions and blind the judgment; this

is what I want to avoid. I would appeal to the judgment,

and not excite the feelings, when I can avoid it; therefore,

such stories do not belong to this essay. It is right to attack

and expose injustice and cruelty, whenever we meet with

them: to do so with all weapons. But in a work like this we

must keep to the question: can flogging be dispensed with

in the British army without injury to military discipline?
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Any act of cruelty springing from an abuse of flogging, is no

more an argument against the use of it, than the conduct of

Colonel Kirke, Judge Jeffreys, and Lord Dundee, are argu

ments against colonels, judges, and generals. It is true that

we are justified in bringing forward and painting in vivid

colours, all acts of cruelty upon slaves, because we dispute

the right to inflict upon slaves any punishment for crimes

that spring out of slavery, and because we have to deal with

slave holders, men whose self-interest proving too strong for

their humanity, assert the propriety of slavery and deny its

villanies, which they vainly try to conceal; with these men

we have to carry on war to the knife. The flogged slave is

not a culprit, he is an innocent and an ill-used man. If re

sistance to tyranny be an admitted right, no deed committed

by a slave against a slave holder, can be a crime, however

criminal the deed may be in the abstract. It may be ex

pedient to punish slaves, but it is not just, because the judge,

in such cases, is the real criminal | Not so with military

law. Every man admits that punishment for voluntary

crime is just. Every man admits flogging to be an odious

punishment for criminals if it can be avoided; but no one

disputes the fact, that the punished soldier is a criminal,

and merits castigation. I have said this because some have

drawn a comparison between the two cases which is not just;

on the contrary, it is a trick of faction, and false. In both

cases there is the lash; but in the case of the blacks the

slave-whip is a far more terrible weapon.

In both cases there is danger of inflicting death, but much

oftener in the case of the blacks; for among the negroes,

the flogging practised by the white assassin, diminishes the

population 1 Death by flogging may be called the rule

among the blacks, it is the exception among the soldiers. In

both cases the punishment is disgusting; but among the
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soldiers it is inflicted upon criminals by the sentence of a

court martial, composed of men of honour and virtue; while

among negroes (at least when I was in the West Indies)

it was inflicted on innocent black men, women, and children,

at the pleasure of unconvicted white felons, protected by

laws that ought to send the greatest part of those white felons

to the gallows, and the rest to the gallies! How the matter

stands now I know not. There is nothing in common be

tween the two cases of flogging soldiers and flogging black

slaves.

In the debates of 1835 (the subject of flogging being

mentioned), some member said, “You own your soldiers

Jight bravely; why will you flog men who fight so well ?”

These are loose words. The men who are flogged, are not

flogged because they are soldiers, but because, divesting

themselves of the noble character of the soldier, they clothe

themselves in the vile one of a thief, of a mutineer, of a

deserter ! To be sure, as the great Lord Bacon was the

first (while he was lord chancellor too), and the great Duke

of Marlborough the two last, we must speak delicately upon

these characters, because circumstances are said to alter

cases"; but still leaving these gentlemen, and others like

* When the great Duke of Marlborough (then Lord Churchill) was

detected in a foul conspiracy to ruin his unfortunate sovereign and bene

factor, the detected traitor also turned deserter, and fled to the enemy.

When he arrived at the head-quarters of the Prince of Orange, the brave

old Schomberg reproached the criminal. “You are,” said he, “the first

man of the rank of lieutenant-general that ever ran away from his

colours.” Churchill is also said to have been in a plot to assassinate King

James. “Wood and Hewit were to have fired their pistols into the

carriage, and Lord Churchill (who would attend as lord in waiting) was

to complete the business,” namely, the murder of the, to him, kind and

generous sovereign, whom he had been betraying for months! Great

actions may obliterate much, but can they obliterate such baseness as

this? I think not.
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them (in all but their transcendently redeeming qualities), to

the charity of those who are eager to correct the “immorality

of the poor,” which so shocks gentility, I answer, that we only

flog criminals; and it is placing the question in a wrong

point of view to couple the term soldier with flogging; as if

a man is flogged because he is a soldier! The law hangs

criminals, but our members of parliament, in speaking of

hanging, would not say, the “English law hangs lords,” and

“English law hangs members of parliament;” no: we know

that lords and members of parliament have been hanged,

may be hanged; and it is true, that we hear of no one dis

puting the propriety of this law; on the contrary, every one

is proud of it, as a law of the most surprising utility. But

if any man spoke disparagingly of such a wholsesome law,

and sought to repeal it, he would not say, “you admit

members of parliament and lords to be of great use, yet you

hang them. No: it is the culprit, not the lord, that is

hanged. The distinction, I may be told, is a nice one; still

it is one. If a knight is to be executed, he is despoiled of his

sword and spurs; the knight is obliterated, the culprit alone

remains for Jack Ketch to handle; as the following extract

from Stowe's Chronicle shows; and though the precedent

happened long since, the principle continues.

“He was ledde to the barre as an earle worthily ap

parelled, with his sword girt about him, horsed, booted, and

spurred, and unto whom Sir Anthony spake in this manner:

‘Sir Andrew, (quoth he) the King, for thy valiant service,

hath done thee great honour, and made thee Earle of

Carlisle; since which tyme, thou, as a traytor to thy Lorde

the King, leddest his people, that shoulde have holpe him

at the battle of Heighland, awaie by the country of Copland,

and through the earledom of Lancaster, by which means

our Lord the King was discomfited there of the Scottes.

O
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through thy treason and falsenesse; whereas if thou hadst

come betimes, he hadde hadde the victorie: and this treason

thou committedst for ye great somme of gold and silver that

thou receivedst of James Dowglasse, a Scot, the King's

enemy. Our Lorde the King will, therefore, that the order

of knighthood, by the which thou receivedst all thy honour

and worshipp upon thy bodie be brought to nought, and .

thy state undone; that other knights, of lower degree, may

after thee, beware, and take example truely to serve.’

“Then commanded he to hesne his spurres from his

heeles; then to break his sword over his head, which the

King had given to him to keepe and defend his land there

with, when he made him earle. After this he let unclothe

him of his furred tabard, and of his hoode, of his coate of

armes, and also of his girdle. And when this was done, Sir

Anthony sayde unto him, ‘Andrewe (quothe he) now art

thou no knight, but a knave; and for thy treason the King

will that thou shalt be hanged, and drawne, and thyne head

smitten off from thy bodie, and burned before thee: and as

Antony Lucy hadde sayde, so it was done.”

Here I will say a few words as to cruelties that are said to

occur in military sentences and punishments. That they

have occasionally taken place, there can be no doubt; but

I believe them to be rare: for in all courts martial that I

have seen, there has apparently been a conscientious desire

to give a just sentence. These courts sentence flogging

because it is law; which they have no power to alter; but

they try to suit the sentence to the crime as nearly as they

can: and I do say, that I always saw a high feeling of jus

tice prevail, and a strong disposition in favour of the

prisoner. I have often, nay, generally, thought sentences

too severe, particularly before the regimental courts were

restricted to a certain number of lashes; but this severity
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was the result of a sense of duty as far as regarded the trial

of military men. The members reasoned thus, “the legis

lature allows of such a punishment in certain cases: we

are not to settle whether this is right or wrong; here is a

case of the worst kind, therefore we must apply the severest

punishment.” I do firmly believe that it is not possible to

have a more honourable court than a court martial of British

officers; and though I have, in this Essay, said that private

soldiers should, as a matter of abstract justice, be admitted

as judges, either by establishing company courts martial, or

placing privates as members on general and regimental

courts; although I have proposed this, I do say, that it will

in no way tend to produce less severity, or more practical

justice; for I found that officers generally lean more towards

the prisoner than the private soldiers who formed company

courts martial; the latter always gave a full measure of

punishment. I cannot give my readers a better proof of

what I assert as to courts martial, than the fact which every

old officer will confirm. When a soldier is brought to a

regimental court martial, it is after the commanding officer

has previously examined the case, and he sometimes sup

poses the prisoner to be guilty; thus assuming, in spite of

himself, the feelings of a prosecutor: the consequence is,

that he often thinks the sentence too light. In this mood

he orders “the court to revise the sentence,” which is, ten

times out of twelve, returned to him unchanged, whereas I

never knew a single instance in which a revision with a

recommendation to be more merciful, was not at once

complied with.

Before I close this I must remark, that if the punishment

of flogging on service be given up, that of death must be

greatly increased. The French shoot where we flog. I

will here give a return of punishment in the French army,

O 2
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in 1833, which I found printed in a paper called “Galig

nani's Messenger,” but for the authority of which I cannot

vouch. The punishment of the “boulet” has been, or is

about to be, abolished, as too severe. A man who was con

demned to the “boulet” had a large cannon ball, or a shell,

chained to his leg, and with this he was doomed to labour

for many years.

Everywhere we see peace produce an amelioration of

military punishment. Can there be a stronger proof of what

I say, that war and peace require different degrees of punish

ment, than this fact, that public feeling forces a change?

“The minister of war has just laid before the King a

report upon the administration of justice in the army during

1833, of which the following is a summary. In 1833, the

army consisted of 398,281 men, including the municipal

guard and the firemen of the city of Paris. 6,881 soldiers

were put on trial, which is on an average 1 out of 58. In

this number of 6,881, were 32 natives of Africa. Of these

6,881, 9 were sent before the ordinary tribunals on the

ground of incompetency, 2,200 were acquitted, and 4,672

condemned; namely, 93 to death, 309 to hard labour or

irons, 140 to solitary confinement, 400 to the boulet, 762 to

public works, 2,961 to imprisonment, and 7 to a fine. Thus

the courts martial acquitted about one-third of the persons

accused. In afflictive or infamous punishments, the penalty

of death was applied in the proportion of 1 to 4,336; hard

labour or irons 1 to 1,288, and solitary confinement 1 to

2,845. In correctional punishments, the boulet, a penalty

wholly military, was applied in the proportion of 1 to 995,

public works 1 to 522, and imprisonment 1 to 134. The

population of Africa subject to courts martial may be com

puted: Algiers, 20,000; Bona, 1,300; Bougia, 150; Oran,

3,000; and Mostaganem, 1,600; giving a total of 26,550
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inhabitants. During 1833, the courts martial tried 32 of

these natives, which gives the proportion of 1 to 829. Of

these 32, 12 were acquitted and 20 condemned; namely, 9

to death, 3 to hard labour, 1 to solitary confinement, 6 to

imprisonment, and 1 to a fine. The proportion of acquittals

here is more than one-third: 1,820 of the accused persons

were tried within one month after the offence, 1,888 within

two months, and 3,173 after two months. Several persons

having been implicated in one and the same affair, the

number of judgments pronounced in the cases of the 6,881

individuals was only 6,471; and if we deduct 104judgments

annulled, 21 postponed for further inquiry, and 6 dismissed

for incompetency, the sentences pronounced were only 6,340.

In these 6,471 judgments, 18,963 witnesses were examined,

and the costs were 129,740fr. The condemnations pro

nounced were not all executed. Up to Dec. 31, 1834, the

royal clemency was exercised in entire remission, commuta

tion, or diminution of the term of punishment in the cases

of 1,743 condemned persons. These acts of grace in 1833

and 1834, comprehended not only persons condemned in

the former year, but others condemned anterior to it. Of

the 4,672 persons condemned in 1833, grace was exercised

towards 284; namely, 33 full pardon, 244 commutation of

punishment, and 7 reduction of term of punishment. Of

the 93 capital condemnations, 23 only were executed;

namely, 2 in France, and 21 in foreign countries occupied

by the forces. These 23 executions are thus divided:—In

France, for assassination, 2; French troops in Africa, for

assassination 3, desertion to the enemy 3, assault of a su

perior 1, plunder 2; foreign legion, plunder 1, desertion to

the enemy 3; natives of Africa, for assassination 2, espio

mage 5; Zouaves, desertion to the enemy I. Of the total

number of 6,881 accused persons, volunteers figure for one
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third, substitutes for one-fourth, and the young soldiers

called out by lot for three-eighths; a proportion which, at

first sight, appears greater than the two others, but which is

morally inferior to them, on account of the numerical su

periority of the young soldiers over the volunteers and the

substitutes. Of the 6,881 put on trial in 1833, 3,154 could

read and write, and signed their examination; 3,727 were

completely illiterate. Comparing this report with that for

1832, it results that the number of accused persons was

rather less in 1833.”

Now, I think I may say that eight or ten would be about

the number put to death in our army during the same period.

It is true that the French force is stated at 398,281 men,

and ours is but 100,000, still the disproportion is very great,

if my guess is at all correct, as the French sentence of death

gives 30 per 100,000 men, whereas ours would, I think, be

found under ten; or three French soldiers to one English

soldier, in time of peace! I do not like so much shooting

in time of peace, though I approve of it in war. However

every reader must form his own judgment."

This shooting of criminals, which is so common in the

French service, instead of flogging them, as we do, may

perhaps account for a well-known fact, that though our

soldiers often deserted to the French, the French soldiers

never deserted to us. I suppose the men who were capable

of this nefarious act, were shot or hanged in time. It is a

strong argument in favour of using capital punishment in

stead of flogging, that while it punishes the guilty, it saves

* It would be advisable for a return to be procured of the military

executions, in both countries, since the peace, stating the crime for

which each man suffered death. Possibly such a return might afford an

argument in favour of flogging: be it so: we want facts in order to

arrive at truth.
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the national honour; whereas a man who has been flogged,

very naturally deserts. In one case you lose the use of a

bayonet, in the other, while you lose a bayonet, your enemy

gains one; therefore, arithmetically considered, shooting is

the best punishment of the two, even in the field ! How

ever, I am by no means an advocate for considering French

customs as any rule for the English army: let us deal with

Englishmen by the rule of that which is right and just, and

not trouble our heads with the punishment inflicted in other

realms, and which suit their tempers; we have brave and

honourable men to deal with as well as the French; and

let those men that deviate from soldier-like, honourable

conduct, suffer whatever punishment may be just, whether

the French use it or not. I have quoted the French and

Prussian practice of putting serjeants, corporals, and pri

vates, on courts martials, as members, not because it is

French or Prussian, but for two much better reasons.

First. Because I know there are a set of politicians that

would cry out, if they thought the proposition was my own,

“this is republican.” Now, I think it will, even by such

people, be admitted, that a custom practised by FREDERICK

the Great, Louis the Fourteenth, and NAPOLEoN, is not

either republican, or injurious to discipline !

Secondly, and mainly. Because it is just, and in accordance

with our national feeling produced by institution of the

jury. Thus, with ALFRED, FREDERICK, and NAPOLEoN, on

my side, I think I am tolerably well supported ! However,

though I maintain the propriety of the principle, I have

exposed the difficulties which attach to its being, at once,

established.
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CHAPTER XXII.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON PUNISHMENTS.

I will now make a few general observations on the pre

sent state of feelings relative to corporal punishment. These

feelings may be classed under two heads: the social and the

military.

The social feeling is this; that there exists a general, in

creasing, and uncontrolable resolution on the part of the

public, to abolish military flogging.

It avails little to oppose this. The government has been,

and will continue to be forced year after year to abandon

the outworks, and the citadel must shortly be carried by

assault, unless those in power offer reasonable terms of

capitulation. What these terms should be is a matter of

opinion. I have stated mine. However these are only the

ideas of an individual, and may be erroneous from beginning

to end. But some plan that satisfies the public, must be

produced by men in authority, or the public will force a

plan of its own. That the public feeling is strongly worked

upon by political agitators, is made apparent by the fact,

that no one makes an outcry against the more horrible

practice of flogging women, which is authorised by social

law. And do not let the reader imagine that, in social life,

whipping is rare; on the contrary, I believe it is more

common in England than military flogging. Pure humanity

is not, therefore, the sole power which raises the public voice

against the lash. Let us look at two cases. The military
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case is this: a soldier commits a crime which he knows in

curs the penalty of whipping; he is tried and flogged. He

has the power to object to any individual among his judges

that he thinks has a prejudice against him; and the officer

who inflicts the punishment is not one of his judges. In

short, all is fair. The only question that can arise is,

whether or not torture be admissible.

Now for the social case. A girl of fifteen is seduced. The

“Poor Law Amendment Act,” which encourage this species

of immorality protects the father of her child, by the diffi

culties it opposes to the proofs of his misconduct being ad

duced: proofs which cannot be exhibited if the girl has any

modesty, or the seducer any caution therefore, practically,

he is not obliged to protect the offspring of his misconduct,

and he does not protect it. The girl, herself little more than

an infant, is driven, by shame, by wretchedness, (a wretch

edness forced upon her by what I may call the immoral

morality of the “Poor Law Amendment Act,”) to commit

the crime of infanticide: if by nature she be of an amiable

and timid disposition, she probably adds suicide; if not, she

flies to prostitution for the sake of food; and drinks spirits

to keep down the madness which sober reflection might

produce. Thanks to the Poor Law Amendment Act, if she

be not a suicide, she becomes a prostitute, and a drunkard |

If her seducer be a villain, his villainy secures to him

the protection of the law; it seems made for his especial

protection, on the sole condition of his being a ruffian.

Well: during the girl's progress from innocence to murder,

to the brothel, and to the gin shop, the gentleman is not

idle: he is base, time-serving, and pays court to the lieu

tenant of the county: he is consequently made a magistrate,

and is a stern advocate for public morals. Years roll by;

“the stern-path-of-duty-man” is a severe magistrate; his
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former victim, the now hardened and drunken old prosti

tute (in crime not in years, for nature cannot long endure the

suffering these unhappy women go through, and they soon

die) appears before him for misconduct, and he orders her

to be flogged at the cart's tail by the beadles! Now, reader,

which picture do you like best?

Some members of parliament vote against flogging the

soldiers, and are not only silent upon flogging the unfortu

nate female, as if no such punishment existed, but they vote

for and applaud the law which drives her to a life of dreadful

misery; the law that protects the author of her wretchedness,

and delivers her to the lash! This proves that humanity is

not more concerned than politics, with the outcry against

flogging. But, whatever the cause may be, this outcry exists

in great force; daily gaining strength; and while opposed,

the struggle has the effect of affording a strong point of

attack against the military government, and keeps the army

in a state tending to indiscipline and mutiny, by giving a

moral “point d'appui” to discontented soldiers. Thus the

social world remains in a state of excitement; for the report

of the military commissioners, whatever it may be, has cer

tainly not satisfied the public, it has cast no oil upon the

troubled waters. Now let us turn from the social ferment

to the military ferment.

The military feeling. When flogging was outrageous,

the mass of regimental officers were frequently trying to save

the privates from punishment: they stood as intercessors

between their soldiers and the commanding officer; and in

proportion as the latter was violent and savage, if to be so

was his nature, the protection given in a tacit, but powerful

way to the private soldier by the company officer, was in

creased; and if the commander was a kind and just man,

still the company officer was ever the mediator. This pro
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duced a very strong feeling of personal respect and attach

ment between the officers and private soldiers. But since

military flogging has been run down by the public press,

and that the higher authorities have been obliged to mo

derate this mode of punishment, while, at the same time,

the secondary punishments are not properly executed, the

regimental officers feel that crime is not sufficiently punished,

and that they are not supported: this makes them exclaim

against those who take part with the military criminal, that

is to say, the public, and also the higher authorities who are

forced to act under the influence of public opinion, and as is

generally believed, in opposition to their own. In this state

the private hears his officer continually asserting, (and while

minor punishments are so ill executed, truly asserting) that

the military criminal is not punished enough; and he sees

the officer seeking to supply as much of the modified punish

ment as he can, by a petty hostility of temper to the cul

pable soldier. This discontents all, is irritating, and the

order of feeling becomes reversed. The soldier daily grows

to like his regimental officer less and less, while he has

less respect for the higher ranks from the existing general

feeling, whether true or false, that their conduct in the di

minution of punishment is forced upon them by the public;

which public, every vagabond in the army hopes to have at

his back if he quarrels with his commander. Nor is he dis

appointed; for any party brawler to whom the knave applies,

will make his story good by falsehoods inserted in some

newspaper, and the public naturally decide on a statement

which is not contradicted, and which cannot be contradicted,

for commanding officers have neither inclination, nor time,

nor funds, to enter into a newspaper war with private sol

diers, speaking through some vile character who takes the

cause up from a desire to do mischief. Thus the agitation
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of this question will produce a silent war of bad feeling be

tween private soldiers and their regimental officers; which

is a new thing in the British army, and which, when the

question is settled, will cease: and settled in this country the

question never will be, till it has been fully discussed, both

in and out of parliament, such is the social and military state

of the public mind at this moment. Were not this con

viction strongly impressed on my mind, I would not have

written upon the subject. My object in so doing is to assist

in a fair discussion of the question, by throwing such lights

upon it as my own experience suggests: and having given

these observations, I shall take my leave of the subject.



CHAPTER XXIII.

OF REWARDS.

I Now come to the subject of rewards by which the neces

sity of corporal punishments may be diminished and perhaps

wholly removed. I have before referred to the necessity of

rewards, and of the neglect to establish them so glaringly

evinced by the British government; a neglect which is ex

ceedingly striking, because the public and the troops observe,

that during a long and bloody war, when the British soldiers

and sailors were constantly attracting the admiration of the

world by their discipline, their irresistible courage, and

their dauntless enterprize; during all this blaze of glory, I

say, the British government never thought of rewards and

honours for the navy and army (the higher ranks excepted),

and for this there is no excuse. Were rewards to the troops

a matter of mere military detail, a parcel of non-military

ministers might plead that they did not know such rewards

were necessary, and that it was the fault of our military

rulers, and so forth. But no, this excuse will not serve them;

for it is the fashion in England to fancy that the only know

ledge necessary for the minister of a great empire, is an

acquaintance with the classics! When a rich man's son

distinguishes himself as a schoolboy by his proficiency in

Latin and Greek, he is accounted a rising young man; and

the moment he makes a speech in parliament, if he speak

with tolerable glibness, and quote freely from works that

he has spent the six last years of his life in studying, he is
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called “a young man of great genius.” He is then sent as

secretary to Ireland to serve his apprenticeship; and having

tormented that unhappy land with his blunders, and been

tolerably well moulded by the Orangemen into a due igno

rance of government; taught to worship profit and ridicule

patriotism; he, after a couple of years, returns to London,

a fifth form boy with a beard; and steps into office, with his

head full of all knowledge but that of human nature, the re

sources of the empire, and the routine of business: he thinks

a speech is the grand affair of government, and conducts the

“war and colonies” in utter ignorance of both the one and

the other. Then he is dubbed “a statesman” by the news

papers of his own party, and an “imbecile” by those of his

political opponents; neither being true: the gentleman is

nothing more than a smart young man in a false position;

placed there by his birth or his money, but being no more

“fool” or “statesman,” than a catholic soul in purgatory is

damned or blessed ! But such men have all read the classics;

they have read Roman history, and they might there learn

that reward was the great stimulus by which the government

of Rome sought to develope the military qualities of her

troops; that that great people sought to excite the courage

of the soldier to deeds of arms more by rewards than by

punishments; that they had numerous kinds of rewards for

the generals and soldiers; for, (insufferable and insolent as

the Roman aristocracy was) it had too much wisdom to insult

the lower ranks of the troops by a system of exclusive rewards

to the higher; a monopolising spirit in the British aristo

cracy, that renders it alike dangerous to the King and the

people; reducing the just power of the first nearly to a

cipher, and reducing the last to pauperism All this our

classical young and old “statesmen” know, and therefore

their not giving rewards to the British navy and army (for
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I mean both services when I speak of rewards), while they

established and cling to the severer punishments, shows clearly

that they were indifferent to our welfare while we did their

work. Peace came. Still no thought of forming a system

of rewards for those whose courage had produced peace / But

after some twenty years, when the public voice attacked the

military flogging, and when the government found the young

army (which as yet has no claims upon the public) began to

show strong feelings of restlessness on this point, then, and

not till then, were any steps taken to establish rewards as

well as punishments for the private soldiers. But even now

the sailors seem to be forgotten Then, again, look at the

mass of old officers of the rank of captain and subaltern co

vered with wounds and of long service, who are never men

tioned ! and why? Because they do not form a compact

and powerful body, capable of asking for justice, with a

strong and imposing voice, that grates on the ears of men in

power; a voice they like not, but without which men are

slighted by all oligarchies. However, now that the public

interferes with punishments, we find secretaries at war

begin to think of rewards! I will not say “in the eleventh

hour,” because it has passed, for many a stalwart warrior,

who had well earned the highest rewards, has died with

out any, and in misery ! But the resolution to give them

should be quickly taken. It is wise even now, and so I will

enter upon the discussion more at large.

These rewards should consist of medals or decorations, and

badges; and arms of honour; pensions; increase ofpay; prize

money; and commissions. There are others, but these are

the chief, and I will devote this chapter to

MEDALs or DEcoRATIONs. The private soldiers have

hitherto had no rewards for bravery in the field of battle;

officers have the Order of the Bath; that is to say, generals
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and field-officers; why should not captains, subalterns, and pri

vate soldiers also have rewards? Why should medals, which

are given for Waterloo, be given only for Waterloo? Were

there not as brave men in Spain as at Waterloo? To com

memorate so splendid a victory by a medal was very right;

but why not give medals for many splendid victories? why

not bestow medals for individual merit also? for merit at

Waterloo, and for merit everywhere else? A soldier's life

is one of much endurance; he who spends his life in the

hardships of a campaign, and the unhealthiness of colonies,

which colonies are first won, and then guarded by his cou

rage, has, surely, some claims to an acknowledgment from

his country, when he distinguishes himself. I do not think

that the French army should be our rule in military affairs,

our habits are different; but in this, I think, they are superior

to us, that they lead their soldiers to meritorious conduct,

while we may be said rather to drive ours. The British

soldier has, to the full, as high an idea of honour as the

French soldier: let us treat him then accordingly, for he

has well earned kindness. The subject of rewards has been

rather talked of than attended to; and I have small hopes

of doing any good, seeing that far better writers have dwelt

upon it in vain. When those who have stood the fire of the

past war, are in their graves, and they fall fast, it will be

discovered that some trifling mark of honour ought to have

cheered their last days.

The means of doing this, without expense to the country,

are so manifold that they need not be enumerated. Captain

Kincaid, in one of his very entertaining works, says, he

never knew a Waterloo medal sold or lost by a soldier: nei

ther have I met with any officer who had ever heard of such

a thing: it may perhaps have happened; but unquestion

ably such a disgraceful act is of rare occurrence, which
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proves the high sense of honour entertained by our excellent

soldiers. And is it wise to throw away such a mighty moral

force by which to govern men? yet it is left unemployed!

Is this wise? is it showing a knowledge of human nature?

Assuredly not; the captain, the subaltern, the serjeant, the

corporal, the private, all feel discontented that the reward

for military merit stops short at the rank of field-officer.

They feel their own worth, and that this worth is disregarded.

Yes; they are discontented, and very justly discontented, for

the army in the Peninsula could not see the exclusive merit

which attached to rank. It has lately become the fashion to

talk of Wellington's generals, and the wonderful aid they gave

him in the war. I should be sorry to do these valiant men

injustice, but I believe the Duke was very little beholden to

many of them. There were assuredly some brilliant officers

among them; yet many were anything but brilliant, except

in courage, to which I do not refer; I speak of military

talent. I believe there were generals who served under

Wellington, so incapable of manoeuvring large bodies of

troops that if ten thousand men were put into London to

morrow, these generals could not get them over Waterloo

Bridge, much less over Waterloo Battle / With some orient

exceptions, sufficiently designated by splendid achievements,

unsurpassed in military history, Lord Wellington's gratitude

to his generals cannot be very overpowering. The victories

belonged to himself and to his soldiers. He put those soldiers

in the right place; and out of that place they could not be

dislodged, even by the fiery efforts of French valour. Be

tween the soldiers and the great chief who led them to battle,

there were better men, and worse men, but there was no one

rank or class of men, which could claim peculiar, much less

exclusive, merit. This the soldiers knew; they saw that the

principle of rewarding merit, exclusive of rank, was held

P
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sacred in the enemy's camp, they knew that Napoleon held

it up as the principle he most cherished; and they were dis

contented at the total disregard of it by the rulers of England.

The brave men, whose bayonets raised our glory so high, are

now scattered over the empire, far and wide: their dissatis

faction when the new arrangement in the Order of the Bath

came out, and their individual, yet glorious actions, are alike

forgotten. But the results in renowned victories remain to

tell the reflecting reader of history, that such deeds could

not have been done without great and daring soldiers. Yet

no mark of honour remains in the family of the veteran to

inspire his descendants with high feelings of virtue ! Let

me ask any man, conversant in human nature, whether the

grandson of a soldier, whose Waterloo medal hangs over the

cabin chimney, will not feel an honest pride when he looks

upon this testimony of his progenitor's bravery? The youth

may be a weaver, a ploughman, a smith, an anything; but

he will still feel proud of the medal; and the less he is con

nected with the army, the higher will his veneration be for

the military character of his ancestor. It is true that such

a medal may induce him to become a soldier, in which case

he will perhaps lose some of the high respect he had for the

relic of family valour, because he may find it less singular:

whereas, if he remain in civil life, it ever keeps fresh and

prominent in his contemplation, and in the consideration of

those with whom he associates. Such honours tend to im

prove the feelings of our children; it brings some prominent

era in the history of their country home to them; they be

come identified with her battles; her glory grows more dear

to their hearts, it enters into their family, and clothes with

its brightness those dear to their affections. Such are the

feelings, and will be the feelings, in families where the

Waterloo medal is preserved. But why should the child,
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whose father's bayonet gleamed in every combat, from Vi

meira to Toulouse, not boast the same? Is it not hard,

when, in some village, a veteran covered with the scars of

wounds received in the Peninsular war, beholds a younger

man who saw but one action in his life, display his Waterloo

medal in the parish church, respected by all ranks, while

himself, with five or six heavy campaigns upon his hoary

head; his shattered carcase hurrying to the grave; is undis

tinguished and almost unknown? Yes, it is unwise, unjust,

and full charged with cause for discontent, not to give

Peninsula medals, and Indian medals, and American medals,

as well as Waterloo medals. And here let me notice the

workings of fate upon the fortunes of soldiers. The veterans

of several regiments that in the Peninsula had immortalized

their names, such as the 7th, the 43rd, and 95th, fell in num

bers, slaughtered without fame in the miserable butchery at

New Orleans. But this was not all; these hardy survivors

of many victories, arrived from that disastrous “passage of

arms” (where the dauntless Jackson “maintained the barrier

against all assailants,”) too late to partake in the glories at

Waterloo, of which their unshaken valour had, nevertheless,

laid the foundations; and they there saw the distribution

of medals to young regiments, whose first and last battle

was Waterloo ! I have heard that the brave 52nd, whose

brilliant conduct at Waterloo under Sir John Colbourn has

lately been proved by Lieutenant-colonel Gawlor," were an

noyed to see their old comrades of the 43rd without the

medal. The 52nd had earned medals every where, and they

felt that the fortunes of a single battle, gave them no supe

riority over those with whom they had stood side by side in

* See “Crisis at Waterloo by an Eye-witness.” . .

P 2
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so many mortal trials. In the Rifles the contrast was still

stronger: the recruit with his Waterloo medal, stood side

by side in the ranks of the same regiment with the wronged

warrior of many combats, but who had no decorations, or

none save wounds and grisly locks. Such is fate | But to

return to the Order of the Bath. When King George the

Fourth reformed the Order of the Bath, he departed from

the principles of chivalry, which however Quixotic, and how

ever ridiculous and contemptible they may appear to be in

the eyes of some, must still be the guides, for all correct

rules, to regulate orders of knighthood; which orders of

knighthood and honours, are eagerly sought for by all classes.

Bacon, Raleigh, Marlborough, Chatham, Burke, Welling

ton, Hill, in short, by all ranks, or despised only by a few

individuals; and the majority of those few, are men who are

unable to get them, and whose contempt is only affectation.

Such honours make men fight, when given for meritorious

conduct in the field. The private soldier is proud to wear

that upon his breast, which decorates also the sovereign.

A decoration is praise, and praise for valour too; and the

love of praise is a passion which cannot be eradicated from

the heart of man. Now while this is the case, the King is

surely wise to use its influence, and leave sublime philoso

phers to despise the valiant and the vain

The ancient knight had his pennon, and to this was at

tached a small force which, if the knight did not maintain it

altogether, at least the men composing it were always his

own immediate followers in life; looking to him for their

honour or disgrace, their reward or their punishment. In

any great battle the King might reward, or notice them;

but this was an anomaly. The moral gradations of the system

were as follows: the King-lord looked to his great vassals,

the feudal-lords. These chiefs he rewarded, or punished:
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and to their bravery and force, he trusted for victory in war;

and for public order in peace.

The knight, in a similar way, rewarded and punished his

followers: they formed his body guard in battle, and the

garrison of his castle both in peace and in war; and by their

strength he did justice, or injustice, to the country in which

he resided. In this system we see, that when a King gave

a simple knight the honour of the Garter, or of the Bath, or

any other Order, he gave it to him as one who had a certain

state to support; and which the King knew the honoured

knight could support, and indeed did support long ere he

received the honour conferred upon him. In short, the

King bestowed the honour upon one, who, whether honoured

or not honoured, had a certain force of armed followers,

maintained in warlike array at such knight's own cost, and

which force considered him as their chief and looked to him

for reward. It was therefore evident, that this honour was

intended only for the magnates of the land: and that no

poor man, however brave, could merit it, because the service

which such honours were intended to reward, could only be

performed by bodies of men, composed of “complete lances,”

that is to say, bodies of men which a poor knight could not

maintain. Many brave and rich esquires, who even led

retainers to battle under a “pennoncel,” refused knighthood;

because, to maintain the honour of the “banner,” and even

of the “pennon,” was too costly.

The knight bachelors (or, as the term originally was,

“bas chevalier,” or poor knight,) was an inferior honour,

demanding smaller expense; because, though the knight

bachelor claimed a “pennon,” it did not appear that he was

obliged to “raise it,” that is to say, maintain a body of men

to follow him in fight: for the pennon was not required for

the knight himself, the object of it was to mark the spot
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where he fought, so that in the confusion of battle his people

might rally round him. Men can easily see colours or stan

dards in battle, and that guides their actions when they could

not distinguish the chief in person.

This knighthood was an honour which each knight could

bestow upon an esquire: but he, himself, looked to some

higher honour coming from the King, and which his single

prowess could scarcely gain. We read in Froissart, that

Lord James Audley gave to four celebrated esquires, Delves,

Dutton, Towlishurst, and Hawkstone, the rewards bestowed

upon himself by the Black Prince at the battle of Poictiers.

“I am myself,” said Lord James, “but a single man; aided

by these brave men's valour, I gave the onset: by their

valour I was saved from death; to them belongs your High

ness's bounty.”

Those, as we should now call them, “grand crosses” were

therefore well earned, but earned with many lances; and

each “lance garnie” was attended by, at least, an esquire, a

varlet, and four archers. A banneret (his rank was below

that of a baron) was, as Joinville tells us, obliged to bring

fifty lances “garnie” into the field; and, as each lance had

five or six men attached to him, the knight banneret had

three hundred and upwards, as far as a thousand followers,

all supported at his own charges. To such chiefs the Grand

Cross was given. No one else expected such an honour;

amy one else would have been ruined by it. Instead of ex

pecting this distinction themselves, the followers looked to

the wearer of the Grand Cross for that which in our London

siang would be called “small change;” the knight got the

guinea from the King, and the knight's followers in their

turn expected shillings from him.

But when standing armies, composed of much better,

though not braver, soldiers than these knights, were paid by
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the King, and all, indiscriminately, looked up to royalty for

honour; the same practice continued; the great alone were

made Grand Crosses, though without their ancient splendour

and power, which rivalled that of their Sovereign. Custom

had so arranged it, and all were content: none expected these

great honours but those whose position in society was such

as to give high rank; men who in ancient days would have

brought vassals to help the King.

The soldiers, now paid by the King, became his imme

diate followers, and were not the followers of his barons, to

whom they no longer looked up as their leaders, and with

whom they were not now connected by the ties of social life.

These chiefs, therefore, became simple military commanders

under the King, and were often shifted from one command

to another in the course of a single campaign. Thus a great

change took place, and from the King's not daring safely to

punish a follower without the permission of his chief, the

chief dared not, in the new order of things, punish his fol

lowers without the permission of the King! The result was,

that these commanders cared not for their people, to whom

the King's pay and plunder were considered to be sufficient

rewards. .'

However, the great orders of knighthood continued to be

sought for, and were given to favourites in power; but these

favourites did not make to the King a return, as formerly,

by aiding him with troops in battle: on the contrary; their

merits or demerits were more personal, rather passive, ge

nerally of a political and frequently of a disgraceful nature.

In the lower grades of knighthood similar changes took

place: the musket was introduced; personal combat ceased;

and the “bas chevalier,” or knight bachelor, who was an

ciently full of fight, is now only full of mock turtle ! In

short, the ancient knight bachelor, whether poor or rich,
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was, if not always a virtuous, at least an accomplished and

daring warrior; but has been reduced by gunpowder to a

non-combatant within Temple Bar; who never encamps un

der any thing more warlike than a full bottomed wig ! This

3rder of knighthood has, therefore, become not only unsought

for, but absolutely degraded, and consequently dreaded by

military men, who are sometimes so placed as not to be able

to refuse it; and their aspirations are exclusively directed to

the Order of the Bath. Thus when George the Fourth came

to the throne, he found a navy and army that had raised the

glory of England to a pitch beyond that which it had ac

quired in former times, but without having any reward for

valiant deeds of arms except that of the Order of the Bath,

which was limited to the high rank of general. The lower

ranks found themselves fighting without chiefs of their own

as in ancient days, without the plunder of conquest as for

merly, with nothing but their pay and their heroism: the last

was all that the King found stationary. It was the same at

Agincourt, at Cressy, at Poitiers, in the great Peninsular

battles, and at Waterloo; while, at the same time, they saw

their enemies rewarded with the decoration of the far and

justly famed “LEGION of HoNoUR,” and in many other

ways.

That the Kings of England did not follow the example

of Napoleon is surprising; because they had only to discon

tinue the practice of debasing" the ancient and honourable

order of knights bachelors, to have made it eagerly sought

for by the officers of the British navy and army; and if (still

following the example of Napoleon) they had attached to

* I am justified in making use of this expression, when the mere pre

sentation of an address can gain the honour of knighthood. In Ireland

it became a subject of ridicule. I believe an innkeeper was made for

his good wine or a good pudding, or some such matter.
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this order a small pecuniary gratification, as he did to the

decoration of the Legion of Honour, it would have been still

more desirable, and it would have had, in the antiquity of

its institution, an advantage over all the lesser and more

modern orders in Europe. However, George the Fourth

resolved to reward some ranks among the soldiers who

fought under Wellington; to do this he created two other

orders of knighthood, making three classes in each; and to

these he gave the names of “grand cross,” “knights com

manders,” and “companions.” This, so far, was right; it

was, nevertheless, breaking through the original principle,

inasmuch as the reward did not include the private soldier;

because the ancient King (as before observed) rewarded

his vassals, the great vassals rewarded their followers, and

they in turn recompensed theirs. Thus the reward was ge

neral, it went down to the lowest, and there was also every

chance of its being fairly applied; because in each instance

it was given by the respective leaders to those whose acts of

valour were performed under their immediate observation."

But the modern King, cutting off the mass of troops from

all reward, bestowed these newly created honours only upon

individuals in certain classes, and not for any particular

meritorious action performed by them; but because they

were in so many battles, holding a certain rank : This na

turally created great discontent; all, beneath these ranks,

saw the decorations of the Legion of Honour daily bestowed

on every rank in the French army;—that was enough !

* This, indeed, was pretty nearly the case in the French army; for

Napoleon gave to his generals the power of bestowing the decoration of

the Legion of Honour upon any man who distinguished himself in

battle: the reward following immediately upon the deed which earned

it. I was myself a witness of two instances, where the reward was in

stantly bestowed; one on an officer, and the other on a private soldier.
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Therefore, I say, that it might have been better to allow

this Order of the Bath to have remained as it was, clothed

in its antiquity, and have created a new Order of Merit;

or, as the King chose to make changes in the ancient order,

he might have extended that of the Bath to all ranks,

after the model of the Legion of Honour, and leave the

distribution of these honourable decorations to his generals,

who might at once bestow the honour when merited, on the

field where the action which gave the claim was performed.

Men fight well when such prompt rewards await upon daring

deeds. “This day, Oh, Caesar! will I so well behave my

self that you shall return me thanks whether I be alive or

dead!” If we have but one like Casar, we have many like

Crastinus: many have died as daringly; but without the

hope of record. Many have survived their hardihood; but

without the hope of reward |
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CHAPTER XXIV.

THE RESULTS OF REWARDS PROVED.

I HAVE hitherto given my own opinion upon the salutary

effects of reward upon the character of the British soldier.

I have reasoned, as best I could, upon the probability that

my assertions would prove just: and I could have produced

innumerable examples to show how perfectly all men and

governments that tried the experiment of rewards had suc

ceeded; but to do this would have swelled my book unne

cessarily, because the principle is admitted though not

practised by our government; and when I had given in

stances and examples I should have been told, “Oh ! all

this is very good in theory, and may suit French, and Prus

sian, and Austrian, but it don't suit British soldiers.” Now

I know that it does suit British soldiers. But as this was

only my own opinion, the public might not give any weight

to it, and especially if the contradiction came from abler

soldiers than myself. I therefore cast about for some strong

fact in my favour, and chance put me into the possession of

one, which I think the public will give great weight to; and

it leaves the matter no longer a question of opinion.

Colonel Sir Neil Douglas furnished me with this fact,

and as I think it good to let him speak for himself, I shall

give his own account of a successful experiment, which does

him immortal honour.
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“Caen, June 15, 1836.

“MY DEAR NAPIER,

“As you have expressed a desire to know the particulars

and to learn the result of the working of the Regimental

Order of Merit which I established in the 79th regiment of

Highlanders, I sit down with pleasure to detail it to you;

from memory, it is true, but at the same time with perfect

accuracy; and I shall be glad if you find it of use in your

forthcoming work upon the subject of corporal punishments

in the army.

“To this mode of punishment I have all my life been a

great enemy, having found from long experience that it is

hopeless to expect any good results from its infliction, either

as a warning to good men to avoid evil courses, or as a

punishment to bad ones, for the actual commission of crime.

I therefore gave much attention to the subject and came to

the conclusion after mature reflection, that under the exist

ing military law of England, my only chance of abating it,

was by stimulating men's minds by holding out to them great

advantages for good and regular behaviour; and thus making

it their interest to conduct themselves with propriety.

“In this view, at Blandecques, in France, during the

period of the occupation, I proposed first to the officers,

and then to the men, to institute in the regiment an Order

of Merit, to be governed by the following regulations.

“The order to be divided into two classes; the first to

wear a silver, and the second a bronze medal; to be ac

quired in the following manner:

“Seven years of unimpeachable conduct to give a right

to the bronze medal or second class; and five years more,

or twelve in all, to give a right to the silver medal or

first class.
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“One year as serjeant to reckon as two. Every siege or

general action to reckon as one year. Thanks in orders to

give a right to a medal: and the commanding officer to be

empowered to grant medals for all extraordinary acts of

gallantry, or devotion to the service, at his own discretion.

The commanding officer to have it in his power, for all acts

of inebriety, insubordination, or other breach of the articles

of war, to degrade any man from the order, by taking his

medal from him altogether; or of depriving him of it for a

limited period, according to the nature and degree of his

offence: and all these circumstances, as well as all pro

motions and appointments in the order, to be published in

regimental orders.

“In order that the medals might be distributed in a

manner as satisfactory to the men themselves as possible, I

determined that all recommendations should, in the first

place, come through them: for this purpose, on or about

the 24th of June in each year, Company Boards were

ordered to assemble, to scrutinize the claims of all candi

dates for admission.

“These Boards consisted each of a serjeant and six pri

vates, and to them all aspirants sent their claims in writing,

stating fully their pretensions; these were minutely investi

gated, and allowed, or rejected, as the case might be.

“The proceedings of these Boards were then laid before

the captains or officers commanding companies, who, after

consulting their defaulter books and making their own ob

servations, transmitted them to the commanding officer.

“A Board was next assembled, consisting of a field officer

and four captains, who scrutinized the whole proceedings,

and reported to the commanding officer, who, after confirm

ing them, directed the names of such men as had been pro

moted or appointed, to be inserted in orders, and at the
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following parade delivered them their medals with his own

hands. Medals, as before stated, were forfeited for all acts

of inebriety, insubordination, or other crime cognizable by

the articles of war, either altogether or for a shorter or

longer period, at the discretion of the commanding officer;

and medals so forfeited were returned to the orderly room,

and became the property of the regiment. But soldiers

discharged retained their medals; and in cases of death they

went to their friends.

“On a soldier being discharged he received a parchment

certificate, as nearly as I can recollect, to the following

purport.

“To a meritorious and deserving soldier.

“This is to certify that the bearer, A. B., was admitted

a member of the Regimental Order of Merit instituted in

the 79th regiment of Highlanders, by Col. Sir Neil Douglas,

C. B. and K. C. H., as a reward for courage, sobriety, and

good conduct; and that he is entitled to wear a silver medal

on the left breast, &c. Given under my hand and seal of

the regiment, at Blandecques, in France, this – day of

, &c.

“NEIL Douglas, Colonel,

“Commanding 79th Highlanders.

“These parchment certificates were found to be of im

mense benefit to discharged soldiers; they became the best

possible recommendations wherever they went to establish

themselves; and in all situations where non-commissioned

officers were scarce, or when it was necessary to have acting

ones, the members of the Order were preferred; as well as

to all situations of trust or importance.

“The Order, by this means, rose very high in the estima

tion of the men of the regiment; and those who possessed
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it, or wished to acquire it, became very careful of their con

duct. Subsequently, to encourage this feeling, I devised

means of having it more generally distributed; and in 1821

the regiment having acquired great credit from their conduct

during a period of two years of dreadful insurrection and

murder in the county of Limerick, a very flattering address

was presented by the inhabitants on their departure, and I

took occasion, on reading this to the regiment on its arrival at

Templemore, to inform the men, that in consequence of it,

and to mark my sense of their good conduct, I should give to

each company two medals of the first class, to be adjudged

to the two individuals whom they themselves should recom

mend. They, without exception, chose the two oldest sol

diers of each company, not already decorated; and it so hap

pened, from a cause very easy to explain, that these were the

two worst conducted men of the companies. This, at first,

created a little amusement among the junior officers, but it

turned out an excellent thing for the regiment; for these

old, and hitherto irreclaimable, characters, anxious to pre

serve their medals, and thus to carry home with them good

recommendations, became, in a great majority of the cases,

from the worst to be the best men of the regiment.

“It was also my practice, in order to create rivalry of good

conduct in the different companies, to call out, at the monthly

musters of the regiment, all defaulters during the preceding

month; these remained in front of their respective companies

during the parade, and were afterwards assigned drill in pro

portion to their faults. And as often as I found any company

without defaulters, I forthwith gave them two medals, to be

disposed of as before stated. If they were immediately for

feited no harm was done, for the medals reverted to the

regiment, and the individual felt that he had only himself to

blame; while, on the other hand, when the man reformed
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for the sake of keeping his medal, which was very frequently

the case, a great positive advantage was gained.

“Then, when a man with a medal committed a crime, to

deprive him of it was, in general, a sufficient punishment,

and thus a court martial was saved. The man not feeling

so much degraded as if he had been brought to a public

trial, and at the same time sensible, that by steadiness and

good conduct he might recover his loss.

“Finding the system to work remarkably well, and greatly

to exceed, in its good effects, any anticipations I had formed

of its success, I went the length of dispensing with the at

tendance of the members of the first class from all common

evening parades; and this was considered a most desirable

and enviable indulgence, yet easy to be attained by every

man in the regiment. -

“Finally: I made it a rule never to confer the Order but

through the regular and authorised channels, as detailed in

the standing orders of the regiment, so that no man could

be accused of having received it through favour; it was

therefore highly prized, and tended more than any measure

I ever knew, or heard of, to encourage good conduct, and

to repress vice and immorality of every description; conse

quently, greatly to lessen the necessity for corporal punish

ment. Any farther information you may require, I shall be

most happy to give you, and

“I remain, my dear Napier,

“Very faithfully yours,

“NEIL Douglas, Colonel, &c."

“For upwards of twenty-two years commanding the

79th Highlanders.

Colonel CHARLEs NAPIER, C. B., &c.

* Since this chapter was written, Sir Neil Douglas has been promoted

to the rank of Major-General.
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When the reader has finished this letter he will agree

with me, that if the plan of Sir Neil Douglas was generally

adopted, the lash would seldom be heard of in the army.

But yet there are cavillers who will say, “Oh, this is all very

well in a Scotch regiment, but will not do with English and

Irish soldiers.” Stuff! Why should it not? I never saw

or heard of Scotch soldiers being better than English or

Irish. I never saw Scotch soldiers braver in battle, or more

regular in their quarters, than English or Irish soldiers; nor

of the former being more alive to feelings of honour, or

virtue, or religion, or possessing in a greater degree any one

quality which places men above their fellows. The men of

the three nations make superb soldiers, they are equally im

bued with the military virtues, and are alike ambitious of

military honours and rewards. There are, no doubt, shades

of national character to be observed. The consciousness of

infamous treatment received by his country from England,

has a bad effect upon the Irishman. The consciousness

that he repelled, by force of arms, the injustice of England,

and got rid of the bishops, has an advantageous effect upon

the Scotchman. The insolence of an assumed superiority

over both, has a prejudicial effect upon the Englishman.

Thus vengeance, hostility, and pride, have, more or less, a

slight influence in their characters when formed in national

corps; but when mixed together, these feelings die away; the

men are individually much too high minded to hold illiberal

opinions of each other, and stimulated by one resolve to do

their duty to their king and country, they sweep all before

them in fight with an enemy of equal numbers. As it is in

courage, so it is in moral feelings, all are common. If they

be encouraged, the government will find the same results in

English and Irish regiments, as Sir Neil Douglas produced

in the Scotch regiment. There are many officers in our

Q
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army who say, “Oh ! we don’t care for rewards: be just.

Punish those who deserve it, with the cat, and all will go

right.” But this is not being just, in the first place; and it

is not true, in the second; for all does not go right. I would

say to such men, “Have you not sought rewards yourselves?

And are your feelings better, or different from those of your

comrades? No! Then give to others what you have sought

for yourselves!” All men seek reward, and all feel dis

appointed when it is placed beyond their reach. I recollect

hearing an Irish soldier say, on service, “Here goes for a

wooden leg or a gold chain.” “Oh, by the hokey,” said

another, “ye'll get the wooden leg aisy enough, especially if

you pay for it, but I never heard talk of gold chains for

soldiers; barring they stale them.” We see, by Sir Neil

Douglas's letter, that some drunken old soldiers (the most

difficult of all men to reclaim) were converted into good sol

diers by the mere force of just treatment and reward. From

my own knowledge of soldiers I should say, that had rewards

existed when these veterans entered the service, they would

never have been drunkards. Drunkards in military life are

men who having no home but a noisy barrack room, and

having social dispositions and much mind, seek, over a pint

of beer, to enjoy conversation, and thus the habit grows upon

them. Let the reader imagine a clever young fellow (full

of life and spirits), in the barrack room with fifty or sixty

noisy men, he is there unable to think, or read, or have a

quiet conversation, or any occupation whatever; thus tor

mented, he and some of his cronies naturally go to a pot

house (the only alternative, mind,) and in a quiet corner,

get their beer and their chat. Thus innocently and rationally

commences the habit of drinking. Then comes the vile

gin; and then the lash / Now, to aid the mind of this man

in resisting the encroachments of vice, no reward, no en
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couragement, is offered. The fear of punishment hangs

over him, it is true; but what does a high-spirited lad of

four or five and twenty fear, when in full chat over his

drink? or when excited, perhaps, by recounting some insult

he has received from an officer or non-commissioned officer?

Pooh! he has no fear. But if he has for years laboured to

gain a name, and the reward which awaits good conduct,

then he does think, and he does fear. Men do not throw away

as nought that which they have laboured long to gain: and

this is one of the feelings which make rewards so powerful:

they are hardly won, and therefore highly prized. By giving

rewards and responsibility, Sir Neil Douglas taught his sol

diers to RESPECT THEMSELvEs, and in so doing he has, in my

humble opinion, done great service to the British army, and

added much to those honours which he won on the field of

battle. It is not the time-serving flatterer, who has loyal

sentiments for ever on his lips, and who, though he may

have the courage, wants the honesty to give a frank opinion

to those above him, while he torments and disgusts all under

his command; it is not such a man who honestly serves his

sovereign; it is the man who makes those under his orders,

while doing their duty, love the King's service as one of

comfort, of justice, and of rewards: such a man is a faithful

soldier. But with men in power, pleasant though false

words, generally carry more weight than honest service'

Q 2
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CHAPTER XXV.

ON PENSIONS.

MUCH has been said about the expense which would at

tend the attaching of pensions to medals given among the

soldiers. The English world is apt to consider that such an

expense would be more considerable than is really necessary.

About thirty thousand pounds sterling a-year, would give a

comfortable pension to four thousand meritorious soldiers.

Our army consists of about a hundred thousand men: this

gives two thousand companies, at fifty men per company.

In each company give two men a medal with a pension at

tached to it, and two medals without; you have thus four

thousand pensioners with medals. Now, six pounds sterling

a-year attached to the pensioned medals, would be ample:

the pension would not be given in lieu of those already esta

blished for wounds, or for long services in war, which ser

vices have, by their length or their severity, injured the

man; but to discharged soldiers, and to soldiers still serving

in the ranks, for brave actions in the field; and also for

good conduct in peace time. This sum of six pounds an

nually would enable the man who received it, to pay the

rent of a house, when no longer an inhabitant of the camp

or barracks. Allow the remaining six thousand pounds

a-year to be applied to cover the expense of purchasing the

medals and giving gratuities on extraordinary occasions. If

not called for, it might form an accumulating fund for in
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creasing the amount of pensions. Finally: I would form the

regiments of guards from among these meritorious men, all

decorated, and with higher pay. Thus would the “household

troops” be distinguished by superior merit, as well as by su

perior privileges; which privileges, without that claim, are in

vidious and objectionable, as being unjust. The regiments of

guards would then be looked upon with very different eyes,

both by the public and by the army; for with every possible

respect for the guards, they were never distinguished as su

perior troops to the regiments of the line, either in battle,

in outpost duties, or in sustaining fatigue. It would be

untrue to say that they are, on the whole, inferior. But

their position, in the eyes of the public, would be changed,

were they formed of distinguished soldiers of all ranks,

drawn from the line; each man personally honoured by his

Sovereign. There are great, and (I am inclined to think)

insuperable objections to condemned regiments. The in

troduction of such corps, as component parts of the army,

appears insulting, as well as mischievous. Is the uniform

which Majesty itself wears in honour of the army, to be

disgraced and worn by felons? Surely not! And for the

same reasons that I am hostile to a condemned corps, I

think the reverse good. I think a corps of honour, such as

I have proposed, would be in a high degree acceptable to

the feelings of the British army; and the King's guards

seem to be the best suited to form such a corps.

The whole expense of the pensions that I have proposed,

would be covered by the reduction of a single regiment of

cavalry. These mounted troops were, in former times, of

great use in catching smugglers; this is an undisputed his

torical fact. But still I opine that the reduction of one

cavalry regiment might take place without danger to the

empire, and with great advantage to the army, especially
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since the “preventive service” has been placed on so effective

a footing !

I will now say a few words upon our ordinary pensions, as

already established. The propriety of giving a pension to

an old and faithful servant, is doubted by many able men;

but there are strong grounds upon which it can be defended.

The great argument against merited pensions (for none

other can be defended) is, that the servants of private

people, and sailors in the service of merchants, and their

families get no pensions. The answer to this is,

Pirst. That the statement is incorrect, for old servants do

get pensions and legacies from the greater part of those

whom they faithfully serve, and who are sufficiently rich to

give these rewards. All good masters acknowledge the

principle to be just; it is the want of power, or an ungenerous

and unjust disposition, that prevents masters from cherishing

the worn out and faithful servant.

Secondly. The claims of naval and military men on the

public are much stronger than those possessed by the ser

vants of individuals on their masters.

Leaving the sailor's claims to be advocated by his own

profession (and the task is easy, when the greatly pre

ponderating importance of the navy above the army is con

sidered) I shall only speak of the soldier's claims.

The soldier lives an irksome life which he cannot quit,

however ill treated he may be.

The private servant does not live such a life, and he is

free to change his master.

The soldier spends two-thirds of his life abroad; health,

and life, and spirits, daily failing under the effects of hot

climates, and long absence from his family; when advanced

in age, he with difficulty bears the rough English climate,

from which his shattered constitution suffers grievously.
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The private servant does not thus suffer in his constitu

tion, nor in his feelings, by long absence from his family in

foreign climes.

The soldier may in an instant receive his death by a

shot, or be maimed; a wound may cause him to pine in ill

health all his days.

The private servant runs no such risk. Take the deaths

in military life and compare them with those in social life;

the comparison will show what war is !

Again; the soldier is very properly forced by his govern

ment, to expend so much of his pay, as will supply him with

the quantity of food required to keep him strong for the

combat; and he is also obliged to purchase articles of dress

called “necessaries;” he therefore cannot save out of his pay

a sum sufficient to provide for age.

The private servant or labourer has not this expense

forced upon him. He lives frugally, and saves. I here

speak of the justice of giving merited pensions in the ab

stract; and of this country as it should be, not as it is. God

knows, the unfortunate labourer in these realms cannot

“save,’
*

when his daily earnings are indirectly taxed to an

enormous amount, by which tax his industry is rendered

hopeless, and he is driven by despair to take his choice of

three roads; the first leading to the poor-house; the second

to thieving; and the third to starvation |

“But,” replies the opposer of pensions, “the soldier

enters into the military life of his own accord.” This is

true; but if you do not give some encouragement to make

men bear the greater hardships and privations which attach

to that life, they will not enter it; you will get no soldiers,

or none but vile men, who on every occasion will dishonour

the national flag. “But,” says the opposer of pensions, “we

don’t want soldiers.” That is another question, on which
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few politicians will agree with you; though I imagine we

might do with a less numerous army than we have.

We see, however, that when nations and individuals

unresistingly submit to injustice they become slaves; and

that slaves of all descriptions, whether in high life or in low,

black or white, willing or unwilling, become lawless, and

flatterers, and liars, and murderers. The spirit of good

abandons them, and the spirit of evil comes upon them :

Now, resistance cannot be made advantageously by nations

without regular soldiers. But I leave this matter to be

argued by those who love to fix their minds on happy shep

herds and shepherdesses: preferring sentiment to soldiers;

the picture is more pleasant than practical !

If my defence of pensions be sound, as I think it is, then

the only question that remains becomes one of calculation,

namely; can the state afford it? I answer yes; but not if

the public money be wasted unjustly; not if the country be

ill governed; for that is all in all. No country can be poor

if it be well governed.

With regard to the present state of pensions to private

soldiers, it would be difficult to enter here into a discussion

of the question; I have not the necessary information; but

must say, generally, that the system adopted in 1833 was a

violation of justice to the soldiers, mischievous to the country,

and must have sprung from that official ignorance which is

said to have made a secretary of war assert, in the House of

Commons, that “three-fourths of our soldiers had passed

through Newgate.” An assertion so false (if it was made)

as to admit of no excuse: nor, indeed, is there much apology

to be offered for any military man who heard this groundless

official libel on the British army, without giving it a flat

contradiction.

I have said that a soldier cannot, out of his pay, provide
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for old age; but still he can save a little, so as to leave a

small sum in his pocket when discharged. One of the great

difficulties which he now finds opposing a thrifty disposition

is, that he has no way of placing such savings in security;

he has no box, in which to deposit his money. His captain

may not like to be at the trouble of keeping the money for

him; and, in fine, the spirit of thrift finds no assistance, no

encouragement. Now, I believe, that in several regiments

they have established “benefit societies” among the sol

diers, by which their savings are placed in the public funds,

and each man receives his proportion of the interest. Of

the details regulating these societies I am quite ignorant;

but the result is said to be very useful: and something of

this kind might be established, under the protection of the

war office, as a general measure, tending to correct the vice

of drunkenness. Many men would be thrifty if they knew

how to set about it; but now, if a soldier saves a few shillings

it “burns in his pocket,” which is the only place that he has

to keep it. Fancy a joyous young soldier strolling with his

comrade, and having a few saved shillings in his pocket: that

he passes a public-house hard by, where a kind landlady,

with rosy cheeks and a smiling face, stands invitingly at

the door. Imagine the soldier so pressed by blue eyes and

“blue ruin,” and how can you expect him to do otherwise

than treat his friend? If you do expect aught else you are

a dreamer, and know not what stuff soldiers are made of.

But if this young man has the means of placing his savings

in some secure and profitable deposit, he will do so; and

having once done so, having once experienced the advantage

of his prudent conduct, he will repeat it, and can walk past

the public house in safety.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

GAMES.

AMoNG the many ways of making soldiers more comfort

able and happy, and removing the wish to quit the service,

is that of establishing games. The soldier is young, well

fed, and has not much employment; but that which he has,

is of a nature to break in so much on his time, that he can

not easily find any employment for himself. This being the

case, and as idleness is justly said to be the “mother of

mischief,” it is wise to regulate a soldier's amusements, so as

to make them as rational and healthy as possible. It may

be said that his time should be more fully occupied with

duties: this I deny. The duties of a soldier are of too in

tense and too disagreeable a nature, for men to endure for a

considerable time without being disgusted. If a labourer

digs for ten hours, the bodily exertion is great, but his mind

is his own, if I may use the expression, and he thinks as he

likes. If fond of agriculture his labours interest him. If

his family affairs required thought, he can think of them.

Not so the soldier under arms. His position is one of con

straint; his firelock, his accoutrements, and his knapsack,

are weighty, the physical exertion is immense; and his at

tention to the word of command is kept on full stretch.

The labourer sees, all around him, the results of his labours;

all is full of interest to a good and clever man: but the

results of drill are battles, and the soldier may never have
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seen one, and only knows of a battle by name; he cannot

understand the necessity of what he learns, and of which he

only feels the pain and the chagrin that it costs him. Even

the old soldier, though he knows the necessity of the drill,

hates it; I like to bring things home to myself. How should

I, who never expect to see another shot fired, how should I

like to be shoved about a parade ground for two or three

hours by a young lieutenant-colonel working out his military

lesson upon my old carcass, as a sort of anvil upon which his

ignorance is to be hammered out? Well, this is drill.

Therefore these military duties (for they all demand mental

and physical exertion) are too intense to be called into con

tinuous action, longer than the service demands, and there

fore I return to my first position, namely, that you must not

unnecessarily impose such exertions upon the troops, and

the soldier ought to have much time to himself; but that

time is necessarily broken in upon; it is chopped up. He

therefore leads, what may be called, an idle life; and con

sequently those idle hours will be often spent in mischief, if

the government does not endeavour to lead the young soldier

to a rational use of them by affording him the means of pas

time. This can only be done by establishing in the colonies,

and in every barracks at home, a piece of ground allotted to

such exercises, with a director of games to each. And the

government might pay this director from the canteen money

(if that vile system of encouraging drunkenness is to be

tolerated), or by the players paying a stated, but very low,

price per game. Proper regulations to prevent gambling,

as far as it is possible to do so, may be established, and be it

recollected that such games, so far from giving encourage

ment to gambling, would tend rather to prevent it: any

soldier, who is inclined to be a gambler, can follow his bent

in the canteen or any public-house; with the additional in
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dulgence of drinking; and in defiance of all regulations to

the contrary, soldiers do and will gamble. I laugh when I

hear a commanding officer say he “never allows gambling.”

No; I dare swear he does not; but his soldiers gamble for

all that. A cricket ground, fives court, bowling-green.

single sticks, foot-ball, &c., and all the implements of such

amusements being kept at hand and in order, and by a per

son especially appointed and paid for that purpose, would soon

produce a source of amusements without trouble, and thus

the soldier's spare time might be rationally employed without

seeking to pass it by drinking in a public house. A library

might be attached to this establishment, on the principle

of the soldier's libraries in several regiments, which are

found to be very useful. I cannot say much from my own

experience on the subject of libraries, but I can see no

rational objection to the plan: that rigid discipline is ne

cessary to an army is a truth, and truth must always receive

strength from free discussion, and from knowledge, which

reading will promote. But then the officers must read too:

it would not do to have well read privates commanded by

illiterate officers, if there should happen to be such in the

regiment.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

OF THINGS WHICH TEAZE SOLDIERS.

HAviNG treated of punishments and rewards, I will now

speak of those things which fret soldiers, and by making their

lives uncomfortable, eventually produce crime: for small

worries will so irritate an impatient and daring but unstable

spirit, as to goad the man into deeds that otherwise would

never have been contemplated. Men give way to drinking

as a resource against such harassing annoyances. To make

soldiers comfortable and happy, is among the best means of

rendering delinquency rare and punishment effectual; for

no degree of severity can make punishment effectual if it

be frequent, the frequency of any punishment being the

index of its inefficiency.

The first thing that I shall observe upon is, insolence in

officers and non-commissioned officers towards the privates.

This is a vulgar, illiberal and unjust habit, that is never met

with in well educated men: it sometimes is seen in men who

are gentlemen by birth, but who are ill educated; it is often

seen in those whose money has done for them that which

neither birth nor education had vouchsafed. These men

are the aversion of the soldiers, as is also the young pompous

aristocrat. But, generally speaking, the man of ancient

lineage with an empty purse makes a good soldier; his

family history in some degree connects him from childhood

with the army. His earliest ideas are associated with war,
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and give his character a bent that way. But he is quite

a different man from the rich honourable or lordling, who

travels all over Europe “to study the system of the different

armies,” and returns fancying himself a military genius.

At home at Potsdam, and quite abroad in his barracks!

Look at the number who never saw a shot fired, but who

command regiments, while numbers of experienced officers

pine on half-pay with the rank of lieutenant or captain; and

we complain that we are not a military nation | Assuredly we

are not; and while this system lasts we never shall be. Nor

can the commander-in-chief alter this system, peculiar to an

oligarchical government: he has the loaves and fishes, and

the hungry expectants, but not the power to work miracles!

When the commander-in-chief is besieged and pressed by an

all-ruling faction, what can he do? resign yes; rather than

commit a flagrant act of injustice: but not on minor points,

or we could not have a commander in office for three days.

And if once we have a non-military secretary at war for

commander-in-chief, the army will be defeated in war and

disorderly in peace: a repository for political jobs! It is not

so now. The commander-in-chief is in the political micro

scope, which is more searching than the solar; the latter

magnifies realities; the former sometimes takes the liberty

of inventing as well as enlarging. All eyes are now fixed

upon a man supposed to be of unpopular politics, yet his

conduct bears the severest scrutiny, and the fiercest attacks

of faction unscathed ! But evils exist which are beyond the

power of a commander-in-chief to remedy. The whole sys

tem demands to be remodelled so that young aristocrats may

not be forced by their faction into the command of regiments

while old soldiers are left on half-pay. What can a lieu

tenant-colonel hot from Eton or (much worse) from Potsdam

teach those under his command? Nothing ! The soldiers
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know it, and have no confidence in such a commander; they

laughin their sleeves at his ignorance! He is the dupe of some

sycophant under his orders, the soldiers hate both; and on

a campaign their tormented troops would soon be in disorder.

However I shall dismiss the subject of the above described

men, because however worrying any individual's conduct

may be, it can rarely go the length of direct and overt acts

of injustice; as the half yearly inspection, and other arrange

ments, made by the Duke of York, and rigidly adhered to

and even improved upon by his successors, the Duke of

Wellington and Lord Hill, render such acts of injustice al

most impossible; and I will here state a circumstance that

occurred to myself, and which may serve to show how

strongly the British soldier is protected by the rules of the

service.

In the year 1825 I brought a private soldier of the 51st

regiment, named Lampshire, to trial in the Island of Cefa

lonia; he had been drunk when on duty; the court martial

sentenced him to be placed in solitary confinement for one

month. The crime was great, and the punishment not severe.

However, it was summer, and the weather exceedingly hot.

The malaria fever was raging at the time; and, being very

anxious about the health of the garrison, I was minute in my

inquiries into the habits of men who were prisoners. I found

that this man was a hard drinker, and of a full habit of body.

He had been employed as overseer of a working party in the

mountains, at the height of eighteen hundred feet above the

sea; I therefore thought that to bring him from pure cool

air, down to the valley of Argostoli, where the air was heavy

and charged with the miasma of the marsh, required some

caution. In prison, and alone, he might be affected by the

sudden change, from being out of doors all day with strong

exercise, to confinement: and from a constant and lucrative
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occupation of much interest (for road making greatly inte

rested all the overseers) to a situation so irksome as solitary

imprisonment. Under these circumstances, and as the sol

diers were at work upon a military road to their own bar

racks, I ordered the man to be daily taken out to work on

the same road with his companions. No remonstrance was

made by him to me against this order, though I saw him

constantly, and he worked for a certain time every day.

His time of imprisonment expired (which, if my memory be

correct, was a month,) and he returned to his duty. It

may be well, also, to observe, that Lampshire was not a

poor, weakly man: he was unquestionably the handsomest

and strongest man in the 51st regiment, a model of strength

and agility. The work he had to do was very light, and

merely sufficient to preserve his health; for he was one of

those florid men that malaria attacks most violently. I be

lieve that I as much saved this man's life as any human

precaution can be said to save life. About three years after

this happened, I was not a little surprised to receive a letter

from the general officer of Corfu, inclosing a letter from the

Horse Guards, ordering me to answer to the complaint of

private Lampshire of the 51st regiment, accusing me of

tyranny and oppression The whole of the circumstances

soon came to my recollection. Luckily there were witnesses

of his own regiment not only alive, but close by in the island

of Zante, who could furnish me proofs of all the circum

stances of the case, together with the copy of the regimental

court martial which had tried the man. I was enabled,

therefore, to prove the falsehood of all the various allega

tions contained in the soldier's memorial, except one,

namely; that I had made him work daily; and this I gave

my reasons for having done. I remonstrated against Lamp

shire's injustice in not having complained at the time to
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myself, or at the first half yearly inspection by a general

officer, after he, Lampshire, felt aggrieved; because it was

very possible, that at such a distance of time after the cir

cumstances had occurred, I might not have had the means

of disproving the accusations of the soldier; except by my

own assertions. Now a man's own assertions of his inno

cence, in reply to accusations of oppression, are very doubtful

testimonies in his favour, unless the accuser has himself

voluntarily placed the accused in so disagreeable a position

that he has no other resource for his defence, in which last

case, the accusation unquestionably falls upon the head of the

accuser. When Lampshire was asked why he had not sooner

complained, it appeared that he had not complained to me at

the time, but that he had complained to the inspecting general

officer at Zante a few months after; and that the general

found the soldier's character was so bad, and the case so

clear in my favour, that he dismissed the complaint as un

just; and so it unquestionably was. However, it was ne

cessary that the commander-in-chief should inquire into the

matter, to ascertain whether the inspecting general was

justified in his rejection of the complaint: in short it became

an appeal made by the private soldier from the decision of

the inspecting general officer. When my answer was re

ceived, Lord Hill very justly reproved me. He acquitted

me of the charge of oppression, and of any desire to add to

the man's punishment; (I had in fact diminished its severity)

and in short, of all that was complained of: but the sentence

was “solitary confinement” for a month; and though I

might have pardoned the culprit the whole, or remitted a

portion of his sentence, I had no right to change an iota of

that sentence, and make the prisoner work. I had infringed

on the letter of the law, and this could not be passed over by

R
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the commander-in-chief, without a recorded expression of

his displeasure.

My intention was good: the effect was good: it was one

of those points in which a man, for a good object, risks re

sponsibility, and if his conduct be arraigned he must abide

the consequences. I did so; and am well assured that

neither Lord Hill, nor any other man will much condemn

me; still the reprimand was just. Lampshire's complaint

did not arise from any feeling on his part, of having been

ill used; he had not complained at the time, and when

complaint was open to him, for I saw him daily. That he

complained at all, was the result of an intrigue, in which the

public have no interest; and this complaint of Lampshire's

was an effervescence of malevolence sillily got up by those

who had been put down by me so completely, that they

could no longer fight under their own colours.

I have given this story from memory, but I think I am

exact in every particular, and the transaction shows that the

British soldier is strongly defended against wrong; and has,

by the rules and regulations established, the means of re

dress against his officer; and that those means are efficient.

At the same time I think that many of them ought to be

more defined and embodied in the military code. To se

cure the soldier they ought to be made laws, and ought not

to be mere regulations, which commanders-in-chief may

abide by, or alter at their pleasure.

Although I have thus shown, that soldiers are tolerably

well protected against injustice of a violent nature; still

there is always some vile fellow in every regiment that

worries men: he is either the commanding officer, or the

adjutant, or the commander of a company, or the serjeant

major. When this pest appears in the shape of the com
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manding officer, the matter is very bad, because there are

always some sycophants who pay him court, by following his

example. The Emperor Napoleon expressively said, that

his coffee was turned sour by the very look of Sir Hudson

Lowe I just so do these offensive men turn the soldiers'

temper sour by fretting them about trifles; these fellows

the soldiers hate; and it does their taste great credit; such

men ought to be hated. Among the various inventions of

these fribbling geniuses is that of “employing the soldiers'

time;” which means, never to let men have a moment to

themselves. The way they do this is (to use the soldier's

expression) by having a great deal of “polish and pipe

clay,” or turning trifles into great affairs: for example, keep

ing their regiments standing still on parade for many hours

with over minute inspections, and other fiddle faddle work

of a like kind. I never saw these men instruct their

officers, and privates in out post duties: or in throwing up

fortifications, and such useful lessons: no, with them all is

useless and fretful; even the necessary avocations of the

soldier do these men contrive to render disgusting.

Another source of discomfort to soldiers is bad barracks.

In England I should like to see barracks where the men

might be more separated; barracks divided into cells, as

convents are; so that orderly disposed men could be quiet.

An Englishman loves to have “a place to himself,” but

this is a matter of no easy accomplishment. However, by

boarding up small rooms, barracks might be greatly im

proved: a good arrangement, a little method, a little

thought, will do wonders in making our neighbours com

fortable, if men will but try. In hot countries I should not

approve of this separation, because the cells would be

rendered too close from want of air, unless extensive build

ings were erected with walls so massive that the cells would

R 2
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be cool; besides in hot countries men can live so much in

the open air that they can be alone when they please. One

of the chief things that the soldiers abroad care for, is to

have their rooms free from bugs; and this is very difficult:

trifling as this matter seems, the bugs are a source of con

stant misery to many men. The infamous barracks that I

have seen soldiers put into in the Ionian Islands are scarcely

to be endured. A poor man who has an uncomfortable

dwelling, finds occupation and pleasure in making it more

agreeable; but the soldier dare not even drive a nail in his

barrack room; as he finds it, so he must live in it, whether

comfortable or uncomfortable; this cannot be otherwise,

and therefore it should be rendered comfortable.

Another worry to soldiers is the vexing, and vile system

of canteens. This unjust use of power which forces men to

spend their money in one particular shop, is a trick of the

government to make money by a monopoly which they sell

to “a publican and sinner” under the pretext of improving

discipline ! But it is destructive to discipline: and I will

illustrate my assertion by facts within my own knowledge.

In the Islands of the Bermudas, where I was two years in

garrison, the sergeant-major of a regiment there, kept the

canteen for that regiment: a barrack room was given up to

him: he of course encouraged the men to drink, for his own

credit: and then locked them up till they were sober, for

the credit of the regiment! Very few men of that corps

were ever seen drunk; but, really, very few were ever sober.

I would not allow of this in the 102nd regiment. The men

spent their money where they pleased; and therefore if

a man was seen drunk in the town, it was sure to be one of

mine ! and he was punished as he deserved. The general

officer who commanded, at first thought my regiment drank

harder than their neighbours, till I explained the secret to
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him. The fact was, not that my regiment drank more, but

drank much less than the other; the sergeant-major of which

corps cleared about twelve hundred pounds a year by the

canteen; appearances were kept up, but discipline was de

stroyed. How could the sergeant-major be expected to

inculcate sobriety at a personal loss of 1200l. a year? Then

the soldier is also grossly cheated by these monopolists,

called canteen-men. He is at their mercy; they charge what

they like; and give what quality of goods they like; and

they pay government a large share of the pillage. In a

book called “The Colonies,” which I published three years

ago, I stated several of the evils which arose from the canteen

system: to that book I refer the reader; and conclude the sub

ject by saying that these canteens dissatisfy soldiers beyond

description: the men are worried by them; they hate them;

and they feel the injustice of the robbery thus indirectly

committed upon them. I never saw any good arise from a

canteen, it is a den of drunkenness, of gambling, of robbery,

of all that is detestable in practice, and unjust in principle:

without the more polished allurements of a “Hell,” it has

all its vices; and instead of any obstacle being placed

between this “grog shop” and the troops, the government

drive the soldiers into it as sheep are driven into a fold !

whether canteens are better regulated in England, than they

are abroad, I know not; but even if so, (which I doubt) the

bad principle remains; no regulation can destroy that. A

young soldier might go with his comrade, or any other

friend, and drink his glass quietly in comfort at an ordinary

wine house; or at some place not licensed, such as an ac

quaintance's house to which the wine might be brought;

thus the hour would pass without drunkenness; and the lad

return sober to his quarters. But no ! the government

will not allow of this; the soldier dare not, he must
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go to the canteen well; he does not like this scene of up

roar, and debauch, and stench, and bad liquor; he resolves

to go nowhere and to abandon drink: in this moral mood,

he is tempted by the indiscribable charms of a fine southern

evening, to walk forth with companions equally well dis

posed. The whole scene without, and every feeling within, is

social, and bends the mind to view the bright side of life:

wine surrounds them, it sparkles in their eyes: at every

cottage door the southern peasant is seen of an evening drink

ing under his bower of trained vines: no longer able to

resist, the soldiers resolve to take a glass of the tempting

beverage; yet they dare not touch it any where but at the

canteen; they are driven into this Pandemonium; wheremany

a merry fellow tries, and successfully tries, to detain them;

then home they reel “filled fou” with blackstrap: each time

that this happens the canteen grows less and less hateful;

the quiet evening walk gradually loses its charms: dice,

cards, and wine become more and more attractive, and the

lowest prostitutes become less revolting. The recruit is

lost; ere long he is seen at the canteen door as the day

breaks, waiting till the grog shop opens to get his stomachic,

his “morning!” If he does not go to the canteen, he is

ridiculed as a “milk sop,” and a “spoony.” The drinking

is so concentrated by government that the poor youth is

directly detected if he be sober, and he at once becomes the

“butt” of all the galliards in the regiment: this a spirited

lad will not bear. Were men allowed to drink where they

liked, no one would observe anything but the steadiness of

the youngster's character; and he would gain credit for that,

which now produces only ridicule, and to which ridicule the

weaker vessels soon succumb. Then comes, in due time,

the cat-o-nine-tails! In the Ionian Islands (where I saw

most of this bad work going on) I never flogged a soldier for
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being drunk on duty that I did not feel strongly how mis

chievous the canteen system was, and that a great portion of

the culprit's guilt was to be attributed to the government.

And here it is worthy of record, as one of the samples of Co

lonial misrule, that in the Ionian Islands, the allowance given

by government to the officers' mess to enable subalterns to

drink their pint of wine cheap, was, and (for aught I know

to the contrary) still is, paid out of the money extracted

from the soldiers by the canteen monopoly: so that the wine

of the private was made dear, that the officer should have

his cheap! The latter were well pleased to have their wine

cheap, but I will do them the justice to say that they did

not like the way in which it was made so; at least such was

the feeling among those who reflected. However, the sub

ject was but little dwelt upon, because the excessive drinking

of the soldiers is very mischievous; and many officers,

taking a short-sighted view of the subject, thought that

canteens, over which commanders of regiments had some

rule, served to regulate, if not to abate the drinking; and

to diminish the trouble of collecting the men into their

quarters at taptoo beating. This is not true: it is a com

plete fallacy. How often have I, in my evening rides

about the environs of Argostoli, in the Island of Cefalonia,

seen a party of soldiers in a nook of the rocks, or among the

olives, drinking their bottle of wine, brought to them se

cretly by the little Greek boys of the town. I always pre

tended not to see these parties; but as the knave who kept

the canteen had his spies out, the soldiers were often

detected; of course I was obliged to support the man's

heinous contract, and punish the soldiers in defiance of

justice. So much for canteens. Being on the subject of

Colonial government delinquencies (a subject I take some

pleasure to sift) I will tell the reader a way in which the
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soldiers in Colonies were cheated of their food, as well as in

their liquor. In the Islands of Bermudas flour was issued

by government to the soldiers in lieu of bread. The ration of

bread was seven pounds per week; the government, therefore,

issued seven pounds of flour per week; now seven pounds of flour

make about eleven pounds of bread. The practice in the

West Indies was, (I daresay it is still) to give the soldier his

seven pounds of bread, allowed by his Majesty, and by selling

the four extra pounds produced weekly by each soldier's

ration of flour, to form a fund which in some regiments was

called a “band fund,” in others a “charity fund,” in others a

“mess fund.” Of this fund, under whatever title it went,

there was no account rendered either to the soldier, or to

the government; and I saw quite enough to convince me

that there was one title to which it had no claim; namely,

that of an “honest fund.” I therefore, ordered the full ration

ofeleven pounds of bread to be issued to every soldier in the regi

ment I commanded. The soldiers of other regiments became

loudly discontented, and the general officer told me that

what I did was enough to “produce a mutiny,” that he had

served all his life in the West Indies, and that the formation

of this fund took place in every island: I refused to alter my

conduct without a written order from him; and told him

that, in that case, I should appeal to the Duke of York.

He very prudently declined giving this order, and the other

regiments received their full rations while I remained in the

Islands. I heard no more of the mutiny! It is right to

state, that the general officer, though he defended the vile

system, did not derive personal benefit from it: but he had

always served in the West Indies; it was the system he

was accustomed to, and he defended it from habit. Not so

with commanders of regiments. That they did personally

profit by this fraud on the soldier I am very far from
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asserting; on the contrary, I believe they made a regimental

fund of it, but that they could so profit, I affirm most dis

tinctly. I could prove that in consequence of the price of

flour (which at that time the war with America had caused

to rise enormously) I might have pocketted one thousand a

year without the smallest chance of detection. As to regimental

funds, none ought to exist but such as are authorised by the

commander-in-chief, or are formed by a voluntary contri

bution for some particular purpose. The reader will excuse

this digression, it shows that matters go on in the outworks

(as I may call the Colonies) which are quite unknown in

the citadel. It is, in fact, impossible that these things can

be known at the Horse Guards; they take place at too

great a distance to be detected, except when special infor

mation is given of them. To the general officers, and

governors, the suppression of such irregularities belongs.

If they do not do their duty, it must be left undone; for the

government at home, whether civil or military, cannot do it

for them; all that can be done at home is to punish generals

and governors when they permit wrongs of this description

to exist. These high officers are employed for the express

purpose of preventing such evils, and if it be discovered that

they have not done so, let them be brought to public trial.

It is the idle fear of lowering a false dignity which prevents

governments bringing governors to trial: they forget that an

homest man when accused courts a trial: his fear is of being

accused, and refused a fair trial. Were responsibility made

real, these evils in the Colonies would disappear; but they

cannot be prevented by the mere detail of regulations.

I will now speak of another source of serious discomfort to

the troops in many garrisons: and which I know to be in

jurious to the discipline of the army; and to the health, as

well as to the comfort of the soldiers, I mean the reckless

way in which officers in command place sentries.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

OF SENTRIES.

WHENEveR any thing, or any place, requires to be

guarded, it does not always come into the heads of com

manders to think whether some simple mechanical means

of safeguard cannot be discovered; and they exclaim, “oh!

place a sentry,” as if it were a trifle to place a sentry !

General officers sometimes forget, and civil governors may

not know, that each sentry demands, (besides a considerable

encrease of duty to the corporals on guard) the sacrifice of

three men's sleep every night throughout the year ! That in

time of peace, when garrisons are small, the necessary duties

are very severe on the private soldiers, who reason thus:

“here I am in the Colonies for ten or fifteen years; I shall

have to sit up every third or fourth night, for the whole of

that period; and if a fool gets the command, and adds a

few sentries, I shall have not above three nights in my bed

during the week.” Now will any man tell me that the

addition of a single sentry does not spread great and reason

able discontent through the whole garrison, unless there be

an evident necessity for such an increase of discomfort? Be

sides, where malaria prevails, this hardship is injurious to

the health of the soldiers; for in hot climates, men are more

exposed to illness in the night, than in the day. No man,

who has studied the health of the soldiers in Colonial garri

sons, will dispute this fact. It would be useful if the number

of nights in bed, which are allowed to the soldiers in each
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Colony and at home, were reported in a monthly return to

head quarters; and the abuse of placing sentries unneces

sarily, would then be seen, and in some measure corrected:

at present it is very great; for instance, in the Ionian

Islands; there are some fifty or sixty British soldiers kept

out of bed all the year round, to give sentries at the doors

of Greek Senators and Regents! This is abominable; a sentry

is placed at the door of men whose rank and importance in

the army renders their security in the field of great impor

tance, and circumstances may possibly place that security in

jeopardy even in time of peace; there are other circum

stances which make it proper to place sentries at the door

of officers of high rank: but why should a senator in the

Ionian Islands, have a right to claim a British sentry, more

than a peer of the realm in England? or a peer of the realm

in France? Why should a British sentry be placed at the

door of a Greek senator, and no sentry at the door of the

Duke of Wellington? I do not say, that these Ionians are

the worse legislators, or statesmen, for being wine mer

chants, hucksters, and so forth; on the contrary, I think

them more fitted for legislation on that account; but then,

on the other hand, their mercantile calling assuredly gives

them no claim to receive military honours! The absurdity

of this, reminds me of an observation made by a gentleman

named Miller, a corporal in the American service, sent to

the Morea by the Greek committee in the United States,

to help the Grecians with supplies. One day seeing a

senator named Foscardi embark at Zante, Miller observed,

“The last time I saw a senator set off to labour in his vo

cation, was in New England: himself, his servant, and I,

breakfasted together; after which, while the servant saddled

the plough horses, the senator packed up his bags, and away
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he jogged to congress to apply his influence in settling a

dispute with the Emperor of Russia, about the western ter

ritory. Here I see the senator of Zante, which island I

believe is larger than the American senator's farm, though

not a great deal, going to Corfu to do anything he is bidden,

and having British guards of honour attending him to the

beach; cannons firing, drums beating, colours flying, and

all the pomp of war ! now you must admit that, supposing

the two senators to be equally clever and honest men, we

Yankees have the best bargain.” I answered, “Our senator

is more amenable, he is a ‘tame elephant, which, perhaps,

yours is not.” I had nothing else to say in defence of our

senator, and being too old a soldier to volunteer fighting in

a bad position, I changed the conversation with my excellent

friend Corporal Miller, of whom I have lost all trace, but if

this little treatise should ever fall into his hands, I hope he

will be assured of the sincere regard I have for him, and how

often I have thought of his contempt for the senators of the

Ionian Republic, for whose honour and glory a company of

British soldiers have kept unceasing vigils for twenty long

gears / Among these senators there were some whose cha

racters rendered it a question whether the sentry at his door

was for the safety of the senator, or the public | However,

many, among whom I must beg to name my friends Marine

Veja, Mr. Zambelli, Sir Victor Caridi and others, were ex

cellent men. Whether many amongst them had the bump

of “legislativeness” greatly developed, or the contrary, I

cannot say, having no means of judging, for King Tom

governed in single blessedness like an old maid among her

cats; and after him, came Sir Frederick Adam's bad broth

of many cooks! so that the Ionian senators had no field for

the display of their genius; which, therefore, lay dormant,
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and undiscovered. However it must be confessed that there

is no want of talent among the shrewd Ionians, who inherit

all the native cleverness and courage of their ancestors. It is

only our selection of senators that provokes ridicule. At least

our selection when I was in the islands. What the “most illus

trious” body may now be composed of, I cannot say; the cor

ruscations oftheir glory do not reach meat Caen: but that does

not signify: a senate of Solons could do no good in the Ionian

Islands. If I had the choice of a senate for the Ionian Islands,

I would make a contract for them with some dealer in wax

work; and they should be warranted to stand any heat in the

shade,where I would take especial care to keep them! Among

the many advantages of such a senate, one is, that a single

sentry would guard them all, and he should be of the same

plastic materials as themselves. The whole might be shown

to travellers, for a shilling, and thus raise a revenue for the

public, instead of spending one. Who is there, possessing

any curiosity, that would not willingly pay a shilling to see

the only senate in the world, that never did any harm to the

people? Miller's American senators could not stand the

comparison an instant. My “lads of wax” would be like

the Roman senate, when the Gauls entered the senate house,

and took them for Gods; they were, it is said, silent and

motionless; so that the only time they were really a god-like

senate, was when they neither spoke or moved of a truth,

when we read of these Roman senators doing either, the

thoughts fly irresistibly towards Newgate!" But to return to

* One of their most celebrated characters was Brutus, the assassin of

Caesar. Now this famous usurer and suicide was not only an assassin,

but added the character of cut-purse, to that of cut-throat; “yet Brutus

was an honourable man,” that is to say, among Roman senators.-See

Bernard's Theory of the Constitution, and Hooke's Roman History.
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my sentries. Governors of colonies ought to be obliged so

to arrange the duties of their garrisons in time of peace, that

no soldier should be on guard more than once a week; and

if only once in a month, so much the better; for guards are

more destructive of discipline and health than any duty

the soldier has to perform. When guards are really, and

evidently, necessary, both officers and privates are atten

tive and alert: but when guards are useless, neither the

officers nor the privates are either attentive or alert; the

“visiting officer's” well known hour of going his rounds

is prepared for, for the loose discipline begins with him, and

after that hour, a slackness goes on that opens the door to

bad habits, for those who are subordinate judge whether that

which is ordered be good or bad; and they act accordingly.

The judging is all well enough; but the acting upon that

judgment, the disobedience consequent upon it, is ruinous:

yet no mortal power can keep men up, for any length of

time, to the zealous execution of disagreeable duties, if the

uselessness and the folly of those duties be apparent, and

deeply impressed upon their minds: they obey only when

the eye of power is upon them; they disobey when it is not.

Such “eye service” is worse than the dry rot; and wherever

guards are multiplied without necessity, this eye service

takes place. When I went to Cefalonia I reduced the

number of men, who mounted guard daily, from seventy-five

to eighteen; and I did all the necessary duty as effectually

with those eighteen: thus fifty-seven men had their sound

sleep every night, men who, previously were obliged to lose

their rest. It is unquestionable that officers must be allowed

to use their discretion in planting sentinels; no man would

be fool enough to deny this; but a return to head quarters

would oblige commanders to use this power judiciously,
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which is now very far from being the case. And as to

British sentinels being placed on any civilian's door, unless

he be the ambassador of a crowned head, I really must say

that it is highly offensive to the troops, exclusive of the

injury it does to the soldier's health and discipline.

I have said enough to show, that these are things which

worry soldiers; and which might easily be, if not altogether

removed, at least greatly softened down. I shall therefore

pursue the subject no farther, but conclude this chapter by

recommending to all governors of colonies in hot climates

to make their guards mount in the evening during summer.

This was wisely ordered by the medical men in the Ionian

Islands; because the soldier who mounted guard in the

morning after a night's drinking, was in a fever: in this ex

cited state he had to stand sentry in the heat: his fever was

thereby increased, and no rest came at night; but on the con

trary, exposure to the heavy dews while on sentry. Next day

the man was in hospital with a high fever. But if this man

did not mount guard till evening, he slept off the remains of

his debauch during the day, and was rested and free from

his feverishness, when he mounted guard in the cool of the

evening. This is one way to diminish the evils arising from

the mad and destructive intemperance of the troops.
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soLDIERs' FAMILIES.

ArtAcHED to every regiment, there ought to be a school

for soldiers’ infants; I do not mean a school for instruction,

that is already established, and well managed in most regi

ments. What I mean is, an infant school, in which (a small

matter being paid) the child should be fed and taken care

of, while its mother was otherwise employed. When the

boys of a regiment are six years old, they ought to be placed

on the pay-list. Such recruits seldom or never desert: born

and bred in the regiment, they have no other home, and the

chances of their turning out useful members of society, in

stead of ill educated and ill conducted men, would be

increased. The number of soldiers’ infants that die from

want of care is immense. An army, raised to serve in dis

tant colonies, as our army is, cannot be kept free from

women and children; the allowance of six women to every

hundred men is too few. Every soldier should be allowed

to take his family abroad with him in time of peace. In

war it is impossible to have women accompany the army;

but in peace I think the expense and inconvenience ought

to be borne. It is hard on the soldiers to prevent their

families going with them to the colonies. I have known

men blow off their hands and feet in the hope of getting dis

charged, not from a dislike to the service, but to return to

their families. This is horrible. I ask any man who has
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seen a regiment embark for the colonies, if he would like to

see such a scene of distress a second time? Wives, and

husbands, and children, divided for years, if not for ever!

In peace this is neither necessary or justifiable. I recollect

an unfortunate soldier at Cefalonia, whose wife and child

were not allowed to accompany him to the Mediterranean.

He was a good man; sober, steady, exemplary: his good

conduct continued, but from the day he was separated from

his wife and child, an overpowering melancholy took posses

sion of him. After suffering above a year, he shot off his

hand, in hopes of being discharged; was tried, condemned,

sentenced to be flogged, and pardoned. Such cases are not

singular, nor are these trials of human feelings justifiable in

time of peace.
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CHAPTER XXX.

COUNTY AND CITY REGIMENTS.

I HAVE always thought, and continue to hold the opinion,

that each regiment should belong to, and have recruiting

parties in some county or town, of which the regiment should

bear the name and arms on their colours. The 50th are the

“West Kent;” the 52nd the “Oxford;” the 43d are the

“Monmouthshire;” and so, in like manner, the greatest

number of our regiments are named. This old custom

seems to lose ground, which is perhaps to be regretted, as it

might be turned to advantage in many ways. The quarters

of regiments so named, should, when at home, be in their

own county: their women and children would be taken care

of when the men were on a campaign, and there would be

fewer deserters. To enter upon the details of such a plan

would exceed the bounds of this work; but that such an

arrangement might be made, and thereby add to the com

forts of the soldier, and therefore to their good conduct,

I am well convinced. This last is my motive for mentioning

the subject. The only objection that I can see to such a

plan is, that the best regiments are those which are not

national; but composed of Irish, Scotch, and English sol

diers, mixed together. However, I can perceive no reason

why this mixture should not exist in county regiments. The

43d, the 50th, the 52nd, and many others, are, as I have

before mentioned, county regiments; and they were com
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posed of men drawn from the three kingdoms. The 50th regi

ment was called the “West Kent,” and was chiefly formed

of Irishmen, but all these would soon have looked upon

Kent as their home, if the plan I refer to had existed at the

time.

My impression is, that if the soldier feels the conviction

that in England, Ireland, or Scotland, there is some spot

which he knows, and to which he looks forward as a home,

hoping always to return to that spot, from colonial service in

peace, or from an expedition against the enemy in time of

war; he will be more full of hope, and feel more happy than

under the present circumstances. There is this difference

between the two cases: as the soldier is now placed, he may

have a home; his native town may be dear to him; his

family connections there may be numerous and respected;

but he leaves them all when he is young, he forms new ideas,

new habits, new connections; he grows old with his com

rades: with them he has fought side by side: with them he

has lived in foreign lands: with them he has passed through

those scenes of life which are our brightest and our best:

with them he wishes to pass the evening of his days, and re

fight his battles. If he be in health, he delights in referring

to former times: if he be in sickness he dwells upon those

times mournfully, for they speak of health; and to have an

old comrade soothes him, and renews, as in a book, the

details which his memory may have lost. He therefore no

longer looks to his native place as one where such enjoy

ments are to take place, but rather as a dwelling which will

divide him from his comrades when the decay of life ap

proaches.

But if each regiment had a town in which it was recruited,

though the men might be from other parts of the kingdom;

if in that town he had certain rights granted to him; if there

S 2
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he might leave his family, and be assured that the magi

strates and the people would guard and respect those he

trusted to them; if to that town he felt assured he was to

return from time to time, and that there he and his com

rades would close life together, sure of occasionally seeing

the regiment in which they had spent their youth; if this

were the case, he would feel that town to be his real home.

If he saved a little money, or got a larger sum in prize

money, he would spend it in buying a cottage near that

town; there his character would serve him; his name would

be inscribed in some urbane record as a brave and honour

able soldier, his deeds of valour would be known; and in

war he would go forth to battle with a light heart, for his

women would be protected if he fell. I speak as I feel; I

would willingly return to my own village of Celbridge, in

Ireland, where I spent my childhood; but all I cared for

are gone. What would Celbridge be now to me? a wilder

ness. The Liffy, with all its romantic scenery, is still

beautiful, but my family are there no longer, and strange

faces ill accord with the haunts and recollections of boy

hood. To a soldier, his home is where his comrades in the

war congregate. Their children and his children have a

bond of union, and the locality is little to him, so that it be

in his own country. I appeal to the Engineers, to the Ar

tillery, to the Marines; do not they all feel that Woolwich,

Portsmouth, Plymouth, and Chatham, are their homes? Do

not most of them settle in or near those places? The na

ture of man makes him desire to finish life with those among

whom his best days have been spent; and if regiments had

each a town of which they bore the name, it would foster the

better feelings of the soldiers, it would make them serve

more cheerfully, and it would make them feel how much the

comfort of their latter days must depend on their obtaining
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a high character. If the Fiftieth had Canterbury, or any

town in Kent, as its head-quarters, there I would live in

preference to any part of England. A brother officer lately

told me that his son had left the army, having made a better

speculation as a settler in one of our colonies. “But,”

added his father, “I am sorry for it, for I would rather see

him a captain in my old regiment, than have him be the

richest man in England out of it.” Such are soldiers' feel

ings: we cannot get rid of them, and a wise government

would turn them to good account. I have, perhaps dwelt

too long upon this: one grows prolix when speaking of a

pleasing picture !
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CHAPTER xxxi.

ON THE COLOURS OR STANDARDS.

THE leaders of a band cannot always be seen in battle;

the combatants require some point by which to guide their

exertions, and towards which they may congregate; for

otherwise they would spread, and their opponents, pressing

into the intervals, would separate and kill them in detail.

Every man who has been in any struggle, from a common

street fray to the most hard fought battle, will recollect that

he has heard the cries of “Keep together, lads! keep close !”

When the battle was between a few knights the ieader was

the rallying point; but when large bodies fought, though

“keep close” was still the cry, the leader could scarcely be

seen, and some object on which to close was wanted. The

first standard of the Romans was a wisp of hay (maniplus)

on a pole ! Thus were standards introduced: high-floating

above the heads of the warriors, a view of his leader's banner

was caught at a glance by every combatant. Where the

banner was, there too was the chief. If the standard ad

vanced, all knew that the day went well; every heart exulted,

and hope was high. If it fell back, the brave put forth all

their courage to meet the crisis, and the fight strained more

stiffly. -

Great, then, is the value of the standard: it is a telegraph

in the centre of the battle to speak the changes of the day

to the wings. Its importance has, therefore, been immense

in all ages, among all nations, and in all kinds of war:
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“Defend the colours / form upon the colours!” is the first

cry and first thought of a soldier when any mischance of

battle has produced disorder: then do cries, shouts, firing,

blows, and all the tumult of the combat, thicken round the

standard; it contains the honour of the band, and the brave

press round its bearer !

An instance of the attachment shown by our troops to

their standards, occurred after the battle of Corunna: it was

night. The regimental colour of the Fiftieth was missing;

a cry arose that it had been lost; the soldiers were furious;

the present Sir Henry Fane, with a loud and angry voice

called out, “No! no! the Fiftieth cannot have lost their

colours.” They were not lost. Two gallant Ensigns, Stewart,

a Scotchman, and Moore, an Irishman, had been slain, as

they bore the banners charging through the village of El

Vina; two colour serjeants, whose names I cannot recollect,

seizing the prostrate colours, bravely continued the charge,

carrying them through the battle. When the fight was done,

an officer received one of these standards from the serjeant;

it was now dark, and he allowed his alarm for the safety of

the colours to overpower his better judgment: he forgot both

their use and their honour, and had gone to the rear, in

tending to embark with them, though the regiment was still

in its position. The stray colour was found, and the soldiers

were pacified; but this officer never could remove the feeling

which his well-meaning but ill-judged caution had produced

against him. This anecdote shows the sentiments enter

tained by British troops for their colours, sentiments per

vading all ranks, from the general to the drummer. Sir

Henry Fane's words, thus loudly expressed, rendered him a

favourite with the Fiftieth regiment ever after.

I have no doubt that many such anecdotes of the attach

ment shown by our troops to their colours, could be collected;
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and it might be well worth the trouble if some Officer in the

Commander-in-Chief's office would make such a collection,

and publish it for the army. An instance of a brave action

in defence of the colours, is said to have taken place at the

battle of Albuera, where the colours of the Third regiment

were in danger; the officer who bore them was separated

from his men, and he tore the silk from the spear, rolled

them round his body, and fell covered with wounds, but

saved his colours; he was eventually rescued, and recovered.

The name of this staunch soldier I believe was Lathom:

the details of his intrepid action, I cannot recall to my re

collection.

With these facts in abundance to record, it is evident how

highly the British soldier estimates his standard; but I think,

nevertheless, that it would be well were some of those cere

monies, which originally tended to produce such devotion to

the colours, still preserved, or rather re-established. The

colours have now a sentry placed over them, but the form

with which they were formerly sent for, and returned to the

commanding officer's quarters, is now almost obsolete.

The King's colour denoted the nation: the regimental

colour denoted to what chief of that nation each troop apper

tained. This is the origin of two colours in each regiment. .

More ceremony should be used in swearing faith to the co

lours: the King's colour should be received from the hands

of the King in person: the regimental colour from the lieu

tenant of the county; and the ceremony should take place

in the county of which the regiment bore the name.

When colours are worn out, they ought not to be thrown

away. I understand that the Fiftieth, having been lately

made a royal regiment, received a blue standard, and the

silk of the old colours was burned with much ceremony.

The wood of the spear was made into a snuff-box; and its
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lid encloses the ashes of that black banner which had so

often waved amidst the white curling smoke of the battle.

On this box are engraved the names of those who fell bearing

the colours in combat. However, neglect them as we may,

the British colours will always advance boldly, but not the

less so, if their bearers know, that falling in the strife, their

names and their deeds will remain, recollected and honoured

in their regiments. The regimental “record book” certainly

does this; still the Fiftieth snuff-box is a good memorial:

it brings up the memory of the dead; and it does so in those

hours of social converse when their deeds and their glory will

stimulate their successors to high actions. On particular

days, the record book may be coldly referred to in form, by

an inspecting general, and the names of Stanhope, Stewart,

Moore, Wilson, Sandys, Chandler, Ambrose, and many,

many others, young, intrepid, and glorious, will arise, coupled

with the great days on which they fell; but, at other times,

in this book their story lies unheeded by the new gene

ration: whereas, being engraved upon the snuff-box, their

names become familiar, and their glory daily shines forth

animating and brilliant. One or two old soldiers still linger

on, who knew the men, who fought by their side, who saw

them die, and to whose memory and feelings all is still fresh

as the morning. The intrepid one-armed Turner, yet tells,

in the wilds of Australia, the story of those early companions

whose bones whiten on the Spanish plains; for few of the

Fiftieth perished where Turner was not present.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

TROOPS ON BOARD SHIPS OF WAR.

I shall give one chapter which may possibly induce the le

gislature to interfere and establish a much wanted ordinance.

In the Mutiny Act we are told (in article 144) that when

troops are on board a ship of war the soldiers “shall strictly

conform themselves to the laws and regulations established

for the government and discipline of the said ship, and shall

consider themselves for these necessary purposes under the

command of the senior officer of the particular ship, as well

as of the superior officer of the fleet to which such ship be

longs.” Nothing can well be more vague than this article:

few things require to be more accurately defined ! Towards

the end of the last war, the strong feelings of patriotism and

liberality in the officers of both services, had overcome the

disgraceful bickerings that were high and mischievous in the

commencement of the struggle. But no merit is due to

the general government of the country for the cordial co

operation of the navy and army in the King's service; and

unless more precise rules be laid down, we shall have the

old disputes revived at the outset of some future war.

Few things can be more annoying to the crew of a ship of

war than to have troops on board; it is inconvenient to the

discipline of the ship; and it is personally troublesome to

the officers. On the other hand, the soldiers have also much

to bear; and if the captain be a bad man, he can make

them very uncomfortable; but of this last I cannot speak

from experience, for I was once six months, consecutively,

on board different men-of-war with my regiment, and expe

rienced nothing but marked kindness to myself and those
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under my command. However, so much depends on the

cordial co-operation of the two services, that every thing

should be defined as nearly as possible.

The two great difficulties are,

irst. The relative powers of the naval and military com

manders with respect to the troops.

Secondly. The accommodation of the soldiers.

With regard to the first, the above article says that the

soldiers are to “conform themselves,” but makes no provision

for enforcing this command. Now, supposing a soldier

chooses not to conform himself, what will you do with him?

how is he to be punished? flogged without a court martial?

“Yes,” says the naval commander. “No,” says the military

commander ! The soldier must be tried by a military court

martial, says the military code. A military court cannot sit

on board a ship of war, says the naval code ! And here the

two commanders are set at issue by the two laws, and a

quarrel at once begins: the soldiers think the soldier right;

the sailors think the sailor right; and great mischief to the

King's service is the natural result. I must say that I see

only one remedy; it is, that the troops, when on board a

man-of-war, should always be placed under the same law that

governs the marines: in the Mutiny Act for which corps, a

clause is inserted subjecting these soldiers (while on board)

to the same rules and punishments as the navy. Indeed I

see no good reason for there being any difference in the

rules for governing the marines and the regiments of the line.

The former should be under the orders of the commander

in-chief: so ought the artillery and engineers: so ought the

War-office: all the military departments ought to be under

one head. What advantage can arise from the present divi

sion of departments? I have heard that it is supposed safer

to have a cabinet minister at the head of the ordnance, to

balance the power of the commander-in-chief, lest he should
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head his myrmidons and make the monarch despotic! “It

would give the commander-in-chief too much power,” says

some Whig. But what nonsense to talk of giving ‘too much

power’ to any one in England, when you give three poor law

commissioners the power to break the laws of God, of na

ture, and of man? power to break the Divine command, and

separate the husband from the wife in sickness, in sorrow,

and in years? power to break the law of nature, and tear the

child from its mother? and when government has ground

the people into pauperism by over taxation, power to treat

their poverty as criminal, and send them to pine in its work

houses. Power! we have little fear of giving power to hun

gry commissioners, to irresponsible bread taxing landholders,

and to horrid child torturing murderers in the manufactories.

But when power is demanded for the King of England, whose

head and crown are practically responsible to his people, with

whom his personal interests are united, the oligarchs wince

under the least pressure. Treacherous to both, they dread

alike the sovereign and the people. The oligarchs know

that the army will not bear an influx of political injustice and

jobbing beyond a certain point. They know that the Duke

of York tried to oppose this injustice to the troops; that the

Duke of Wellington followed, and Lord Hill honourably fol

lows the same system, as far as the state of English govern

ment permits. They know that the concentration of offices

concentrates also corruption and brings it into a focus,

which focus is under the observation of the public eye;

and this is fatal to its existence ! They know, on the other

hand, that by having a commander-in-chief, a secretary at

war, a master-general of the ordnance, patronage and job

bing have three times the latitude and facility that a single

office would give. The regiments of the line do not know

of, or if they know, they do not care for, a job at Woolwich,

nor at Woolwich do the artillery and engineers know of, or
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care for, a job at the Horse Guards: and the secretary at

war is as independent of these two departments as they are

of him: injustice presses partially, and, of course, is only

partially resisted. But let all pass through one chief, and

instantly all would unite in feelings of indignation at, and

would expose to the public, the government that should dare

to force that chief to be unjust. If he should voluntarily

be so, the government would restrain him by the King's

authority, or the country would check him by its parliament.

The present purity of the Horse Guards springs from the

high character of the nobleman at its head; not from the

working of the system. Assuredly it is not a patriotic or

economical spirit which keeps the three military departments

(referring to the marines I may say four) separate. It is not

fear of the power given to the King, or to the commander

in-chief, but it is the knowledge that there is three times the

expenditure and three times the patronage, by having three

offices instead of one. It is the same spirit of misgovern

ment that, by means of commissions, expands patronage and

attenuates responsibility. But I have somewhat, though not

much, deviated from my subject.

The second point, is the accommodation of the troops on

board. The details of this I am not competent to speak of.

All I can say is, that they should be decided by the Horse

Guards and the Admiralty, and made law; so that all should

be foreknown. By his Majesty's orders, soldiers are put on

board the King's ships, for the King's service, and should

have their place by right, and not by tolerance. This would

put an end to future disputes; and a ship full of soldiers and

sailors, would be as cordial as men can be under much per

sonal inconvenience: whatever discord might arise, it would

arise between individuals, not between the two services. It is

the vague article of war above quoted that produces evil, and

makes men forget that they have one Country and one King.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE

COMMISSIONERS ON MILITARY PUNISHMENTS.

SINCE my arrival in England I have obtained a copy of

the Report of the Commissioners for inquiring into Military

Punishments. In reading this I observed,

First. That every evidence regrets the necessity for cor

poral punishment.

Secondly. Every evidence (including that given by private

soldiers) thinks that flogging is necessary on a campaign.

Thirdly. Every evidence thinks that it should be rarely

inflicted, and that with this power to inflict corporal punish

ment existing, though seldom employed, the discipline of the

British army can be maintained in its present state.

Fourthly. Every evidence admits that an order of merit

would have the best effect upon the character of the British

soldier, and upon discipline; yet no order of merit exists.

Fifthly. Every evidence expresses his conviction that the

conduct of the soldiers is greatly influenced by the hopes of a

pension, yet the present government has reduced the scale

of pensions and increased the difficulties in earning them,

both as to conduct and time of service.

Sixthly. Every evidence has asserted, that the execution

of the sentences to hard labour and to solitary confinement,

are generally imperfect, sometimes impracticable, from want

of proper means; and, further, that these sentences are not

promptly inflicted.
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Taking the foregoing circumstances into consideration,

are not the following points forced upon the mind:

First. That if the principle of reward was put into activity

in a generous and wise manner, the good effect upon the

character and conduct of the British soldier would be un

questionable.

Secondly. That if the means of putting secondary punish

ments in execution were rendered perfect, and made to follow

Apromptly upon the commission of crime, the good effect upon

the character and conduct of the British soldier would be

unquestionable.

Thirdly. Therefore government ought to establish a

system of rewards, and give the means of thoroughly en

forcing secondary punishments, in order to find out, by

making the experiment, whether these two means of sustain

ing discipline would not be sufficient to obliterate the ne

cessity of that small portion of corporal punishment now

existing, and which has been admitted to be sufficient, even

without the assistance of rewards and secondary punishments

properly enforced. An unprejudiced person will admit that

such a course would so much diminish the present small

quantity of corporal punishment, as virtually, though not

nominally, to abolish it.

Most of the book of evidence published by the commis

sioners confirms, in my opinion, all that I have asserted in

the foregoing work on military law, which had been written,

not only before I could get a copy of the commissioners'

report, but (in consequence of my being abroad) before I was

aware that such a commission had been appointed. I per

ceive that the opinion of the commissioners differs in many

points from the view I have taken of the subject; but still I

see nothing which induces me to alter what I had previously

written.
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In the foregoing chapters I have stated that which, to my

mind, appears just. I have done so in the hope of being

useful to the army and the public, and I have endeavoured

to write in a spirit of fair discussion, unwarped by prejudice.

To be honest, to be open, to be fair, has been my desire.

By these means I have endeavoured to serve my profession,

and assist in raising the character of the British soldier to

its just position in the public estimation; a position which

his merit ought to place higher in the scale of society than

some men seem willing to allow. I have opposed, and

always will oppose, the frequent assertion made by many

writers, that the British soldier is of an “inferior class” in

his country, and less respectable in his character, than the

conscript and unwilling soldier of other nations. If I have

failed, the fault is neither in the army nor in my will, but in

that feeble and failing pen which is unable to exhibit the

British soldier in his true light; confessedly valiant and

strong as a warrior; humane, intelligent, and honourable as

a Illan.

THE END.

William WILCOCKSON, Rolls Buildings, FETTER LANR,



APPENDIX.

Letter from Captain Simmons to the Judge Advocate General.

Berkeley Square, Bristol, May 16, 1833.

SIR,

As it is my intention to print an Addendum to the work I have pub

lished on Courts Martial, with a view of drawing attention to the

alterations required in it by the changes in the Mutiny Act and Articles

of War subsequent to its publication, I should deem it a great favour if

you would oblige me with your opinion on one or two points, which,

I think, may give rise to discussion; perhaps your acquiescing in the

request I take the liberty of making, may eventually anticipate some

references which may otherwise be made to you, though the obligation

on my part would not on that account be lessened. If you favour me,

I will either publish the opinions as coming from you, or I should be

altogether silent as to the source from which they may have arisen; but

I should have the satisfaction of knowing that there was no chance of

my misleading any officer who might condescend to rely on me for

information.

The twenty-first section of the Mutiny Act, admits no question as to

the necessity of, and the time when, proof must be put in of the pri

soner's having had notice of the intention to bring against him other

desertions and previous convictions. A letter of yours, dated March 26,

1832, states that no mention of previous delinquency should be made

until the unbiassed judgment of the court has pronounced the prisoner

guilty of the offence for which he is immediately under trial, nor until

the previous convictions are actually about to be put in evidence.

On general courts martial, the officiating judge advocate may be sup

posed to be informed of the intention to produce previous convictions or

other desertions; but on courts martial not attended by a judge advocate,

how and when is the intention to be signified to the court! As no men

tion of previous delinquency should take place prior to their finding it

would appear to be particularly exceptionable that the president should

be thus informed: must a court martial then in every case, on the trial

of a soldier, and when he is found guilty, re-open and call the parties

before it to ascertain the intention?

T
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By the twenty-first section, as now altered, it appears that a soldier

having repeatedly deserted, can only be charged on one desertion, that

the other desertions can only be brought against him subsequent to the

finding of guilt, “no such evidence (i.e. evidence of other desertions or

previous convictions) shall in any case be received,” &c.

Supposing then a soldier to be charged with an act of desertion, and

that it is intended to give in evidence previous desertions; he is ac

quitted of desertion, but found guilty of “absence without leave,” it is

imagined that the finding would bar the production of evidence as to

other desertions (evidence as to previous convictions might of course be

received); but if the court martial ruled differently (the prisoner having

been found guilty, though not to the extent of the charge), and that proof

of other desertions were admitted, still the graver punishments incidental

to desertion could not be applied, for although the section says any

greater or other punishment than may by this Act and by the Articles

of War be awarded for the offence for which he shall be under trial;

yet it must, without doubt, mean no greater punishment than may be

awarded for the offence for which the offender may be convicted, under

the charge for which he is immediately on trial.

I am quite aware of your former opinion, that previous convictions

might take effect to render the punishment more severe than the court

might otherwise have applied to the offender had no such convictions

been given in evidence. But as the term “as an aggravation,” is

omitted in the twenty-first section, and as the court is expressly restricted

from any greater or other punishment than may by the Act and Articles

be awarded for the Dffence for which the prisoner shall be under trial,

may I take the liberty of asking if these alterations have made any

change in your opinion? If the clause had been “other punishment or

punishments,” it would have been perfectly clear that a punishment dif

ferent in kind from that applicable to the immediate offence could not

be awarded, but “greater” may be taken as synonymous with “other,”

or it may imply that the court cannot exceed the quantum of punish

ment proportioned to the offence; now, in no case provided for in the

Mutiny Act or Articles of War, applicable to a soldier, except in the se

cond and fifth Articles of War, the species of punishment being fixed,

is the amount allotted to a particular offence. It has always been con

sidered in the army, that a court martial is bound to apportion punish

ment to the offence, and that alleviating collateral circumstances could

only be influential with the authority confirming the sentence. If the

punishment due to the offence with which an offender is imme

diately charged, is only to be awarded when other desertions or previous

convictions are in evidence, it follows, that in no case, when such previous

delinquency is wanting, ought the quantum of punishment due to the
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offence to be awarded; and hence great perplexity must inevitably attend

the affixing punishment. In the forty-fifth section of the Mutiny Act

it is declared, that a soldier shall not be entitled to pay, or to reckon

service towards pay or pension, when in confinement under any sentence

of any court. It appears very plain, that “under any sentence,” implies

by virtue of, or in conformity with, any sentence, and not simply when

in confinement under, or subsequent to, the finding of the court; but,

as I know that a difference of opinion on the point exists, and as it will

always come in question when any time intervenes between the closing

of the proceedings and the promulgation of the sentence, I should be

thankful to have it settled on a basis which would preclude discussion,

although possibly you may consider it a question as having reference to

the War-office, since it does not directly involve a judicial doubt. The

forty-fifth clause imperatively declares, that a soldier, on conviction by

a general or other court martial, in addition to any punishment awarded

by such court, shall forfeit his pay for the days on which he may be

convicted of absence without leave. The thirty-eighth article of war,

which refers to the forfeiture of desertion, does not notice that attaching

by the forty-fifth section of the Mutiny Act, to absence without leave;

and the fifty-second article declares that a soldier MAY be deprived of his

pay, &c., leaving the forfeiture to be applied in the discretion of the

court. No doubt, his Majesty may limit or forbid the application of a

punishment authorised by the Mutiny Act, but, in the present case, a

forfeiture of pay being made contingent absolutely on conviction, I ima

gine that the forfeiture must take effect on a conviction independent of

the sentence, as on conviction of desertion, and that it would be useless,

if not improper, to notice the forfeiture in the sentence; consequently,

that the “may be deprived” of the article of war is neutralised. There

may be little doubt on this point, and therefore little occasion to trouble

you on it; but I know that most officers will act on the Articles of War

rather than the Mutiny Act, unless convinced to the contrary. The

concluding paragraph of the hundred and second Article of War may

be taken to imply, as it literally expresses, that “in all cases” (except

in the East Indies) where a sentence of death shall be pronounced under

this article, that power is reserved to his Majesty of ordering transporta

tion instead of capital punishment, as to his Majesty, on consideration of

all the circumstances of the case, shall seem to be most just and fitting.

A previous paragraph directs that the sentence shall not be carried into

effect until approved by the governor or officer commanding in chief

appointing the court martial; now, if this paragraph be taken to authorize

the infliction of the punishment on approval by the governor or officer

commanding in chief, the reservation made by his Majesty in the article

must be understood to reserve to his Majesty the power of commutation
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of capital punishment under this article, in such cases only as may be

brought to his consideration by the officer appointing the court martial.

The instructions to governors, dated November 20, 1824, may perhaps

reconcile any seeming difficulty to this opinion, since it is therein directed,

that where sentence of death be pronounced by a court martial, execution

of “the sentence will be suspended until the sentence shall have been

approved, on his Majesty's behalf, by such civil governor or other person

administering the civil government. I much regret that this letter is so

extended, but I am very desirous, since I have been led to publish on

courts martial, not to mislead any man, and I trust this will be accepted

by you as an admissible apology for the intrusion. I am rather en

couraged because most of the difficulties in the Mutiny Act which I have

pointed out, have from time to time been corrected; and I know that,

at all events, in some cases, notice has been attracted to them by my

efforts to advance the good of the service.

I have the honour to be, Sir, &c.

THOS FRED, SIMMONS.

The Right Hon. Robert Grant, M. P.

Judge Advocate General, &c.

Judge Advocate General's Answer.

Judge Advocate General's Office,

SIR, 14th June, 1833.

I REGRET that an unusual press of occupation has prevented my earlier

acknowledgment of your letter of the 16th ultimo. During my connexion

with this office, while I have felt every inclination to lend the readiest

attention to officers or others consulting me on the meaning of any part

of the Mutiny Act or Articles of War, I have found it necessary to

restrict myself in that respect to questions arising out of, or suggested

by, real cases, and to decline delivering opinions on points of a general

or hypothetical nature. The same rule was, I believe, observed by my

predecessors; and having repeatedly had occasion to act on it, I do not

think that I can make an exception in the present instance, nor, indeed,

can I command leisure to enter into the extent of disquisition which a

full answer to your letter would involve. On these grounds I regret to

say, that I am unable to comply with your wish.

hour to be, Sir, &c.

#'.N ROBERT GRANT.

Captain Simmons, &c.
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